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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Established June

Vol. 5.

1362.

23,

Business Notices.

DAILY PRESS:

JANUARY 19, I860.

MORNING,
Dry

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Fancy Goods.

and

Insurance.

JOHN T. GILMAN. KJilor.
BY
PUBLISHED AT 82i EXCHANGE STREET,

T. B. MARSHALL & BRO.,

& CO.

FOSTER

N. A.

DEALERS

*

is published every
u.y*
morutaB, at *8JK)per annum, in advance;
sU months; and $2.50, If paybeyond six months.

.i.v

onr facilities lor getting Lumber and from
long experience in the business, we believe we
can delv all competition in filling Ship orders.
Consignments, Ord rs and Agencies solicited. Attention given to receiving and forwarding goods to

With

't Uid witSdn

ef Advertising.
constitute
One inch of space, in length of column,
Rules

aii<l from tb»* interior.
Savannah, Ga., Dec.

per
square daily first week; 75 contmuinsertions, or less, $1.00;
week alter;
tier

cents

g.^

2,18C5.

HOST E It Y

—

AND

per

rj*®8paper
of****p*jr
rVB

pertaining!o

WHOLESALE

JOSEPH

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.

For the transaction of

G.

|

Portland, Me.

Special attention paid

of

Not 25—dtl

to

Produce.

MOSS &

consignments of all kinds
sop20dlyr

THE

will

PLASTERERS,

PURSUANT

Five Eighth Casks of Brandy; Two Barrels New England Rum ; Two Kegs of Branone Keg Jamaica Rum;
dy;
Three Kegs
Whiskey; two Kegs Whiskey; four Cases
Gin.

The

having been decreed forfeit to the United
Slates, in the District Court for said District, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this tenth day of January, A.

CKSQ

Jan 10—dl5d

CO.,

&

PORTLAND, UK.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompty attended to. Orders horn out ol town solicited.
May 22—dtl

J

E.

,

Dealer

In

PICKET

T,

Photographic Goods,

Poktlahd, Mb.

JmnelZtf

Deerins,

Milliken & Co.,

Successors to G. L. Storer If Co.,
JOBBERS OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

Furnishing Goods

!

Manufacturers oi and Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents for

EMPIRE SEWING
State of Maine.

MACHINES fiir

88 tuld GO Middlm St.,
Sept 7—dlf

PORTLAND,

CHASE, CRAM

& STURTEVAWT,
GENERAL

Commission Merchants,

formed

a

Copart-

a

General Commission lrtislness,
under the name and firm ot
CHURCHILL, BROWNS fc MANSON.
J. B. BBOWN Is a special partner in the house,
and ha. contributed Seventy-Five Thousand
Dollars to its capital.
Jas. M. Churchill,
Phillip Henry Brown,
John Marshall
B. T. Mansox.

mirrors and Engravings.
M in .if »3turer of Mirror A Picture Pram...
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,

this

Brown,

janldlm.

Portland, January 1, 1800.

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day associated them-

fTlHE
X selves

under the firm name of
I> O W «fc LIB BY,

for the transaction of a general
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE BUSINESS.
At 06 Exchange Street, Portland.
John Dow,
Frank W. Libby.
Portland, Jan.l, I860.—2m

Copartnership Notice.
admitted

FRANKLIN YEATON
of
firm in the Ship Chandlery
MR. member
and
from this date.
is

a

as

our

Grocery Business,

Portland, January 1st,

V EATON A IIA
1866.

LE.

MR. JOHN YEATON retires iroin our firm
in the Ship Chan-ilery and Grocery Business, from
this date: he will continue to do business as Commrtcial Broker, in connection with Mr. Joseph
llale, under our firm name, as heretofore.
YEATON & HALE.
Jan. 1, 1666.
joSd3w

widgory’s Whart,

PORTLAND, ME.

oetl6dli

DAJSTA&

CO.,

Fish and N alt,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Luther Dana,

Woodbury S. Dana,
John A. S. Dana.

ldtt

une

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER.

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
Portland, Maine.
Work executed In every part oi the State.

juneldtf

WILLIAM H.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

AT

LAW,

Solicitor of Patents,
Ifo. 108 Middle Street.

PORTLAND,

Aug 25—dtt

MAINE.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

PLUMB E R!

Woodbury,

W. H.

Closets,

The undersigned will continue the business at tbe
store lately occupied by Randall & Woodbury, under the firm ol RANDALL BROS.
J. F. RANDALL,

JOHN RANDALL.

Jan 4—d3w

Dissolution ol Copartnership.
Copartnership existing under the firm of J.
F. Weeks & Co., is this day dissolved by mutual
consent, and the business of the firm will be settled

THE

by either of the partners, at their old stand. All indebted are requested to settle, and all having demands will present them tor payment.
J. F. WEEKS,
J. L. WEEKS.

The business will be continued at the old »tand
Weeks.
Portland. Jan. 1,1866.
dec30 d3w
L.

Dissolution of
copartnership
rpHE
JL firm of

ME.

Copartnership.

Bowls, Brass & Silver Plated Cocks*
description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptlv attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprOdti

EVERY

U ATKINS.

Is this day dissolved by mutual
business ol the firm will be settled
partners at the old stand.

consent, and the
by either of the

GEORGE D. HILLMAN,
GEORGE S. ATKINS.

The undersigned will continue the business at the
lately occupied by Hillman & Atkins, under the
firmof
HILLMAN &MELLEN.
G. D. HILLMAN,
G. L. MELLEN.
1866.
Portland, Jan’y 8th,
ja9iitf

C.

P.

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

Dissolution of
copartnership
firm and style of
THE

TYLER,

Rale Rooms, 110 and 112
juneltf

RICE &
they

N.C.RICE,
N. W. RICE,

Importers and Jobbers of
Arcade
F.
L.
E.

Woolens.

and

18

Free

JffSSS: ICHAPMAN.

PORTLAND, MB

)

riOV9’65(ltf

KINQ &
Successors to

Importers

Dealers in all kinds ol

Hardware and

Window-Glass,

175 Middle and 118 Federal Sts.
Oct 2, ’GG—d6m

SMITH

&

Counsellors
02

Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

MAXASaEII

SMITH,

THOMAS

N. W. RICE.
E. L. PICKARD.

ja4dlm

heretofore

by

Is authorized to
the late firm.

jal;uiw

PAINE,

Teacher of Piano Forte
And Musical

Theory.

nr SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC
163 Middle Street.
Ocl23—eo<13m*

STORE,

or

DRAIN, REEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUT-

generally.
shipping by quickest

and WESTERN PRODUCE

and cheapest routes.

given to

No. 182 South Water

St.9

Illinois,

P. O. Box 471.
References—Messn. 8. G. Bawdlear ft Co; Mayrard ft Sons: 11. ft W. Chlckerirr: C. H. Cutnm<n;l
ft Co: Chas. H. Stone: liaiktt. Davis ft Co; Bosto-.
I N. Bacon. Esq, Pre»ldontNewt-n National Bark,
Newton.Man: C. B Collin.Esq, NT.City, febitd y

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dress Cloths,
A. D. REEVES’,Tailor,
*8 Exchange St.
Nov 4—dtf

A
At

We believe no more favorable opportunity for investment for Northern men ever presented itself, and
at the same time it will supply the necessities of the
freedmen by furnishing them with remunerative employment, and will help inaugurate the experiment of
tree labor in the cotton fields of the South under
Northern auspices.
Mortgages negotiated upon plantations for which
20 per cent, interest per annum will be paid absolutely, or one-third the net crop of cotton raised.
An agent of the company wiil leave for the South
ou the 15th of January, to make investments and attend to the selection and purehase of plantations;
until which time he can be seen at the office of the
New England Agency, No. 46 Washington Street,
Boston, Mass.
Send for lists of plantations and prices, in any desired locality. Send lor circulars. Call for letters of
Introduction to our agents in all parts of the South.

American Land

Agency

a

d

Company,

JOHN A. ANDREW, President.
Frank E. Howe, General Agent, 57 Broadway,
and William L. BtJkt, New England Agent, 46

Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
January 8th, 1866.

Tailor, Hand-Knit Breakfast

FIRST CLASS

Fancy
TO

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

MAKE

SEVENTH ANNUAL SALE I

Congress

HAMULI,

STOCK

OF

WINTER

BELL’S

TO

GOODS
BE SOLD

C H E ,A P !
Poplins,

Fresh Arrival

Black and Colored

OYSTERS.
H-A.T a HC

Delaines,
Alpaccas,

Bright Plaids,
Shirting Flannels,
&C99

,

Exchange Street,

Has j ust received a choice lot of OYSTERS, large and
in fine condition, which he will sell
by the Quart or
Gallon, and will servo in all styles,
t ^rarties supplied to order.

&C9

Look for Prices

Dr. Fred A. Prince, CYRUS

C.

Dentist,

Business of
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with
their City Carts, intends to carry on the

HAVING

Retail

BUSINESS J

BAKING

AC No. 12 Willow Street*
Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be
favo ed with the patronage of their former customers.

He would also respectfully invite all others wishing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and
dispatch.

Portland. Dec 12,1865.

Bradstreet’s

Sept 29—eodtt

Moulding

Weather Strips!

Apples, Butter, Cheese,

ARE

Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
to their Dwellings not only as regards
have it
health ana comfort, but as a matter of economy, for
in a room requiring to be constantly warmed it will
in a single season save one-half the fuel that would
otherwise be required to make the appartment com-

fortable.
Every one interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE,
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strips and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted to housees if desired.
Parties in the State desiring large or small quantities of
Weather Strips and Mouldings!
Will please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be filled for the State of Maine:
In all
when sent by Express Companies C. O. D.
other cases the money must accompany the order.
Agents Wanted throughout the State. Information will be given in regard to terms upon application by letter or in person.
WHITTEJT & SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents for Maine.
Nov 28— d3m

PORTLAND ACADEMY
Hall,

Free Street.

Began November 27tb*

Pupils Received at anytime in

the Term.

attention paid to young men preparing themselves tor College. Excellent opportunities offered for young ladies or young gentlemen
wishing to study French, German, Mathematics.
Book-Keeping, &c. Pupils of both sexes received
in all branches usually taught in a first class school.
The services of Miss E. JONES have been secured as Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, &c.

PARTICULAR

FILES, Principal,

P. 0. Box 103.
Jan S—d5w*

And Lard.

the condition of the

THAMES FIRE INS. COMP Y, 200 BBLS. BALDWIN
APPLES.
GREENING
100
60
60
5000
50

NORWICH, CONN.

December

1,

18U5.

ASSETS.

Loans on Rea! Estate,
Loans on Collateral,
U. S. Securities,
Bank Stock,
Bills Receivable,
Cash on hand,
Cash in hands of Agents,
Due from other sources,
Accrued interest,
Office Furniture,

-FOB

C. w.

11,632 12
11,094 04
9,893 68

Dec 4th, 1865—dtt

237 56
6,345 13
572 19

ELISHA F. ROGERS,
Justice of the Peace.

LOSING, STACKPOLE & 00., Agents,
Office No.
Ill Commercial Street.

Portland, January 10, 1866.—eod3w

"WOOLEN

YARN !

largo

lot

MITTENS.

ALSO,

KID

offer for sale a large quantity oi
rpHITsubscribers
A
desirable building Jots in the West End orthe
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas.
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to
parties who will
build bouses of
satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth qj the cost qf building, on
qf the house. From parties who build imcompletion NO
CAS 11 PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
mediately,
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, wh#re
plans

may bo seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
lf
Portland, May 3, 1865.
wayitf
_

ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
A FINE
CASSIMERE, and
At

GLOVES,

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEVES’, Taller,
Not 4—dtf
98 Exchange St.

At

Button-Hole Machine

make your Button-Holes to order. Lamb’s
Shirt
KNITTING MACHINE will do your Knitting.
WILL
Florence SEWING MACHINE

makes four different
stiches, and has the reversible feed. The New Weed
Machine. Shaw & Clark $20.00 Machines.
MACHINES TO LET, and REPAIRED.
fi^*All kinds of Machine Trimmings, at
W. S. DYER, 137J Middle St.,

CUT

By CHARLES CUSTIS A CO.
Mobtok Block.
May 3—dtl

Highest

THOS.

UNION

17—d4w*

BETTER HURRY UP
And get a supply of those

TT nder-Flannels,
Selling

Dec

Second-Hand

STREET, Up-Stairs.

Sewing Machines of all makes and styles repaired,
adjusted and painted. Patent Office Models, Small
Patterns, &c., made to order. Tailors’ Shears
ground. Keys fitted. Die Sinking, &c.f &c.

so

CO.,

At 113 Exchange St•

6—dtf

JOHN
Corner

PANT

Goods!

Flannels, and Heavy Cloths,
Together with a full line of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,
Shawls!

Will be SOLD CHEAP AS THE CHEAPEST
tyPleasc give them

a

call.

CURTIS,

OOODS,

KILN

DRIED

MEAL.

lOO HALF BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL.
400

BUSHELS RYE, in store and for sale by

_

129 Middle Street.

•

Dec 29—d4w*

advertisement,

Read Dr. Hughes*
column. In his specialty Dr. Hughes is
by any physician in this country.
Jan 1—wly

in another
unequalled

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
OFFICE,
mcli 17 dJtwtf

CODMAN BLOCK,

Temple Street.

IMMEDIATE RETURN.
The advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf years without interest,
are obvious. No other Company pays dividends in
this way.
The Dividends oi the Charter Oak are
equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

PROMPTNESS
the payment of losses is
oi this Company,
In

Notice.
A LL persons having claims against, or indebted to
4 the Estate of the late THOS. R. JONES, are
requested to call and adjust the same with
T. H. WESTON,
109 Commercial

Portland, Jan’y S, 1S66.—d3w

Street.

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

its profits so are its dividends.
understood.

Company, No. 64 Middle St., and
change their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s
ceipts for certificates ot Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,

2^“Offioe Bo. 25

To the Publie.
made such arrangements with Mr.
will nable us to supply the demand
Hungarian Balm, the heat preparation tor the
Hair m use.
CR08MAN & CO.,
Jal6dlw
75 Middle St.

Flour and Meal!

1-4, and 1-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
mii. Superior Yellow Meal tor Table Use. for
ale hy 7
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.
Dec 14—tsat tt

Exchange Street,

McALPINE,

aug26'65dly

Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
SALEM, MASS.
the condition ef said Company on
the 1st
day ot November, A. D. 1885, being the
date ot its exhibit next preceding 1st
December, 1868ot

STATEMENT

Amount of Capital Stock,
ConsiBtisting ol notes and statute liabilities.
And of cash assets

as

follows:

*684,466

48

United States, State
and

City Bonds,

Loans on collateral,
and Notes ReceivaReal Estate,
Cash

-in

Balance

hand,
in

Agents

52,030 53
9,042 49
11,800 00
2,073 17

SON,

Agents,

Middle Street.

SUGARS!

goo S2SSS
BO v

BOXES brown DO.,
EE/ from Havana, for s#Je by

Lynch,
Jan », 1866.

$8,00

per year

Bar] ter &

per

brig

Co.,

139 Qommeretal St.
/alOdSw

Per annuntf in advance.

hellion, saw

with the eye of faith the
beginning of better
things, maintained a resolute
t and
purpose, and said—“Be of good
courage, my loyal
countrymen, trust In God,
sund firmly for the
tight, and the beauteous
morning of peace shali yet bathe In
eternal

effulgence our beloved land,
redeemed,
erated, and rehabilitated In the

A Chapter or Wholeiome Advioe.
The South Carolinian
newspaper having
complained of the unkindness of the North,
of its unwillingness to see a restoration of

good feeling, and particularly of the tone of
Northern newspapers,—especially the tone of
the Baltimore Daily Commercial,—the latter
paper proffers its Southern contemporary the
following bit of good advice;

Word to

regen-

panoply of
Bkacos Stmcs-t

universal freedom V

Ih advance.

E3”" Reading Matter on all Pour Pages.

Correspondents.

There are Jive rules which
correspondents
for the press should never
disregard; particularly those who write for the Portland Press,
if they would be sure of proper attention.
1. They must always give their teal
name;
not for publication, but as a guarantee oi
good
faith.
2. They should always write plain. We
have before us an elaborate article, no doubt a
good one, but utterly useless because the wri-

ter took so much
pains to write elegantly; to
make it abound in
handsomely-cut flourishes.
We cannot stop to
“peace,”
decipher blind manuscripts,
Rhett
and
his
secession
apostrophize
confreres, our compositors will not do so if
they <*«n
and above all—let it cease to arraign those
avoid It, and we do not blame
them. Never
as sincere at least and consistent as itself.
If
it wants indeed, “byegones to be byegones,”
abbreviate, unless the abbreviation is to be
let it busy itseli more about the future of the
followed in print; never use
figures wheie
South, than its past l Let it tell the people of spelling the words out would
be better; siSouth Carolina what their immediate interests
demand in regard to their agriculture; their ways spell out the conjunction and; be careftil of proper names, and make
commerce; their manufactures; instead ot
not only evwasting its timg.and the va uable space of its ery word but every letter perfectly plain.
in
columns,
moaning oversecesh ordinances,
a Be sure and spell
correctly, and m.i™ a
and demonstrating—for the fiftieth time, perproper use of capital letters.
is
that
there
of
haps,
nothing
good about the
4. Don’t go all round Robin Hood’s barn
negro. His disabilities, his weaknesses, and
ignorance, are great enough—all the world to tell what you mean; if you know what
knows; but dwelling upon, and abusing and you want to
say, say it and then stop. Go as
ridiculing him tor an ibese failings will not
help the matter. And in recommending the straight to work as though paid by the job.
South CaroHnian to pursue this course down The quaint but pious old soldier who said he
there, we are only urging it to that course the always prayed straight at the “bull’s
eye,”
people of Maryland know we are pursuing would teach a
profitable lesson to some of the
here. We want “reconstruction” to be shown
in neighborly good feeling; in combinations to diffuse correspondents who have little to say,
and don’t seem to know how to
advance trade, manufactures and all that; and
say that little.
if the politicians are determined to keep caus5. The fifth rule should never be
disregardes for quarrel open, we are not.
Let the
ed. It is this: if you have
nothing to say, be
South Carolinian pursue a similiar course,
with ourselves, and it will have little or no sure and say U,—and nothing else The
reason to complain of a want of accord with
trouble with many writers is that
they sit
those who look to it for aid in restoring the
down to write with heads
Mtempty as a bass
South.
drum, and then attempt *to prepare articles
It seems to us that, fort he South Carolinian
for the edification of others. None but editors
and other Southern papers to ridicule the nehave any excuse for doing this; it should be
gro and tell what a poor, untractablc and their exclusive
privilege.
worthless thing Ik is, is not only in very bad
Perhaps one rule more may not be out of
but
it
is
done
with exceedingly poor
taste,
place; particularly for beginners, and those
grace. For two hundred years the negro has not much accustomed to
writing for the press.
been under the tuition of Southern masters;
It is this: when you have finished your comhe has been their pupil; he is precisely what
munication and read and re-read, corrected*
they hate made him. If he is lazy has he not and re-corrected it, if it don’t contain somehad illustrious examples ? Has he seen in his
thing of real public interest; something that
white “superiors” brilliant illustrations of inwill be read with interest by the
general read?
Have not those equally idle and lazy,
dustry
er, then—put it into the coal stove instead of
and infinitely less productive, fattened and
the postofflce. The observance of this rule
grown rich on the products of his extorted
will save a great deal of matter from the
toil?
waste basket in the editor’s sanctum.
Is he shiftless ? And in the loose habits of
A final postscriptive rule for
young ladies:
the South, the rundown plantations, the mortnever attempt poetry unless
you can write
and
the
has
gaged crops,
general dissipation,
good prose; never imagine yourself a poet
he been without striking example of shiftlesssimply because you can jingle two words in
ness?
rhyme; never plume yourself upon being a
Is he given to theft ? And for two centugoddess because some “nice young man” has
ries has he not seen every cent’s worth of the
made sonnets to your blue eyes.
fruits of his industry taken from him ? Has
he not seen the child stolen from its cradle,
An Elegant Memorial from the “Fab
the daughter from his cabin and the wife
West.—Our respected fellow-citizen, David
from his bosom, and sold like lambs or cattle Tucker,
Esq., whose silver weddng was celeto the drover?
brated awhile since,has recently received a masIs he often a creature of lust and passion, sive and valuable silver
ring, superbly mountand apparently-stultified in his moral sense ?
ed with gold, as a silver wedding gift from J.
And is he the only one in the South who is
Alden Smith. Esq., tormeriy the publisher and
liable to this charge? Has he had no lessons editor of the Bethel
Courier, in this State, but
set before him in this regard by his white innow residing in Colorado.
The ore was takstructors ? If not why that general fading out
en fiom the Colorado
mines, was there manuof the color of his race ? Whence comes that factured into this
ring, and was then transyellow skin on the plantation ? And why are ported some 23,000 miles to reach its destinathose thus bleached of their color treated no tion, 800 miles of which was
by mules and
more tenderly than the full-blooded African,
oxen solely.
The friend who sent it, the oriif the white man has not become stultified in gin of the metals of which it is
composed, and
his feelings toward his own kindred t
the mode of its transportation, give it a
triple
We repeat, that for two hundred years the value.
The letter accompanying the gift contains
negro has been under the instruction of
Southern masters, and is precisely what they matters of interest, not only to the
personal
have made him; and if he is untractahle, and
friends of Mr. Smith in this State, but to the
and
and
has
made but small public, coming as it does from a territory, a few
low,
miserable,
advance in the right direction, there is just years since a
wilderness, but now claiming
reason to suspect the mode of
training to recognition as a sovereign state of the nation.
which he has been subjected, and for
trying We are permitted to copy the following exa different mode. And it will be done
extract:
; and
not till two hundred years of freedom have
“I have renounced the ‘stick and rule,’ and
failed to produce good results, should any one am engaged in mining, with very encouragiug
Insist that slavery is the negro’s normal con- prospects. I have built a quartz mill, and
opened two very rich mines this summer. I
dition, or 13 better for him than liberty.
have got out a large quantity of very rich ores
to commence on, and the mines are
yielding
splendidly, and promise an unlimited supply
Latter from the "Hub."
tor fiiture use.
“
W e are now (October 20,1866) luxuriating
Boston, Jan. 16,1866.
in
about ten inches of snow; and ten miles
To the Editor ofthe Preao:
west of us, and about 2000 feet higher, on the
The United Service National Library Assohighest range of the Sierra Madre, there are
ciation (Gen. Scott, President; Gens. Grant, ten teet of snow, with which Old Boreas is
in a manner much more vigorous
Sherman, Thomas, Sheridan; Admirals Far- lrolicking
than agreeable, and is constantly flirting down
ragut, Porter, Dahlgren,and others, vice Pres- sleet and snow upon us in
quantities more coidents) ; dedicated its Rooms in this city last pious than pleasant. The mountain game,
evening, with very interesting services. It be- too, not liking his playful pranks of burying
them under avalanches, hurling huge trees at
ing the anniversary of the capture of Fort
them, with many other innocent amusements,
reference was had to that
In return for the reproof the South Carolinian has chosen to give us, we tender it a little advice. If it wants
let it cease to

Fisher, especial
gloachievement, in the arrangement of the
preliminaries, and the Rooms were beautifully
ria .s

decorated for the occasion. Gen. H. W. Ben
bam presided, and delivered the opening address in his usual happy and effective style.—
Patriotic remarks were then made by Col*
Daniels of Chicago, Gen. Gordon of Mass, and
Gen. Chamberlain of Maine. A characteristic
letter was read from the gallant Admiral Porter, who commanded the Fort fisher expedition, at about the same hour the fort surrendered. A capital poem followed, written for
the occasion by Mr. Edward P. Nowell, of New
Hampshire, and delivered by him, to the infin*
ite acceptation ofthe highly cultured audience.
One of our city papers says of the poem:
“This is one of Mr. Nowell’s finest efforts, and
it will doubtless take rank among the best of
our war lyrics, and would be of itself sufficient to immortalize the heroism

of our sol-

Letters were
diers in that bloody conflict”
then read from Gen. Scott, Adis. Farragut,
Dahlgren, Davis and Stringliam, Gens. Sherman, Thomas and Banks, and others, and excellent and fitting remarks were made by Gen.

Schouler,

Judge Caswell, Major, Brown of
Chaplain Gaylord. All in all,

was one

of the richest intellectual feasts

on

this winter.

such a

despicably drizzly day

have left his company, and we are now surrounded bv large numbers of elk, deer, mountain sheep, range bares, grouse, cougars, griz-

zly bears, cuyotes, Ac.”

The Periodical Cabinet Ohancee.
Colonel Forney, writing to the Philadelphia
Press under date of the 18th, thus alludes to
the rumors of Cabinet changes:

If there be

announced,

a

change in the Cabinet, again

with the customary specifications,
ir. one of the New York papers, (yesterday’s
Herald,) and iterated in one of the Philadelphia evening papers, it was not known in official circles at Washington yesterday afterMr. Stanton, who is always about leavnoon.
ing tho War Department on account oi illness,
or a feud with the President, if the “sympathizers” speak truly, did not know that he was
going, or that he was in bad health, when we
saw and conversed with him on Thursday
evening. Mr. Seward, who is always retired
with Mr. Stanton by the Cabinet breakers, is
in the Southern latitudes for his health, and
was not spoken of on the same day by President Johnson, as one whose longer absence
was

desirable. It will be a sad, black day when

the services of Stanton and Seward aie lost
to the Executive through the plots of Copperhead conspirators.
The Pari* Exhibition—Extension of Tims.

Mr. Derby makes the following

announce-

ment:

doing an immense busiThe Traveller pretends to
publish the arrivals at the several principal
public houses, but it doesn't give one-half of
them. Perhaps it isn’t profitable to allot any
considerable space to this object, but wouldn’t
it be well for the Traveller to state that its
list is incomplete ? How fashionable it has
become to take up winter quarters at the
“Parker” the “Tremont” and the “Clarendon.”
The Parker House is incessantly crammed,
and its receipts are up to the magnificent
mark of fifteen hundred dollars per day!
Was there ever in this wide world anything
made more execrable than Boston streets in
foul weather? To-day, they are like one prodigious pig-sty; and a drove of hogs might
in a sort of
now in these thoroughfares wallow
streets are kept scruporcine paradise. Our
in dry weather, but
pulously neat and clean
ness

E. WEBSTER &

dec30d3w

—

of the Press is larger than the coin
of all the other dailies in the city.

Boston hotels are

15,493 63

189 39-179,588 65
-*6-94,466 49

74

issue

ofthe season.

Amount at risk,
12,366,519 01
Amount of liabilities (other than amount
at risk), viz.:
Claims for losses,
3,BOO 00
Unclaimed dividends,
882 20
There are no other liabilities, unless oi* bills not
rendered for expenses.
A. STORY, President.
THOS. H. JOHNSON, Secretary.

No.

Terms

this

Bonds and

Railroad
Stock

daily

heed circulation

1866.

Taunton and

*504,879 84

viz., Investments in
Mortgages,
*39,796 27
Bank Stock,
47,561 17

Re-

Treasurer P. & R. R. R. Co.
dcBtl
0

1.0

solicitors.

as

HOLYOKE

ex-

have
WETodd
tor his

Rags

profits,

The moral is readily

A few competent men wanted

are

P

distinguishing feature

Also in the selection of risks, its losses Tor the last
six years having been from 30 M TO
pr. ct. leas
than of any other Ca. of a. long standing.
As the losses ot a Co. are so are its
and as

persons entitled to Stock in the Portland and
ALL
Rochester It. It. Co.,
requested to call at the
office of the

Dec 4. 1865.

a

CARE

bands,

28 Hanover St*

JOHN r. ANDERSON.

an

ble,

TRUE,

No*. 4 ti 5 Union Wkarf,,
*

_

as

Jan 13—iltf

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succedlng premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

Clothing,

WALDRON &

BLANKETS,

Cloaks and

BBLS.

Company.

Nov. 15.

Kiln Dried Meal and Rye.

ARE OFFERING

Winter Dress

Life Insurance

OAK

State Agent far Maine.

A, D. REEVES’.Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange St.

Nov 1—dtt

John W. Munger <£- Co.,
Agents.

Prices

of

At

EASTMAN BROTHERS
To close their stock of

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street, Portland, Me.

8. H.

Middle and Franklin Streets,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Jan 12—dim*
BEST OF FRENCH,
ENGLISH AND
IpHE
1 AMERICAN

150

Great Bargains !

1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
tor behind the International in point of patrona e In
this Olty.—JVete York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s illful management of this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ot scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half
century.

-BY-

LOW by

MORRELL &

Cash

PAID FOR

J.

FOSTER,
[Machinist,

P.

Pattern^
FROM MEASURE,

Up One Flight Staris.

Jan 16—eod lm

As an indication oi how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 106 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer's Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

QENTLEMEN, get your

M. E. BED LOW’S, 51 Middle St.
Jan 13—dlw

Jan

VESTINGS,
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
98 Exchange St.

Not 4—dtf

nice article at

New York Estimate of tke International.

® 8U W S‘”e‘*

Inducements

FANCY

INSURANCE.

CHARTER

SALE BY-

8 B"J

Dollars !

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY y upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it tor their interest
to give us a call.

oot6dly

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

of COUNTRY

Million

We are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

SMITH,

Gri*eat
$246,465 22

$200,000
12,124
34,341 22
-$246,465 22
AMOS W. PRENTICE, President.
B. B. WnrrTEMORE, Secretary.
Sworn (o and subscribed before me this 28th day ot

and

This Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co. ever organized on this Continent, with an

«

31,100
55,990 50
21,250

Cash Capital,
Losses unadjusted,
Net surplus,

YARN
JUST

«

NEW DRIED
TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
lb*. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
TUBS PURE LARD,

98,350

LIABILITIES.

51

warranted when properly applied to Doors
and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,
Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It is far more desirable than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
the cost. Ii has never in a single instance foiled to
give satisfaction—and perfect satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.

O.

janSeodtt

dcl4tf

Rubber

BABB’S,

Clapp’s Block.

STATEMENT

AND

C.

9

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St.,
PORTLAND, ME.

dim

COBB,
the

purchased

K.

1

a

Aatlala a’y 1, 1865.

MARINE

Thibets,
All Wool

-OF-

RECEIVED,

$1,204,188,40

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Street.

SAMUEL BELL.

...

[Stamp.]

Surplus, 204,188,40

One

ENTIRE

of the best selected stock?'

Oct 24—dt/

December, 1865.

$1,000,000all paid la.

Original Capital

O. K.

of BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can ho
found in thiB city, which will he sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.

01

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

-AT

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

At 152 and 154

State Agent*

nol5tt

UPTOWN

one

LITTLE,

INSURANCE COMFY

everybody*
g^T Don’t forget the number, 166 Middle Street,
new above Hay . Dm ; Store.
r
howard<
Nov 10—dtt

9G Exchange Street,
Nearly opposite Pest Office.

found

jD.

Dec 14—dtf

GOODS.

Hoop Sk-rt* made from Wa hbnrn and Moen’s
wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit

Particular at ention paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place

CAN be

HOLIDAY

EXCHANGE STREET.

CASH CAPITAL,

best

Furnishing: Goods.

So. 363

Shawls,

GJ-oods !

BOOM FOB

Ticket & Insurance Office,

Bailway

JNTERNATIONAL

AT COST!

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Fine asssortment of

Portland, Not. 8th, 1865.

General

AND

CLOTHING

of

Gents’

Mults by Burglars, Explosions of
Lamps, Falls,
Kicks and Bites of Horses or other
animals, upsetor falls from
Carriages, &c., <&c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without
delay.
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

ting of

W.

HOOP SKIRTS,

GHISAM,

A

Winter Term

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,

TER,

We assure northern men of perfect security in their
persons and property m any locality where such purchases and investments are made by us.

Union

W. SYKES,

Chicago.

Gk FI.

under the

TJ. T. S. RICE,
H. S. MUjCHER.

Portland, January 11th, 1S6G.

TLOUR.

and all
expenses by a singlc'crop, and must double in
value within a year.
To raise a crop the coming
year, operations must be begun in January. To facilitate investments at once, the company are prepared to purchase, manage and cultivate plantations
for northern owners, without any charge to the
purchaser, the expenses being paid, from the net profits.
We also are prepared to negotiate for advances for
growing co ton, giving bottom mortgage with perfect
title upon the entire plantation to secure the princione-third net crop for the use of the
pal, anil
money—the plantations being run under the supervision of our own agents, and cotton shipped to our
order. These advances can be deposited with our
agency In New York or Boston, and will bo paid at
maturity at the same place without expense.
Cotton, at present prices, will pay from 2 to 300 per
co t. on these investments, amply secured and
per-

settle ALL accounts and demands of

Particular attention
B. HEED.

ja4dtf

Congress St., Boston.

existing
copartnership
firm name of U. T. s. RICE & CO., is this day
THE
mutual consent. Mr. H. S. MELCHElt
dissolved

J.

Law,

by

Dissolution !

REED,
at

the Hide, Leather and
continuing
heretofore conducted
TY-

Boston, Jany l, 1666,

DEXTER.

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

of and

Tlie undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm and style of
N. W. BICE & C0.9
»'oininision Business
LER, RICE & SONS, 171

St reefy

I

DAVIS,

Copartnership.
For tho purpose ol

a

dkaf>tedWeek

31

Ladles ol

The

Policies issued for any sum, covering accidents of
of any kind, such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
buildings, or Falling on thi- Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds, A s-

Street,

announce

TRAVELLERS,

70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
Before entering a Bail Car, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, secure yr urself and fhinily or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
^
°* ,I^ury’ whereby y°u may be

NEXT TEN DAYS,

SEW STORE!

Jan 12— d2w

applied

ALEXANDER TYLER,
E. L PICKARD.

Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,

Goods

SOYS,

is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The affairs
of the late firm will be*settled by N. W. RICE & CO..
are authorized to
171 Congress St., Boston, and
sign the name of the firm in liquidation.
SAMUEL TYLER,

Boston, Jany 1,1866.

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & 00.,

Dry

Copartnership.

166 Middle

So. 96 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

A.T

HOWARD,

-AT-

heretofore existing under the

PftfiBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

PORTLAND, ME.

SALE.

TTTE have for sale, and ready for immediate occu▼ ▼
paper, some of the best cotton plantations, in
the very best cotton growing region of the
South,
with beautiful dwellings and all the
buildings and
machinery for cotton cultivation complete, and many
with the laborers ready lor work. They will be sold
with perfect titles for less than it cost to clear the
land or erect the buildings.
Any oi these plantations will pay for thorn selves

W.

store

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

opened
HASSTORE,
at

No*

R.

to the
WOULD
Portland that he will sell for the

heretofore existing under the

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND.

WOODBURY,

JOHN RANDALL.

Portland, January 1,1866.

by J.

COTTON PLANTATIONS

fectly safe.

J. F. RANDALL,

HILLMAN

and Water

Pumps

&

is this day dissolved by mutual consent, and the business of the firm will be settled at the old stand by
either of the partners.

MAKER OF

Force

Copartnership.

heretofore existing under the

Randall

United States of America, )
District qf Maine, ss.
J
to a Monition from the Hon. Ashur
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court
within and for the District of Maine, I hereby give
no ties that the loilowing Libel has been Sled
public
In said Court, viz:
A Libel against THE SCHOONER RAINBOW.
her tackle, apparel and furniture, seized by the Collector of the District of Macliias, on the third day of
December last past, at Milbridge, in said District.
Which seizure was for a breach of the laws of the
United States, as is more
particularly set forth in
said Libel; that a bearing and trial will be had thereon at Portland, in said District, on the
twenty-third
day qf' January current, where any person interested therein
appear and show cause, if any can be
may
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this sixth day of January, A.
D. 1666.
F. A. QUINBY,
Deputy U. S. Marshal, District ol Maine.
Jan 6. dl-kl

FOR

W.

respectfully

Merchant

giving

Dissolution of
copartnership
firm of
THE

11

Friday Morning, January 19,

TEN CENTS EER DAT!
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;

!

Aug. 26—dtf

Manner,

Notice^

Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Cases*

W. F.

PURSUANT

Copartnership.
have

CHARLES CLARK,
U. S. Marshal District of Maine.

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
and WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High Street.
Dec 21,1866—dtf

day
undersigned
THE
nership for the transaction of

same

D. 1866.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

STTJ000 AND MASTIO WOSKEBS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

Marshal’s Sale.

GOODS.

Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

dtm

to vend. expo, to me directed from the
Hon. Arthur Ware, Judge ot the United States
District Court, within and for the District of Maine,
I shall expose and offer for sale at pu lie auction, to
the highest bidder therefor, the following properly
and merchandize, at the time and place within said
District as follows, viz:—
At the Appraiser's Office, No. 198 Fore Street, in
Portland, on THURSDAY, the Twenty-fifth day qf
January current, at 11 o'clock, A. M.

Notice.

JACKSON

21,1865.

S.

Short

SEW STORE,

CO.,

United States of America, I
District ol Maine, ss.
J

Copartnership hereto ore existing under tbo
N 06 NON,
nameofS. K ,-.l A
be continued after this date under the style of

PERKINS,

EEEJSY,

U.

TDKEY & WATSON,
68 Union St., cor. Middle.

Copartnership

&

SON,

SCALES, in the neatest manner, and
with dispatch. We also put in comI plete order Skates, Scissors, Knives,
&c. “Give us a Call.”

WHOLESALE DEALERS IH

Aro. 3 Lime Street,

Copart-

Wef the undersigned, having formed
a copartnership, are prepared to repair
every description of FAIRBANKS

Commission Merchants,
APPLES, Ac.

December

Notice!

Copartnership

RICH

And

No* 171 Fore Street* Head Long Wharf*

General Commission and

a

W.

Against Accidents!

BY

Fancy

C. BARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleasingBed and

The Next Thirty Days.

JOSEPH WESCOTT,
GEO. P. WESCOTT.
Portland. Jon’y 1st. 1806.
ja12dlm*

PRODUCE

DRIED

Si

At

FOR

Ship Brokerage business in this city.

^TeDWARD GOVE & C0.f
AHD

WESCOTT

a

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
LINEN
without injury to the fines* fabrics.

SELL

OVERCOATS AT COST! I

PORTLAND, ME.

mflE undersigned have this day formed
X nership under the style of

COST/

SHALL

PORTLAND.

RAILROADS STEAMBOATS, SAILING
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
conveyances may Insure against loss ol life, or serious bodily
injury, for RilOOO in case of death,
and
weekly benefits in case of bodily injury,
or the small sum of

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to any in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon suen terms as will secure
their patronage.

Hanover St.

36

Got up in the Best Possible

Copartnership.

on

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

GENTS’ LINEN

WE

GENERAL

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant

RETAIL.

AT COST!

AT

PRESS,

INSURANCE

ALL

.pre-

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
HEAD NETS,
Beltings, Belt Clasps, Jtc., <&c.

South Street Riding and Livery Stable.
23—dim

Ho.

YES,

Mb. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
dc20tf
or any of tho Departments.

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

AND

"overcoats

Oflice 117 Middle Street,

Cards._

Dec

now

Stock

Complete

FA 1STCY

J. W. BOBINSON,

—

Rooling

“dKm.RsAwea?Y’ }

New and

the most reasonable terms.

GLOVES,

AND

hy fire, again in complete repair, and are
pared to show a

SST’Call and examine for yourselves.

Dec 1—(13m

BltADBUB.Y & SWEAT,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

PRINTING, ol every description,
dispatch; and all business
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans

Insure

—

EL IIERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

jan26dtf

exe-

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senter; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no28d6m
Clark, Read & Co., Portland, Me.

MERRILL & SMALL
inform their friends and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
is

Also, Single and Double Teams to accommodate
Sleighing Parties—large or small—in good style, and

Ladies’ & Children's ITnderflannels,

FOR FLAT HOOFS.

Special Notices at the usual
i)lA
for tlm
AH Communications intended
Editor
should be directed to the
the
to
and those of a business character

4

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

COMPOSITION.
Gravel

//

L. B. FOLLETTE,

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

everVpar*

iy Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Tho subscriber would take this opportunity to remind liis friends and the public that he is ready with his beautifril
SLEIGH-BARGE

“THE BELLE."
on

WARREN’S IMPROVED

Per square
or less,
per week; three insertions
flr8t weck »
nqu
per
“Special Noticed, §2.00
less, S1.S0,
$1.00 per square after; three inwrttoBsor one wees,
ball a square, three insertions, $1.00,
®
“M
Advertisements Inserted in the
m
Press”(which has a largecirculatlonliii-Verypax
flrstinsertlou
for
of the State)for $1.00 per “duare
inBe
and 50 cents
square tor each subsequent

Business

Maine.

References—Brigham & Baldwin, N. A. Hardee, Ervin & Hardee, E. C. Wade & Co., Savannah;
dc4dtf
Fling & Drew, Portland.

tlfree

L,rl^IJOB
cuted with

CHEAP

our

rneuVbe delayed

$1*50

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

Sleigh

a

DAILY

--

St,
^brtland,

West India, Rio, and Ship Lumber,

"state^Prebs

VWl

n>r

331

IN

Ride.

Now for

) Congress

Commission & Lumber Merchants,

Press is published at
The Portlank Daily

Teems
-Levms

_’_’_■_

_.

_

PORTLAND

FRIDAY

PORTLAND,

as

this, they

“New York, January 8, 1866.
A further extension of time for presenting
applications for space at tbe above-named exhibition, until the first of March next, having
been arranged, it Is desirable, with a view to
a well-selected representation of the mechanical inventions of the United States, that tbe
number of applications should be as large as
and agents or aspossible; and all inveutors,
signees of inventors, are therefore respectfully
urged to forward to tbit agency their names
ana residences, and those of a 1 other
parties
known so them to be Interested in or having
control of aefol inventions; in order that
application may be sent to them.
“All classes of artistic, or Industrial, or
other producers, are invited to adopt the same
course.

“it is hoped that due regard for the mechanical interests of the country will secure
for this notification foil and thee circulation
through the public press, and that it will be
kept as a standing special notice for a reasonable length of time. Pamphlets and foil In fortiori will be supplied on apnlication to me.
V. C. Derby,
“U. S. Agent for the Exhibition,
“No. 5 Spruce St, No. 40. Park Kow, N. Y.”

horrible, most horrible 1
Gov. Andrew has discarded his robes of
state, and is now an humble citizen. He has
|y Mrs. Dixon, the widow of a U. S. Army
resumed the practice of the law, and pleases office’-, has been ordered thorn her borne in Far
to employ the democratic prefix of Mister to
quhar county, Va., by reconstructed rebels, and
his name. But Ex-Gov. Andrew will always
she is now, with heT children, an exile in
be gratefully reckoned as one of our noblest, Washington. Her husband was murdered re
most energetic,patriotic and far-sighted states- umtly in Alexandria, by a returned rebel sol^
dier.
men ; one who, in the darkest days of the reare

A Pleasant Confession.

A Democratic paper In this city, In its long
notice of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher’s admirar
ble lecture before the Mercantile Library As-

sociation, takes

occasion to say:

The lecture was listened to throughout with the
greatest intorest, and to all except the extreme radicals, it gave the greatest satisfaction.

It afWe are glad to hear this confession.
fords ground for hope that the Democrats
may yet improve. It is said that when the inveterate sinner sees and realizes his utterly
lost condition, there is ground for hope.
He
must come to this before he will put forth effort to rise, or accept the gracious aid proffered to him. We trust our Democratic friends,
politically, have got as far as this first step.—
The language of the Advertiser, considered in
connection with what Mr. Beecher actually
said, indicates thdt at lea9t one poor Democratic sinner—the writer of the above—te
gained this starting point in the way of progress.

>

Mr. Beoeher had occasion to speak of our
Democratic institutions.
After doing so he
paused, and then remarked, “I use the wore
in its respectable sense.” “I do hope,” he
the time may come when an hon
est man may say ‘Iam a Democrat,’ without
BLUSH NG AND FEELING ASHAMED of lilt
confession!" And he continued in this strain

continued,

length, the large audience evidently
enjoying the keen shafts of his polished wit,
and showing their appreciation by the most
uproarious applause.
In another connection, he said he had a
good deal of sympathy for the people of the
When he considered Jtheir training,
South.
the institutions under which they had been
born and grown up, and the prejudices naturally begotten and fostered by those institutions, he did not leel like visiting them with
unmixed calamity; he felt disposed to forgive,
and not be too exacting in the conditions on
which his forgiveness should be extended.—
“If,” said he, “there are any people that tax
my forbearance, and for whom my forgiveness
is insufficient, and upon whom I would visit
the utmost indignation, they are not of the
South;.they are those men in the North who,
knowing what liberty is and enjoying it themselves, would wrest it from others, and who
have
sympathized with armed rebellion
against the Government of their Fathers.”
We are glad to learn that our Democratic
at some

friends “listened” to such remarks “with the
greatest interest;” that they afforded them
“the greatest satisfaction.” Their being pleased with such

of

aueacoriation, however, reminds

onc**said to occur on the Kennebec, at the State Capital. There was living
in that locality a regular “fish woman,” a notorious character, vile, foul-mouthed and degraded. She offended a neighbor, and by way
of retribution he gave her his opinion of her
merits. He called her ail the vile names he
could think of, pouring upon her head all sorts
of npprobious epithets, representing her as
lewd, profane, obscene, grossly vulgar, and dissolute beyond his power to describe. She “lisus

a case

tened

throughout with the greatest interest,”
and when he was done,—when his torrent of
invective ceased to flow from sheer exhaustion, she

courtesied politely, and, as she turned to loave him, blandly replied: “I thank you,

sir; indeed, you flatter me!"
A Foolish Debate.

The New York Evening Post administers a
well-merited rebuke to Congress, which ought
to be in better business, tor keeping alive the
“negro question,” by its action or attempt at
action in regard to suffrage in the District of
Columbia.
“The District of Columbia,” says the Post,
“is governed by Congress.
There the principles on which the general government is conducted have naturally their first expression.—
If Injustice and inequality rule there, Congress
cannot complain if the local governments of
individual states also perpetuate inequality
If Congress makes a distincand injustice.
tion between persons, its influence, the whole
great influence which the general government
exeitsupon the states, is cast for wrong and

against right.
“Congress is discussing the question whether

colored men shall vote in

Columbia.

all;

we

the District of

But that is not the

question

at

have had enough of the negro, and

we

special legislation. Congress is
called by the country to doclare for or against
Impartial suffrage; it is not to make one law
want no more

for white

men

and another for black men; its

braced in a most unprecedented manner.—
One or two firms
expended a.hundred thousand dollars a year in

keeping their business before
the.public hi the journals of the
largest circulation, and one publisher paid ovu thousand dollars in
advertising one
Cr
21 .the leading serial publications of the day.—
Within a few years the enterprising spirit of
the business men ol this
country has quite
equaled these statements, and they have not
found that the experiment was an unprofitable
one.

The London Times charges more for inserting an advertisement than any newspaper in
London, hut still it is regarded'as the cheapest
medium; for a fivq shilling notice in the Times
will reach more readers than any three or
perhaps four daily papers in the metropolis,
whose combined charges would probably be at
.east thrice the charge of the Times. The Illustrated London News charges, we think,
two dollars per line, but each square inch ol
paper on which it is printed, owing to its immense circulation, costs nearly five dollars for
In England, displayed adverone insertion.
tising Is almost unknown, and in this country
the leading newspapers, owing to the great
number ol persons who desire to use their columns, are obliged to charge full rates without
discount of any kind, to those who see fit to
occupy whole columns.
Such, indeed, has
been our practice for years, for it is
very evident no gr ater injustice can be
practiced than
to have two rates of
advertising, or two prices
for the same service. The advertiser wishes
</0 be assured that he will be
put on the same
basis with others, whether he applies in persends
his boy or communicates by mail.—
son,
This every advertiser has a right to demand.
The management of the advertising department of a paper is not a task of any small
magnitude. That paper is fortunate which
adopts one rule and adheres to it Even the
business capacity of the London
Times
was once severely tasked under a pressure not
uncommon in this
Advertisers
country.
poured their favors upon it to such an extent
that the columns devoted to reading were almost monopolized.
The directors held a
meeting and one of the gentlemen proposed to
increase the price of “Wants.” The vote was
put and carried. Mr.
Waller, the leading
owner, came in after the vote had been taken,
and with his quick eye and through knowledge of business at once exclaimed: “Gentlemen, I think we had better reconsider this
vote, for il we press upon the class who advertise‘Wants,’they might go to a competing
newspaper and in course of time create a demand for that paper, simply on account of
the feature they would themselves contribute.
Now if we are to smgle out any class of advertisers, we had better double on the railroads,
for they mast advertise in the Times at any
rate, though my advice would be an equal increase to all who wish to use our circulation.”
Such is the purport of a scene related to us by
a gentlemen attached to the London press.—
The advice was followed, and it is easy to see
that a great blunder was thus happily avoided.
We did not propose to extend this article to
its present length.
We merely proposed to
offer a few remarks in opposition to an idea
somewhat prevalent, that “advertising is a
science.” Taste, tact, judgment and common sense are required to advertise judiciously, and these qualities are not rate among
business men.
The Revolution in ft. Domingo.

Revolutions

sometimes brought about
by singular agencies. Intrigue is often quite
are

effectual as force of arms. A recent arrival
from St. Domingo furnishes the following account of the mode in which a recent revolution
was accomplished, and in which Cabral, who
had succeeded Pimentel in the government of
the country, was recently overthrown.

need to ask tliat question. Why these
We were recently laid under obliganot only find a ready sale as food tions to Mr. Johnson, whose shop is nearly opfor the animals above named, but there is such posite the telegraph office, on Middle Street,
for a bottle of his Hair “Reproduotor.” We
a wide demand for them that they are actually
manufactured (I know of no more appropriate have used it, and think well of it as a hair
word) in order to meet that demand! Yes! it dressing for those who require such artitles;
think it will clear the scalp of dandruff and
is even so. Corn-market sweepings are as regcutaneous diseases, but have not yet discoverular an article of commerce as pickling vineed that it will start the hair ou the head of a
and
can
be
obtained to any
gar or split peas,
stone post or on the palms of the hands.
We
extent just as tegular.”

was no

sweepings

The New York

Newspapers,
A racy correspondent of the
Springfield Republican, himself connected with the journalistic interests, gives the following spicy account
of the
newspapers of New York City,—their
ownership, circulation, profits, etc.:
“The past year has been

of remarkable
prosperity for the members of the fourth estate.
It is supposed that the New York
Herald has yielded to its owner a sum in excess of $200,000, while the Tribune is credited
with $165,000 profits; the Times with upwards
of $100,000, the World with nearly the same
sum, and the Express with about $80,000.
The Eo ning Post has been, also, a very profitable concern; but the reports as to its success
are so diverse, that it is perhaps not worth
while to speculate on the subject, because
guessing can be as accurately done in Springheld, as here. Of course stock in any ot these
papers is very valuable, and very rarely to be
bought at any price. The heaviest owner in
the Tribune is a Massachusetts man, Dr.
James C. Ayer of Lowell.
Samuel Sinclair,
the publisher, is also one of its largest owners;
while Stephen T. Clarke, the writer of the
money article, and Horace Greeley (who, perhaps, needs no particular description), are
likewise pecuniarily interested to a large
amount.
The principal owners of the Times
are reported to be Leonard W. Jerome, exclock maker and stock operator; James B.
Taylor, broker; Henry J. Raymond, editor
and member of Congress; George Jones, pub
lisher of the Times, and Christopher Morgan
of Methodist fame.
The World is now owned, managed and edited, body, soul and breeches, by Manton Marble; with, to be sure, a corps of a^istants in
each department, although his supwvision attends all the transactions of every one. It is
ably conducted, and is getting to be a power,
though we of Massachusetts would probably
agree that it is of the Satanic stripe in politics.
But so long as diabolism is profitable, there
will not be wanting enough people to promulgate the views of his internal majesty, or even
to worship him if exigencies might so require.
Mr. Bennett is sole owner oPthe Herald, anu

Wood ditto of the News.

the President. A number o. the people of the
Province ot Seibo joined them, and they proceeded toward the capital with cries of ‘LoDg
live Baez!’ and ‘Death to Cabral 1’
They evidently had confederates in the government, for, at the critical moment, a curious
scene took place in the Supreme
Congress,
which was in session, deliberating on the
of
A
question paper.
‘mysterious man,’ armed with a cutlass, entered suddenly, and deall
of
spite
protests, exclaimed, ‘General Cabral,
are you in favor of peace?’
‘With all my heart;’ was the reply.
‘Well then,’ said the stranger, ‘1 am anemisary of the revolutionary chief who will be
here in less than two hours;’ and, then raising
his voice he exclaimed; ‘Long rive General
Baez, President of Dominican Republic T
As these words resounded through the hall,
a scene of utter confusion ensued.
The ministers abandoned their seats, and, in terror,
in
the
houses
of
the French,
sought protection
Italian and English Consuls. Cabral, however,
appeared in public, and declared that if the
popular voice and welfare demanded the rule
of Baez he would gladly give his consent.—
The popular feeling now turned in favor of
Cabral, and he retained power for several
weeks.
The mysterious man who had frightened
the Congiess soon appeared again. He proved
to be General Pedro Guillermo, and managed
so as to have himself appointed dictator until
Baez should arrive.
An election was held on
the 14lh of December by the Constitutional

Assembly, unanimously appointing Bena Ventura Baez President of the Dominican Republic.

The Brooks broth-

with their Jonah, (Clarke, now of the Tribune,) are the p oprietors ot the Express; the
person last named being the third person in
the veiy uncomfortable trinity of the Express
concern, whom the other two persons therein
unsuccessfully endeavored some time since to
squelch by throwing overboard; but the Tribune whale having gobbled Jonah up and
thrown him upon the dry land of the Supreme
ers

Court, he (Jonah aforesaid) has thereby contrived to share the year’s profits of the Express
establishment to the tune of about $10,000; a

consideration for which most of us would be
willing to undergo mastication, digestion or
almost any other disciple, scriptural or otherwise.

Augusta, Jan. 17.
SENATE.

Read and assigned—an act to increase the
capital stock of the Portland Glass Company.
An act to amend the charter of the Port-

Rolling Mills.
Finally passed—The resolve authorizing the
Secretary of State to purchase copies of Itevisland

ed Statutes.
On motion of Mr. Raker,
OrdereiL That the Committee on the Judiciary be instructed to inquire into the expediency of giving Judges of Probate authority to
grant change of name to any person of persons in their respective Counties, making application therefor.
Petitions presented and referred—Ry Mr.
Moore, of Moses Green and others, also of
Marcellus Stewart and others, also J. W. Patten and others, also ot J. W, Gould and others,
also of W. H. Rrown, and others, also of Geo.

A. Fletcher and others, also of T. F. Paine and
others, also Joseph Merry and others, also of
M. M. Dinsmore and others, also of James
Bailey Jr. and others, all for the charter of a
railroad from Waterville to a point near Carratunk Fails in Somerset county.
Adjourned.

HOUSE.

Mr. Payson of Westbrook, presented preamble and resolves in relation to United States
bonds and the Assumpti n of war debts, which
were referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Shepley of Portland introduced a bill in
relation to the rate of interest, (leaving the
rate as at present, except when parties agree
upon a different rate, which they are by this
bill authorized to do.)
Referred to the Committee on Judciary.
Mr. Williams of Augusta, from the Committee on Finance, reported, recommending the
assessment af a State Tax of seven and ond
half mills on the dollar of valuation, being six
and three quarters mills for the ordinary expenses of government and three fourths oi a mill
for the Sinking Fund. Accepted.
Mr. Jones of Lewiston, from the Committee
on
Manufactures, reported an act additional to an act to incorporate the Forest City
Sugar Refining Company. Read and assigned.
Same gent.eman trom said committee reported an act to amend section 3, chapter 30
of the Revise l Statues, relating to lime and

duty fo to pass laws which shall apply to all
Cabral has accepted a military position unmen equally. Therefore, instead of discussder the government, of which Guillermo, the
ing the demerits and merits of a particular mysterious man, is the practical head.
chus or race, as Messrs. Garrett Davis, Julian
Tne Tammany Fow-wow.
and others are doing, to the general disgust of
The Sunday Mercury has the following bit
the country, let Congress discuss the question,
of pleasant gossip from Washington:
if it likes, what is the true and proper limit to
lime casks. This being a public bill lies over
“All the old politicians here are laughmg at
suffrage. In that discussion the question of the Tammany celebration in commemoration to he printed.
Various petitions were presented and referrcolor can have no place; and we hope the na- of the battle of New Orleans. It is well uned.
tional legislature will not forget that what it derstood that the demonstration was intended,
An order was introduced inquiring into the
if
to commit President Johnson to
does may be imitated by the local state legisla- thepossible,
of the State’s assuming town debts
fortunes of the Democratic party. All expediency
incurred
on account of the late war.
Adtures, and that therefore it is bound to act mannei of traps were laid, first to get the
President to come on and make a speech, and journed.
With discretion.”
failing in that, to indnce him to write a letter,
recognizing the Democracy, among his sup[fVoin the Boston Journal.
ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.
Advortismj a Study—Wot a Scheme.
The question of advertising is one which is,

discussed more frequently by business men, than any topic so immediately connected with the prosperity of every business
enterprise. There are a few men wno continue to deny its utility, who cannot see that a
candle bid under a bushel is less apt to give
light to those around than when in a candlestick. There are still a few men who cannot
satisfy themselves that advertising pays, because they cannot see that a direct return follows the outlay of a few dollars expended in
notifying the pub.ic of their business proposals.
This class, however, is in such a minority in
every city and town that we do not propose to
Their competitors would not
address them.
thank us, perhaps, lor awakening them horn
their Hip V an Winkle sleep, and if they are
content to remain in a blissiul state of ignorance of the advantages which others will avail
themselves of, they
to be allowed to remain unmolested.
Neither is it our purpose
to astonish ordinary intellects by
assuring
them that advertising is a very wonderful discovery ; for there is nothing so easy to understand, manage, and appreciate, as advertising,
if a man proposes to avail himself of its beneficial influence upon trade, aud
gives ordinary
attontion t : its consideration.
it was tue remark ora
very eminent BostoIlian that he regarded an advertisement in a

perhaps,

ought

personal invitation extended to him
anu ne added, ‘‘wane l
sometimes hesitate about entering a store the
proprietors of which have not sent their card to
mv
residence, I always feel certain of a a cordial
welcome from the members ot an
advertising
There is in this remark an assurance
firm.”
of one of the many results of
advertising. The
trader and his calling becomes identified, and
the name of a man is inseparably connected in
the mind of the public with his merchandise.
It may not oe the very day an advertisement
appears that it bears its fruit; weeks or months
may eiapse, and then when the want arises,
the article to be obtained immediately suggests
the advertiser. This is the effect of general
advertising when persistently followed. A
special class of advertising, where some novelt/ is annonneed, is more immediate. A shrewd
business man once advertised a trifling articie
in a manner which could scarcely prove remunerative.
His neighbors expressed their regret at hi3 tolly, but he appeared contented.—
his
Though
gross sales of the article did not
cover the cost of his
advertising, he attracted
a new class of
people to his store, and hi
shrewdness paid him in a
very short time, foi
new eyes saw what he had to
oiler in addition
to the specially advertised and
fresh v
purses
came under contribution to him.
The object which all aim to
accomplish in
advertising is an increase of business The
nimble shilling is what we require in this age
It costs very little more in the way of expense
as a

paper
to cadi

to

carry

on a

business oftwo hundred thousand

dollars than it requires to do haifthat amount.
The cost of rent, personal living, and many in-

cidental expenses, do not increase in the ratio
of
busiuessj while time is saved; for there it,
greater profit resulting from the same amount,
and oven more, extended over twice the
spac:
of time.
These simple facts are well knowi
by energetic business men, who adopt adver
tbing ai the most powerful method of savin
time, by increasing business and thus makln
capit U doubly active. Inueed, it is often mau
a substitute for actual
oapital.
Advertising in bugianu b fully understood
Even beiore the tax on
advertising was removed. fortunes were made by
using the column
ot the leading
newspapers; and then in IS5S
(he tax was abolished, its benefits were em-

Committees from Tammany Hall
were coming and going for a week
previous
between New York and Washington; but the
President was too old a bird to be caught with
such chair. Judge Peirpoint made a dead set
at President Johnson to induce him to write a
letter. He besieged the White House two
days, but all his eloquence and address were
lost on the reticent Executive. By the
way,
there were some letters sent to ‘Prince
John,’
Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements,
porters.

which have not seen the light. One was from
Gen. Sherman, another from Gen. Grant, another from Si'cretary Seward, and still another from Secretary McCulloch.
None of these
have been given to the public. Rumor has it
that they are of *such a character that the
Tammany people would rather they should
not see the light, and that hence
they were
withheld from the public.
The dinner cost
some
Tammany
money; but I doubt whether
it paid expenses in the net result.”
The Bw eepmgs of the Ijondon Oom Ex-

change.
A writer in the London

Society says:

“It

may sound somewhat paradoxical, but it is
nevertheless strictly true, that one of the most
striking evidences of the amount of business
transacted on the London Com

Exchange is to
be seen when the operations of tire day are
over and buyer and seller have alike
departed.
While transactions are actively proceeding, the
visitor must be struck with a habit indulged in
by every regular frequenter—that of dipping
the hand lightly into the nearest
sample-bag,
tasting one or two of the grains taken out, and
allowing the rest to fall to the ground. This
very innocent amusement materially assists in
producing a result which, under the circumstances, can scarcely be regarded as surprising.
The floor becomes
thickly strewn with every kind of grain, oits generally predominating, owing to the larger quantity contained in
the sample bags sent to market.
While the
place is crowded witli people the full extent of
the deposit is so far
apparent that you appear
to be treading upon some
incongruous compound resembling underdone pease pudding:
but to thoroughly estimate its
amount, you

must see it when every one has left.
Let us
have a peep, therefore, at the
market, now
that business is over. The place is in the sole
possession of the officials, and they are vigors
ously sweeping the strewn grain into

heaps.—
Very pretty little heaps they are, too; and
yonder sacjjs, twelve to fourteen in number,
will soon be filled with them.

more

A few minutes
and the work is done—the sacks are

sons

who have used it differ from us in this re-

gard.
We
29tli Maine

indebted to A. H. Edwards,
Regiment, for late Charleston papers, The papers of that city have been restored to their former estate of sire and typoare

graphicalneatness.
{gjfTht- Augusta correspondent of

the Lew-

iston Journal is informed that the health of
Col. Thomas S. Lang, of Vassalb jro’, is no better, and that grave apprehensions exist that he
will never be a well man again.

gy The Augusta Farmer understands that
the name of the Postoffice at Brown’s Corner
is to be changed to Riverside.
The

Gardiner Journal says that on
Thursday evening, 11th inst., while H. S. Hagar, Esq., of Richmond, was riding ou the river,
at that city,in turning short with ahigh-spirited horse, the sleigh was capsized, and the horse
ran; but Mr. Hagar held on by the reins, and
the result was that the horse found himself in
the river at the end of the railroad wharf He
was with great
difficulty rescued.

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
The

foreign crops having been unusually good during the past season, wheat is now
selling in France for less than one dollar per
bushel, and it commands only about one dollar
and nine cents in Great Britain.
6^" The last of the South Carolina Pinckneys, Mrs. Rebecca Doyley Pinckney, died re-

cently

Waterboro, aged 90.
E5?“ Mr. Joshua J. Rand, 48 years of age,
at

fell dead while standing in his
door-way, in
Portsmouth, on Monday evening last. He had

been in ill health for some time.
By* A man who was guilty of a great crime
near Albany, N. Y., has been all the time-at
liberty on bail, and finally escaped altogether,
while his victim was kept in prison from
until

May

January—eight months—as

witness.
Ey On the wagon route which they are
now opening between Denver
City and Utah,
are two very
prominent mountains, which
Judge Hughes, the builder of the road, has
named Mount Grant and Mount Sherman.
Ey An analyzing dame reports that “she
a

had heard of but one old woman who kissed
her oow; but she knows of many thousands of
young ones who have kissed very great ca lves.”
EST* A person who forswore going to church
because the minister preached
politics, was
asked the other day to go to another

saying he

will the ungodly and sinner appear ?" In the
whole sermon there was no reference to
“politics." Being asked, after the service,how he
liked the sermon, he replied:—“I didn’t like it
at all. It was all politics. He meant we should
understand the text to read:—‘If the

Republi-

scarcely saved, where will the Demoand the Rebels appear ?’”—[Lewiston
*
Journal.

cans are
crats

ESP" Governor Stone,

of

President’s reconstruction

Iowa, approves the
policy, but advo-

cates negro suffrage, and opposes the re-admission of the late rebellious States to the
Union,
until political guarantees are received that
their inhabitants have abandoned their offensive theories.

Ey A
with any

in Newburgh offers to skate
body this side of the Equator for
$500 a side, the distance to be five miles.
By The Washington correspondent of the
man

Traveller says, it is possible a
change may be
made in the income seotion of the internal rev-

enue

Tytler, with Illustration by Pinwell; “Health of
Body and Mind,” by Rev. W. F. Wilkinson; “Jonathan Swift,” by the late Arthur
Hugh Clough; “A
Question ot Minutes,” by William Gilbert; three illustrated papers entitled
respectively “Refuge,”
“Distinguished Settlers from Abroad,” and “The

Children’s Carolsa paper on the “Enforced
Pauses
Life,” and one on “Justification by Faith and Its
First Preacher,” by the Rev. E. B.
Plumptre, Professor of Divinity in King’s
College, Dublin. This
magazine is furnished to subscribers at the low
price
of three dollars per annum.
ot

The Sunday Magazine for
January is an interesting and valuable number. The “Annals of a
Quiet Neighborhood,” are continued; there is an article from the pen ot the editor entitled “Our
Father’s
Business; or Methods ,o do Good;” an address
“Spoken from a City Pulpit on an Afternoon at

Home,"
which, as

all know,

tbere

two

law, increasing

the

amount

deducted

from $600 to $1200.
ey The World calls Congress “The Rump
Congress,” which can only mean that it exists
without any authority. No members are in of

right, we suppose, unless elected by “democrats.” The Tribune wants to know if the Stuarts are coming in.
Ey The Mormon paper at Salt Lake City
notices the new demonstrations of eastern and
congressional feeling against polygamy under
the head of “Hell Boiling Again.” The editor
is United States postmaster.
By The London Lancet thinks that the cattle plague in England is analogous to if not
identical with small pox.
ISP” The Springfield Union says the stock of
certain oil companies in
Pennsylvania has
dwindled from ten dollars to five cents a share
which is half a dime more than it is worth.
8S?“A thief entered the front door of a house
in Brooklyn, N. Y., while the
family were in
the basement at tea, a few days
since, and stole
in
158,000
government bonds, and a valuable
watch.

US'” The Secretary of War has ordered a discontinuance of the advertising of his
Department in the National Intelligencer and Constitutional Union, opposition presses. Of course

A.

K. H. B.

designate the “Country Parson;’’
articles by Professor Van Oostcrzee of
one
John
de Liefde on “King David as
Utrecht;
by
the Prophet of Christ,” and a
variety of other interesting matter, in poetry and prose with several
very
attractive illustrations on wood.
Published by
Straham and Company, New
York; at three dollars
a year, or twenty five cents a
month.
are

Success of tlie New York
Weekly M.p.m.
A good thing—if it supplies a
public want—is sure
to succeed. The publishers of this
Magazine printed a large edition, and advertised it, and on the second day every copy was sold. A larger edition oi No.
2 was exhausted in the same
way—and twenty thousand copies are printing of No. 3, besides new editions
of Nos. 1 and 2. The secret of tills success Is that the
publishers make a first-rate popular Magazine at a
popular price.
The issue for January
20th, (No. 3,) contains “How
I Made a Fortune in Wall
Street, and
How IJGot Married;"
Dr.Holford’aPatient; The
Wife’s Secret; Hope Basbleigh; How wo
the

trapped
Burglars; Tho Gambling Saloons of Homburg; Tho
Harvest Home; Osslpee Lake; Monsieur
Oufie;
Crime and Criminals in China; Anecdotes of Gen.
Jackson,- A Day with Holibut, &c.
A capital number oi
forty-eight pages—for sale by

all newsdealers at ten cents

a

copy.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Mr.

Kid Gloves

for

One Dollar I

We have consigned to
Ladies’

and

Which

wo

lot of

Kids,

will sell for $ 1.00.

Tte lowest figure they
Is $1.25.

NEW

us a

Misses’

be bought in any market

con

UNDER-FLANNELS,

In Ladies* and Misses!

OPENED

THIS

HOSIERY AND GLOVE STORE,
154 Middle Cnr. of Cma St.
Jan 16—SNdlw

Certainly

larger audience ever got within the walls*.—
The Hall was literally packed, and so were
some of the side rooms. It was Beecher-like
no

INTEREST

ON

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing interest at Ihvorable rates.
NV. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13,18C3.- dtf s N

T I 2ST

T_Y

LOOK !

3? E S !

LOOKt!

25 Tin-Types for 50 cents.
25 Gem Ambrotypes, 50 cents.
-AT TIIE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
jaltSNdtf

No. SO Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

A Card.
Portland, Dec. 18, 1666.
Messrs. John E. Dow & Son,
Insurance Agentst
29 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Gentlemen:—You will please accept my thanks for
the prompt manner in which you have adjusted my
losses by fire in September last. The amount of damage to my Furniture was promptly paid, and under
your direction Mcssrs.C. E. & L.E. Frost have repaired my house in the most thorough and complete manner, and entirely to my satisfaction.
HENRY INMAN, U. S. A.
(Signed)
Dec 29—dtf
SEELE’S

A

HAIR

all over.
ty The Clarion says that the hotel in Norridgewock is completed and ready for occupancy.
A

correspondent

of the

Augusta

Far-

conti'.ues his coarse criticisms upon our
Maine sculptor, Simmons. He thinks he can’t
pro uce a statue that any person will care to
look at twice. Indeed, he intimates that there
is no such work of art in America. Poor fellow ! We advise him to
emigrate, where refinement and taste prevail.
The Rockland Free Prets records the
sudden and unexpected
on

mer

filled.
“And now, in the innocence of your heart,
you perhaps imagine that these sacks of corndecease,
Thursday
evening, the 11th instant, of A. H. Kimball,
market
sweepingg are of no earthly use, and
Esq., of that city. To all appearance he wa»
that the only
object of removing them is to in
good health an hour before his death, and in
throw them into the
du-tliole. Oh. childlike the society of his friends was
enjoying himself,
and
.implicity
ignorance 1 Those sacks will 1 unconscious of the dread summons
awaiting
ach command a respectable
price at the corn- him. The cause of his death was, without
and
if
chandler's;
they were ten times more doubt, heart disease. Mr. Kimball was one of
numerous they would
only too eagerly be the active business men of the city. He had
snatched up. And what then, you
ask, is done been President of the Rockland Bank from its
with them ? Do you keep
chickens, ducks, beginning, and was re-elected only a few days
pigs or cab-horses ? If you do, assuredly there before his demise,

memorable, by passing an act of amnesty,
which will allow every political exile to return
to Hungary. It is said that Kossuth’s Dame
will head the list.

Rev. J. C.TTletcher is to deliver twelve
lectures on Pompeii, at the Lowell Institute
in Boston.
B3T" Rufus Choate, only son of the late eloquent lawyer, died in Dorchester, Mass., on

Wednesday last.
By Id describing the Iowa giantess, a paper
gravely remarks:—“The bride did not falter or
tremble upon being led to the altar.”
January Magazines.
Good Words.—This excellent Magazine Is oditod
by the Rev. Norman Macleod, D. D., and published
in this country by Strahan and Company, 178 Grand
Street, New York. The table oi contents lor January Is exceedingly attractive. It contains the first five
chapters ot astoryby Mrs. Oliphant entitled “Madonna Mary“Dervish Life," by Mr.
Vambery, the
traveller; “The story oi John Hubs,” by Henry
Rogers; “Two Panels from an Old Picture,” by Sa-

to

Medical Science*

The Bengal Dispensatory says the
effects ot
Hasheesh are populatly known in the South of Africa
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations We tind it extensively employed for a multitude of afflictions.” ‘‘In a standard treatise of Materia Afedica more than six hundred
years old, it is described as one of the most valuable of all known
medicines.”
THE HASHEESH CANDY!
Now mported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable preparation of the article ever offered to the
public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies tor

RHEUMATISM,

ASTHMA,
NEURALGIA,

COUGH

^

COLDS,

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
For sale by atl Druggists. Sent by mail with fbll
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Largo Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage;
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents foi postage.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Dec 5,1866—SNdly

That

Cough

lor

New

Magical Preparation

BEAUTIFYING,

RESTORING,

-AND-

DR. BASCOMB’S

BEST REMEDY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and
Throat,
Buch

as

DIPHTHERIA,

Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,

InUurnzu, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungs,
and Whooping Cough.

these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of ail sges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a
of
In

compound

equal efficacy and safety.
**• Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me.

_noltoxd&wwGm

ITCH! ITCH! ITCH!
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch!
Wheaton’s

Ointment

Will Care the Itch in
Forty-Eight Hears.
Aiso cures SALT
RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price SO cents. For
sale by ail druggists.
By sending GO cento to WEEKS & POTTER. Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be torwardod by mail, free ot
postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1885.-8 u d&wlyr

had been

waiting

days.

It

Friday Morning, January 19,
PORTLAND AND

at

And taking according to directions.
Jan 18—9Nd2inos

She^WnmlnpoiNlf1’
»l,ip

AUCTION COLUMN.
SPECIAL

ADVE11TI8EMENT COLUMN.
New York Weekly Magazine—O. H. Bailey
Pianos to I.et—A. Robinson
For Sale—House on Stale St.

SUPREME judicial, court.
•lANTJAUY TERM—TAPEEY, J., PRESIDING.

Thursday.—No. 289. James Putnam &
aU. vs Josiah
Burleigh & Trustees.
This case was
given to the Jury in a clear
and impartial
from the

lurk,

charge

>

Washington.

Returned, sch Sarah Wooster, Leland, Ellsworth
for New York
In port, brig John Aviles, Tracy, Philadelphia for
Boston; schs Idaho, Westcott, Winicrport for Balti-

tor

in want of Insurance.

BORERTSON DYER.

turns

strictly

and

we w

arrant

Follow the Direc

a cure.

For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

BURGESS, FOBES

it

CO.,

General Agents,
SO Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
dec27dtfSN
Portland, Me.
Boston Stock List.
Sales at the Brokers Board, Jan 18.
American Gold. 1321
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,
104
United States 7 3-lOtlis Loan, 1st series. : 99jf
*
do
small. 99$
do
2d series. 99
do

3d

senes.

United States Five-twenties, 1862.
do
1864.
do
1865.
United States Ten-forties.
Eastern Railroad Sixes, 1874.
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Ogdensburg First Mortgage Bonds.
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds.
Eastern Railroad.
Western Railroad.

99
102

101$
102

93$

95
116
93
81

99$

135

Brigkton Live Stock Market.
Wednesday, Jan 17.—Amount op Stock
Sheep. Shotes.

This

week,. .2628
Last week,.. 2226

9278
7428

Fat

50
120

Also in port, brigs J H Counca, Dixon, Providence
for Philadelphia; schs Cata warn teak, Packard, trom
Roc Hand for Richmond; Kedington, Gregory, irom
Bristol ior Now York : Ida, Blake, Baltimore for
Portsmouth: Joddie, Roberts, Calais for Mystic. Ct;
Wm McCobb, Chipman, Bucksport for New York;
Albert Clarence. Freeman. Portland for Baltimore.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 17th, barque Andes, Dalling, Philadelphia for Portland, (see disasters.)
In port, schs K H Baker, It L Tav, M S Hunt, M B
Smith, Union Flag, Josiah Whitehousc, Alonzo C
Austin, Ida JF Wheeler, Addle P Stimpson, Lucy A

Hogs. Veals.

00
00

Boston, and others.
In Dutch Island Harbor 17th. brig Charlotte
Buck,
Gott, from Bucksport far New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 14th, schs Trident, Jameson,
New York rbr Boston; 16th, William Jones, Munroe.
Nanticoke River tor do.
In port ICtli, PM, schs Trident, Wm
Jones, Corvo
G W Kimball, Jr. and Kossuth.
BOSTON—Ar 18th, bri*s LIsabel,Geary, NOrhans;
George Gilchrist, Gilchrist, Key West; sch Angelica,
6
Silver, Portland.
Cld 18th, brig Circassian, Tucker, Cienfuegos; schs
Czar, Hammond, Baltimore; Yankee, Saunders,

Bucksport.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 13th, schs Unison, Williams,
Boston lor Portsmouth; Uoreo. Hale, do tor Biooklin. Me; Lucy Nancy, Billings, do tor Castine; Catharine, Webber, do for Bluehill; Young Sultan, Barker, do for Wiscasset.
Ar 16th, schs S E Parker, Fitzgerald. New York
for Camden; Albert Jameson, Candage, do for
Batii;
Pharos, Howland, New Bedford tor Portland; Superior, Towne, do for Kennebunk; Vulcan, Ashby, do
for Portland; Volant, Parsons, do for Wells.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Leghorn 24th ult, ships Lawrence, Johnson,

for New York; Cornwallis. Cochrane, for Boston.
At Arecibo PR 20th ult, brig J T Abbott.
Allen, ior
New York.
At Curacoa 30th ult, brig Julia E Arcy, Weeks, for
Turks Island same day, to load lor Hampton Roads
lor orders.
Av at Barbadoes 10th ult, barque
Almoner, Lam-

pher. Boston.

at

Market.

Cattle.

Carlet, Thompson,’Castine
Star. Marshall, Calais ior
Perkins, Lane, Bangor lor Fall

Ann

Shooting
H

Orcufct, Henrietta, Charlotte Fish, John McAdam,

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT.

R

River.

CARD.

jalgSNim*

do;

00
00

Amount

(J^*"The entire Stock of new and rich DRESS
GOODS, which have just been received at the New
York Store, No. 125 Middle St., will be sold for three
weeks for whatever price they will bring, to close the
Stock, on account ot the ilness of Mr. Lucas.
These goods are entirely new, and one of the best,
selected stocks of Dry Goods ever opened in Portland. and must be sold
ia8diw

Sin 20th, barque E A Cochran, lor Nevassa.
Ar at Clenfuegos 28th ult, brig J W
Woodruff, lm

Cherryfleld.

Sid fin Havana 7th Inst, ship Charles Davenport,
Stevens, New Orleans.
Ar at Cardenas 10th inst, brig S Thursten, Clark,
New York; 11th, sch Baltie, Grait, Frankfort.
SPOKEN
Jan 12, lat 36 31, Ion 7138, *chSusan West, 80 days
Algoa Bay CGH for New York.

from

New Advertisements.

Richmond

DIED.
In Thomasville, Ga, Sept 7, Lncius H Cummings,
of Co G, 12th Me Reg, aged 19 years 6 months—son
of Freeman G and Hannah C Cummings, of Portland.
C3T*Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from No 171 Cumberland St. Relatives and friends
arc invited to attend.
In Gorham, Jan 17, Capt H S Lowell,
aged 24 yrs.
LSP^Funeral on Saturday, from the Congregational Church.
In Waterford, Jan 16, Oliver Hale, Esq, fbrmorly
of Portland, aged 62 years.

IMPORTS.

from

for

date.
15
17
Kangaroo.New York..Livorpoon.Jan 17
Moravian.Portland... .Liverpool.Jan 20
North America—New York. .Rio Janeiro.. .Jan 20
New York.. New York.. Aspinwall.Jan 20
Borusia.New York..Hamburg.Tan 20
City of Baltimore..New York. .Liverpool..Jan 20
Arago.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .California_Jan 20
Scotia.Nome York.. Liver pool.Jan .'4
North American...Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan 27
Hansa...New York. Bremen.Jan 27
Corsica.New York. .Havana.Jan 29
Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Jan 31
(Jortez.Boston.Havana.. Feb 1
Nova Scotian.Portland.... Liverpool.Feb 3
Germania.New York.. Hamburg.Feb 3

Tonawanda.Boston.Havana..Jan

Canada.Boston.Liverpool_Jan

Miniature

Almanac.January

19.
sets.8.28 PM

bun rises.7.25

Moon

Sunsets.4.58

High water.12.45 PM

MARINE NEWS
PORT

OF

PORTLAND.

Thursday, January 18.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Brig L M Johnson, (Br) Ellis, Port Medway NS for

Boston.

Sch Maria Theresa, (Br) McLaughlin, Port Mulgrave NS via Province town. Has been 21 days on
the dassage, having encountered very heavy gales
and got blown off.
Sch Col Eddy, Coombs, Elizabethport.
Sch Pharos, Howland, New Bedford.
Sch Eliza Ellen, Noyes, Boston.
Sch Matanzas. Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Ligona, Dodge. Boston.
Sch Vulcan, Ashford, Boston.
Sell Iris, (Br) Harding, Boston for Parrsboro NS.
Sch Alpine, Elliot, Boston for Bath.
Sch Lucy & Nancy, Billings, Boston for Castine.
Sch Zina, Bradbury, Machias tor Boston.

For Ten Gents
THE NUUBEB

Cardenas 11th inst, brig Ruth, (Br) McLearn, Portland.
Ar at Havana 7th inst, brigs A Horta,
Young, from
Portland: 9tb, Waccamaw,Nichols, do; 11th,Tliotis,
(Br) Forbes, do.
Cld 12th, brig Clara M Goodrich, Look, Portland.
Ar at

At at Matanzas 8tb, brig Paragon,-; 9fch, Minnie Miller, Anderson, Portland: 11th, barque NM
Haven, Hall, de.
Ar at Re.iedios 18th, brigs Mazatlan. Leland, from
Portland; 27th, Fanny Butler, Bartlett, do.

Jan. 20 Noiv

!

Ready

HOW I MADE A FORTUNE
"Wall

And

Sow

Street I
I Got Married.

A

SPLENDID

OUGHTAL AND TRUE STORY!
Written expressly for the New Yobk Weekly
Magazine, by a gentleman of great experience, who
knows all the ins and outs, and who will give more
information about the straight and crooked ways ol
that celebrated strpet than has been ever published.

Also,
Dr. Halford’s Patient.
The Wife’s Secret.

Hope Bashleigh.
How
The

trapped the Burglars.

we

Gambling Saloons of Homburg.

Ossipee Lake.

heavily’

cl-

out.
Sch Lucy

days

more,

Ann, Silver, from Halifax NS for BaltiIsland 10th inst and

was stranded on Coffin
men lo3t.
Part of the

two
cargo will bj saved.
Sch Zamna, of East
Machias, from Martinique,
wuh a cargo of
sugar, is ashore at Old Cranberry
1 let, ten miles North oi
Barnegat.
Baroue
(of Searsport) Cochran, at New
York from Matanzas, had heavy weather on the
passage, split sails, stove bulwarks, and shifted cargo.
Sch Lightboat. (of Belfast) Russ, at Providence (m
Turks I>land, lmd very heavy weather the entire
passage; was blown oft the coast twice. Took a gale
Jan 7th, off New York, and was driven as far South
as Cape Hatteras; lost and split
sails, carried

Aberdeen,

jibboom, broke main boom, damaged rigging,

away
&c.

Not fin-

M. M. Butler.

MUNICIPAL COURT, JAN. 18.
The first case before the court was for assault and battery, in which the
parties had
been advised by the court, to settle the matter.
But as they failed so to
do, and as the
defendant did not deny the assault, but pleaded mitigating
circumstances, his Honor imposed a nominal fine. J. W. Parker, Esq., appeared for the defense.
Charles Smith, for larceny of an
overcoat,
the property of llial Davis of Bridgton, from
the Commercial House, was sentenced to
sixty
days in the couuty jail.
A colored lad named Alexander Brown was
convicted of the

larceny of $20,

and was sen-

tenced to the Reform School
during his mi-

nority.
William Hays, Michael Hyde and William
the lads who were caught in Centre
Street snowballing people as they
passed,
were fined two dollars
each, and the costs.

Good,

Boabd

Agriculture.—The Board met
their room at the State House.
The Journal says a committee on credentials
reported a quorum of the members was present.
A temporary organization was effecte
by the choice of Asa W. Smith, Esq., of Penof

Wednesday, in

obscot,
of

as

Chairman; George

A.

Rogers, Esq.,

Sagadahoc, as Vice President pro tempore;

and James L.

Martin,

Messenger.

as

The

permanent organization wa3 postponed until
Thursday. Messrs. Goodale (ex-officio), Chamberlain, French and Wasson were appointed a
business committee.
The question of the danger of an introduction of the cattle disease now
raging in Europe into Maine, was discussed at some length,
but no conclusion was reached.
In the afternoon Mr. Chamberlain read a

A Day with

Holibut, Ac.,

Ac.

great variety of entettaining and Instructive
Literature, well printod on lirge type and clean
A

paper.

20,000 Copies

Sold!

And two steam presses unable to print them fast

all Newsdealers.

by

PRICE,
48 Pages!

10 CENTS.

48 Pages!

48Pages!

To parties who cannot obtain it of
we have the fallowing

newsmen

TERMS.
One copy, one year.$4.00
One copy, three month*..*..... 1.00
Two copies, one year,.... V.OO
Five copies, one year, and one extra to agents.. 20.00
1L>“ Specimen copies sent by mail on receipt of
ten cents.

Back numbers

supplied.

Address,
O. H. BAILEY & CO.,

HATHAWAY’S

CELEBRATED SHIRTS
would call the attention of persons who
WEparticular
to have apertect titling Shirt to
ufactured to our

are
our

having manHathaway; they

we are

own order, by Mr.
made in the most perfect manner and from the
best materials.
We will warrant a tit to men of all
sizes, from the smallest to the very largest size.
Persons at a distance from the city can be su pplied
and a good tit guarantee d. by sending us the measure around the neck, and the
lengih of am*; the
measure to be takon trom the cente
of the biick to
The Pf,co® a*'e as low as possible
These goods are really of the most reliable
character, be ^manufactured specially tor us for ouj own
retail trade.

th£jtnuckIe9*

of
M®;
T

BROTHERS.

179>

Jan 19—d4w

and 183 Middle St.

Charles Walker is a member
our Arm, to date from Jan.
1,18* 6.
chas. McLaughlin a co.

«n

19—d3t

Jan

For Sale.

The three-storv Brick Dwelling-Homo and
Lot on the southerly corner of Spring and

JifeiLState Streets.

J. & E. M. RAND,
_jalhdlm_123 Middle St.

Apply

to

Fortes to het.

Piano

[

Two
] J

elegant PIANO ROUTES

lot

AUGUSTUS ROF.INSON.

undersigned

irl,

are

^

for sale, or shipment,.
good security.

prepared to make LIBER^'<>da in transit, in store,
Also on vessels or any other

OHUROHILL, BROWNS

Jan 19—dtf

GREY Squirrel
Aiev^n*»’
nail.

not

am

going

to trouble

Parks,” as
pretty thoroughly discussed In all our city papers, and, I am sorry to
say, with no profitable results yet with your permission I should like, very briefly, to call the
attention of our citizens in the vicinity of the
junction of Park and Congress streets to an
opportunity which I understand is now offered them of saving a breathing spot in that
locality, which, if not improved, will be covered with a building very shortly. I have just
learned that the vacant lot on the eastern
corner of Park and Congress streets can be had
for a reasonable price, or such part of it as
would enable the eity to lay out on that comer
a very pretty little Park, at a
trifling expense,
as it is understood that owners of
property in
the immediate vicinity are ready to contribute
liberally towards the pnrehase of the lot. It
strikes me that here is offered an excellent opportunity to add to the comfort and beauty of
that part of our city, at a very small outlay,
hence I wish to call public attention to it.
An Outsider.
Fatal Accident.
Yesterday forenoon
Michael Murray, one of the employees of the
Grand Trunk Bailway Company, while engaged in removing snow from between the rails,
at the depot, was run over by an engine, and
—

badly injured

that he died in about an hour
He saw the engine as it was approaching, and heard the warning from the
bell, but did not attempt to move until it was
almost close to him. He then attempted to
step out of the way, but his feet slipped and
he fell upon the track.
tender passed over his

Two wheels of the

legs,

& MANSON.

almost

severing

The engine was
wheels passed ov-

then reversed, and the same
er him again, and he was taken out from between the truck frame.
He was about six'y
years of age, and had been in the employ of
the company for a long time. He leaves a
wife and children.
Coroner Hall was called
upon to hold an

dict

was

inquest on

the

A ver-

body.

rendered of accidental death.

Hamper's Magazine.

The February
is out, and
can be found at the bookstores of Messrs.
Bailey A Noyes, Davis Brothers and Short &
number of this

Loring,

—

popular periodical

and at the music and

periodical

estab-

lishment of E. C. Andrews, Exchange Street.
at

South Adams.— Tlio

Greylock woolen mill at South Adams, Mass.,
owned by Dean & LaMonte, was entirely destroyed, early Wednesday morning, by a fire
that originated in the drying room. The total
loss is estimated at from $150,000 to $200,000,
which is covered by an insurance of $126,000.
Shirts, Ac.—We would call attention to
the advertisement of Messrs. Marr Brothers,
who, at their establishment at the jimetion of
Middle and Federal Streets, can display some
of the handsomest and best made shirts in
this market. These garments are made to order, and are of the best finish, os any can
from an examination.
In addition to these, they have all the articles of clothing needthl for the season, and

judge

one can

the best

get fitted out at this establishment in
style, from the under flannels to the

collar, gloves, handkerchief, Ac. Their assortcollars, both lineu and paper, is very
extensive, and of the latest styles. Just look
in and see how
easily you can be fiimiibed
with a nice outfit.

ment of

A Baud Passage.—Yesterday afternoon a
gentleman driving a horse and sleigh through
Portland Street, near the Alms House, undertook to pass

to

lalhdlw_No. 51 Exchange St.
Advances Made.
mHE

I

you with a long article on “Public
that subject has been

Great Fire

Publishes* N. Y. Weekly Magazihe,
»S. 7 Beckman Si., Yew York.
Jan 19—d2t2p

are

A Practical Suggestion.

them just above the knees.

enough.

For Sale

opportunity to prepare top-

and a half.

Anecdotes of General Jackson.

reported1

Sch Jcddie. Roberts, from Calais for Mvstlo ct
put into Newport 16th, and reports having
e i'cnced very rough weather on the
passage and lean 31

ished.
E. & F. Fox.

so

Crime and Criminals in China.

MARE

Prussian ship Germania, from Baltimore for Rotterdam. who kindly furnished a supply of provisions.
Sen Triumph, from Boston lor Philadelphia, was
abandoned at sea Jan 14, and the crew brought to
New York in brig Ida L Rav.
Brig Bearer, Crocker, at New York from Savanilla,
has been 16 days North of Hatteras, with strong gales
from N to NE; 2d inst, took a gale irom N to NE,
which lasted five days: 8th, had another severe galo
and stove bulwarks; 9th, still blowing
very
sea breaking all over the vessel, was obliged to throw
overboard deckload of fustic, vessel stra nod
badly
split sails, &c: 15th, 8 PM. encountered a sovere
snow storm, and came to anchor oft* the
Highlands
Brig Neva, of Machias, before
wrecked
on the coast of Florida, registered 226 teas and was
anU was
built at Fast Machias in 1861.

It now comes up for a second trial.

Mr. Editor

AND CONTAINS

DISASTERS.

Barque Andes, Dalling. from Philadelphia for Portland, put into Holmes* Hole 17th and reports having
taken a gale on the 7th, off Nantucket, and was
obliged to carry sail to keep clear of the South Shoal;
shifted cargo and split sails. &c; drifted oft' to lat
35 40, Ion 07}. On the 14th, lat 30, Ion 70 25, spoke

verdict rendered

a

Exceptions were filed, which were sustained
by the full Court, and a new trial was ordered.

Week.

a

FOB

White Shirts which

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

the April term, 1864, aud
for defendant.

committee an
ics for discussion.

Monsieur Oufie.
DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.

e. & F. Fox.
No. 104.—Peter B. Hall vs Isaac Sands.—
W rit of entry to try the title to a
piece of land
in the town of Naples. The case was tried at

ness

43PAGES, 48PAGES!

The Harvest Home.

PORT MULGRAVE NS. Sch Maria Theresa—150
hhda 25 tres 13 bbls molasses, to E ChcrchiU & Co.

Judge. They
plaintiffs for $3,994 93.

vention.
The Board then adjourned to give the busi-

—OP—

O

Wilson, of FalmoTith.
In Richmond, Me, Jan 15, by Rev E G
Page, Benj
Bunker, of Fairfield, and Miss Olive P Goodwin, of

returned a verdict for
S. C. Strout.

paper on the proper construction of the oxyoke, and exhibited a model of his own in-

_MARRIED.
In this city. Jan 17, by Rev Seth Martin, Francis
Cox and Fliza A Thompson, both of Portland.
In Cape Elizabeth, Jan 18, at the residence of the
bride’s ihther, by Rev Alex Burgess, E C Robinson
and Miss Mattie J, eldest daughter of Capt Scott
Dyer, of C. E.
In Cumberland, Jan 17, by Rev E S Jordan, Royal
L Abbott, of Cumberland, and Miss -lizabeth H

& Co.

Advances Made—Churchill, Browns & Manaon.
Lost—Collir.
Ha'haway’s Shirt.—Mart Brothers.
Notice— CLae. McLajldin.

Lindsey,

York:

COLUMN.

NEW

gean.
Apalachicola.
Also ar 17tli, brigs H F Coltliirst, (Br) from Mansanilia ; Scotland, Crowell, Grand
(with
boats stove and sails split); Anna D Torrey, Haskell,
Richmond; Roanier, Crabtree. Norfolk.
Cld 17th, brig B Young, Gibson, tor Cardenas: sch

Susan, Snow, Para.
Ar 18th, ship Hudson, Pratt, London;
brig Ida L
Ray. Ray.Jacksonville. Fla.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, barque Aberdeen. Anderson, New Orleans: schs Light Boat, Russ, Grand
Turk Tl; Triton. Freeman, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 16th. sch Mary Ella, Thomas, ftn

NOTICE

Todd’s lliui&uian Bulm—C. B. Savage.

lCr.ing,

Bucksport

day.

hour in the

Auctiou Sale—E. M. Patten.

***»'•

Southern RigliL, Row, lor Livhrlgv Cyclone, rartridge, dtag; Surf,
Sweotland, do;
Mitchell, for Now York; schi
Atju,,and
Nellie Brown, Cobb,
Ciuce Clifton. Otl» die
UJCHMOND-Sbl Hth S It Th .mp'.on
schs
Helen
NC;
Wilmington
McLeod. Eaton New
Bo tl'ord: U F Slone. Kollev, EUWelphia.
NORFOLK—Sid 15th, sell Lookout, Lane, tor Portland.
Sid 16tli. brig E P Swe»t, for Matanza*.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 16th, barque Chas Brewer, Doinott, Now Orleans.
NEW YORK—Ar I6tb, brig Braver, Crocker, from
Savanttla.
Ar 17ti>, ship Persia, Doane, Leghorn; barque Ar-

for New

Portland, January 1G, 1866.
The undersigned takes this method of expressing
his appreciation oi the prompt manner in w'hich the
Massasoit Ins. Co., E. Webster & Son, Agents,
has adjusted and paid his lot’s
by fire on Monday last,
and heartily recommend their
Agency to all who are

early

In nurt 13th

for

VICINITY.

New Advertisement* To-Dar

erpool, Mg

Wilmington;

A

an

n.

*

***

18C6.

Advertisers will benefit themselves, as tctllas
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements

Cougrli and. Croup Syrup,

name

Has been found by experience to be the

York,

y®*^LA^NAiT—Ai 12th, t rig Ocetn Belle, Mort
Elder, from do.
,k; ?®!l fanny
ou 1 Riane,
Jdj if,
Donnell, Liverpool.

Bucksport

CAN BE CURED by going down to No. 15 Mid«
die Street, and getting a Bottle of

LIFE I

-FOR-

Ey It is

in oil stocks,
By The Emperor of Austria is expected to
make his ooronation unusually brilliant and

of

Known

DOMESTIC PORTS.
MOBILE—Cld 9th, ship Scotia, Doane, Liverpool.
In port 12th, ships J R Keeler, Delano, tbr Liverpool ; Gertrud Doane. tor do.
FEKNAND1NA—Ar 10th, sch Conneaut, Sawyer,
New York.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA—Below 4th, sch Electric
Spark. Taber, tor New Bedford.
vr^e entrance of St Johns River, brig Ida L Ray,

The First National Bank

ies.

said that there is a young man not
yet out of his teens, in Rochester, who has
made about a million of dollars by
speculations

the Oldest Remedies

from Each State.
Cattle.
Speep.
Maine. 192
630
New Hampshire. 134
1688
I3T“ A Physiological View of Marriages
Vermont.
641
4059
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
Massachusetts. 47
1632
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human OrNew York. 65
280
gans in a state of Health and Disease, with a ThreaWestern States.1549
989
t-ice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
Canada.
00
00
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Prices—Beel Cattle, extra, 14$@ 15: First quality,
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
consisting of good oxen, best steers, &c, 13$@ 14;
t» utliful adviser to the married, and those contem- I Second
quality, or good fair beef. 12 @ 13; Third
marriage, who entertain doubts at their phys- quality, light young cattle, cows, &c., 11@ 12,—total
plating
ical condition. Sent dree of postage to any address,
weight of beef, hides and tallow.
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
Stores—Yearlings, 25(&35; Two years old, $35(5.50;
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,*
three-years old, $50(5:100.
Milch Cows—Sales at 850 @ 75; Extra, $80 @ 95;
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the disFarrow, 30 @ 45.
eases
which nis book treats either personally or
Sheep and Lambs—Old, 6j@7$c ^ lb; in lots, $3 50
upon
@5 00 per head.
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of tho world
Shotes p lb, 1214c wholesale; 14 @ 16 retail,
Oct 6—s n d&wCrn
Fat hogs 00 @00c, live weight.
Hides—94(5-10c
ib; country lots, 81@9c.
Tallow—Sales at 8510c lb p.
Calf Skins—At 24@25c
lb.
Pelts—$1 50(6(1 75 each.
OF PORTLAND.

DRESSING THE HAIR.
S3?” The Machias Union, Democratic, thus
speaks of the new Judge:—“Judge Tapley enPRICE FIFTY CENTS.
tered upon his official duties at the January
For sale at
term of our Court. Although the business of
Wholesale and Retail,
Court was not such as to subject his abilities to
-BY—
a severe test, yet the
ready manner in which he
CHARLES
the
CUSTIS k CO.,
duties
of
the
Court
performed
ordinary
give promise that he would be equal to any
WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
emergency that may arise in his judicial path. that he expected to have some assistance from
He came to us a stranger, and so could gain
Divine Providence. His neighbor asked him
July 22—sndtf
nothing from partizansand friends interested whether it would not be as well to dispense enHall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewto secure for him approbation beyond his mertirely with the oxen and let Providence draw
er has proved itself to be the most perfect preparanor
its,
yet would he suffer by the detraction of the whole load.
tion for the hair ever offered to the publio.
embittered foes. On ths whole, we have no
tST~ Dr. Stevens, of St. Albans, Vt., one of
It is a vegetable compound, and contains no injufears that the judicial ermine will be soiled by
the most eminent medical practitioners in that
rious properties whatever.
his appointment, or that business entrusted to
State, died on Monday last.
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGhis hands will suffer detriment.”
83F~ On the question of setting aside the INAL COLOR.
ti?“ At the recent term of the 8. J. Court test oath, the II. S. Supreme Court bench is
It will keep the hair from felling out.
at Machias, Thomas Tracy was sentenced to
said to be equally divided.
It cleanses the soalp and makes the hair>oft, lusfifteen years in the State Prison for
highway
Roberts, the English billiard champion, trous and silken.
robbery.
was to leave
Liverpool for New York, on the
It is a splendid hair dressing.
fjy The Belfast Age has reoeived a letter 13th, in the Java.
No person, old or young, should fell to use it.
from Rev. Ebenezer Knowlton, stating that in
The ex-rebel chieftain, Mosby, is now
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
of
continued
ill
consequence
health, he has under arrest to answer the charge of hanging FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
been compelled to resign the place of one of two Federal soldiers
during the war in retaliajy Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Renewer, and
the trustees of the State Agricultural College.
tion for the murder of some of his gang.
take ne other.
Mr. Knowlton has been confined to his house
R. P. HALL * CO.,
The two Cummings, in jail at Lancasever since his return from the South last sumNashua, N. H., Proprietors.
ter, N. H., for the Northumberland assault, and
W. F. Phillips If Co
Wholesale Agents.
mer, with a rheumatic disease.
the two Libbys charged with burglary at Milam
auglQsndJbw6m
&y A large number of the monied men in made their escape on Saturday nigh
by sawHallowell have protested against granting the
off
the
iron
bars
of
the
window grate.
ing
COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
prayer of Thomas Leigh and others of that
B3T* Senator Sherman of Ohio, has been
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in aucli universal
who
want
the
city
loaning of that city’s credits nominated by tbe Republican members of the demand, la made from the choicest materials, is
for $25,000, for the purpose of deepening the
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
Legislature of that State, for re-election.
channel of the Kennebec river between
and extremely bcnoficial In Its act upon the s>in.
Isn’t it about time that the
ShepFenians,
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers
ard’s wharf and Kennebec whaTf. They not
now that their head-centre h::a
absconded,
June31dlyr
only declare that such an expenditure at this should substitute a head-board?
time cannot be afforded, but hint that the
A manuscript by Copernicus has been
scheme is not feasible.
WARREN’S
discovered* in a library at Warsaw. It is a
£y We doubt if a more intelligent or more treatise on the revolution of the
heavenly bod- COUGH
BALSAM!

brilliant audience ever assembled in our
spacious City Hall than greeted
Henry Ward
Beecher on Wednesday evening.

One

MORNING!

Bought Cheap and will be sold ditto.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Todd,

Dear Sir:—I had lost my hair by a disease oi the
scalp, and on the top of my bead there was a place as
large as a silver dollar, entirely bald, smooth and
glossy. I was told by judges that It never would
grow. I can give you fifty names, If it Is needed,
to prove to any one who may doubt the fhet that the
hair has grown out as perfect as on
any part of my
head; and I know that it w as brought cut by the us°
of your Hungarian Balk. You are at liberty to
publish this.
Kespectfhlly yours,
CHARLES B. SAVAGE,
Jan 19—SNdlw
Bath, lie.

the
the

copperheads are lavish in their abuse of
Secretary for such an act of perfect propriety. The funniest thing about it is that for
such an act Mr. Stanton is accused of
interfering with the liberty of the press 1 We suppose
we Shall next hear business men
charged with
interfering with the liberty of the press because they refuse to advertise in and subscribe
for newspapers that they don’t like 1
A Connecticut deacon was
att.ching a
very poor and feeble pair of oxen to a very
large load of wood. A neighbor asked him
how he expected to get so large a load to market with so poor a team. The deacon
replied

familiar initials,

the

bears

church,

would hear nothing about politics.—
He went.
The minister preached from the
text, “If the righteous are scarcely saved, where

LEGISLATURE OF MAINE.

as

“On the 16th of October a party of insurgents entered Azua and proclaimed Baez as

one

do not say it will not do these things, so oar
testimony is only negative. Some other per-

rah

a

vehicle ahead of him.

The

passage way was blocked up by a coal cart,
leaving not room enough for him to pass the

sleigh ahead.

Nothing daunted, he attempted

to drive over the cart, and succeeded admira-

bly—iu leaving his sleigh in

a

dilapidated con-

dition from the collision, on one side of the
coal cart, while the horse, freed from

ily made his way
Salk

it, speed-

to the

city.

Beal Est .te.—Yesterday Henry
Co. sold at auction the two four-^tery
brick stores numbered 93 and 95, on Commercial Street. They were purchased by John E.
of

Hailey &
Lost*
8-in Collar,

on

Wednesday

Car s street and Mocl;aides*
Tne tinder will be suitably rofrarded by leav-

ing the same at this office.
Jan 19^-d2t

Donnell, Esq., who paid $11,100 for No. 95 and
for No. 93.
$9,450
I

M

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PItESS.
-.

Friday Morning, January 19,

1866.

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.
SENATE

Washington, Jan. IS.
Mr. Chandler offered a resolution authorizthe
of
the Treasury to direct the
ing
Secretary
is ue of American Registers to certain British
built vessels owned by American citizens. Re-

ferred.

The Committee on Commerce reported an
amendment to the House bill to extend the
tune for the withdrawal of goods from the
public stores and bonded warehouses; also a
hill to autboriz the construction of a telegraph
line between New York and the West Indies.
resolution was passed inquiring the
be paid to the Washington Society
of newspapers for Government advertising.
The resolution for the appointment of Provisional Governors in the Southern States was
taken up.
Mr. Nesmith spoke at length.
A joint resolution was
reported and passed
distributing the writings of Madison among
States and Governmental departments.
The bill for the admission of Colorado as a
A

amount to

was

Gth, all day, without damage.
Col. Mejia, Escobedo’s post commander, has
onlv about a dozen reliable men in Bagdad,
the'rest having joined Crawford, who has them

reported.

Mr. Nesmith favored the reconstruction policy of President Johnson, opposed negro suffrage and advocated a generous policy towards
the South.
Mr. Wade followed. He argued against admitting the Southern States at presentAt tiie conclusion of Mr. Wade’s speech,
the bill enlarging the powers of the Freedmen’s Bureau was taken up, and an amendment offered limiting the possessory of titles
to lands given to negroes by Geu. Slieiman,to
three years.
Ms. Stewart took the floor in reply to Mr.

Financial,

intelligent and cultivated audience than Curtis, and the desire to hear him always fills the
We are not advised of the subject of
house.
the lecture to-night; but whatever it may be
we arc safe in assuring our readers that its
treatment will be marked by the culture of a
scholar, the eloquence of a true orator, and the
earnestness ot a patriot.

familiar has
New York, Jan. 18.
The Commercial’s money article
says the
Stock Market continues unsettled. At the
morning Board it took another downward turn.
Speculations lor a rise lack support. Operations this morning indicate the starting of a

bear movement of some strength, large short
contracts put out running from ten to sixty
days, and with a moderate amount of hammering prices declined throughout the list 1-2 to
2 1-8 per cent. After the Boaid prices showed
more strength, and in some roads there was a
slight recovery in prices. Governments are
quiet and steady with an investment demand
from the public for 7-30’s: the 1st and 3d series rose 1-8. Gold interest bonds dull and
barely holding their own; old 5-20’s closed 1-8
lower. Gold lias taken a sligh t down ward tendency owing partly to the cessation of demands for covering short contracts, and partly
from reports that the adoption of the clause
hi the new loan bill authorizing a foreign loan
will be strongly urged upon Congress, and that
there is some prospect of its being passed.—
The price fluctuated during the morning bet ween 139 7-8 a 139 5-8. Extreme ease in money continues, loans on call offered in large
amounts at 5 and even 4 per cent., hut the
regular street demand is supplied at 6 per cent.,
excepting on govermnent collaterals, on which
the rate is generally 5 per cent; discounts continue active on the higher grades of paper
Foreign exchange less firm and inactive, leading drawers ask 1077-8 for sixty day’s sterling,
but prime banker’s bills can be bought for
—

1083-4.

Dispatches,
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 18.

Miscellaneous

The Senate then went into Executive Ses-

sion.—Adjourned.
HOUSE.

Mr. Jencks reported a bill to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the
United States. It was made a special order
for the 30th inst.
Mr. Delano, from the Committee on Claims,
reported a resolution asking to be relieved
from the consideration of all claims growing
out of the appropriation or destruction of property by the Army and Navy in suppressing the
rebellion. No definite action on the subject

taken.
Mr. Lynch offered a resolution, which was
referred, that all vessels once American, being
placed under a foreign flag or register during
the late rebellion, should be treated as foreign
built vessels and never again allowed American registers.
He also introduced a resolution
which was adopted, inquiring of the Secretary
of the Treasury how many such vessels have
been allowed new registers.
The bill amendatory of the act granting
lands to States to aid the establishment of agricultural and mechanical colleges was reported. It extends the time for States to accept
the provisions of the act, and includes the
States lately in rebellion provided no distinction is made as to race or color by them in dispensing its benefits. Consideration was assigned to next Thursday.
Mr. Darling, from the Naval Committee, reported adversely on the resolution classing pilots engaged during the war on Government
vessels as officers.
The bill reportod amending the act establishing the Freedmen’s Bureau was made a
special order ior Tuesday next.
The House then proceeded to consider the
District of Columbia suffrage. After debate,
the motion to lay the bill on the table was lost
40 against 123. The bid passed without qualification 116 to 52.—Adjourned.
was

From

Platte County, Missouri, lias brought a suit
against Col. Osborn 1). Carpenter for $50,000,
with a view ot cancelling the mortgage executed by the Wester & Atchinson and the
Atcliinson & St. Joseph railroad companies in

favor of William C. Wetmore and John A.
Stewart of New York, as trustees, to secure an
issue of bonds amounting to $1,200,000, which
it is alleged were fraudulently executed.

Haute, Ind., Jan. 18.
Hon. John G. Davis, long a member of Confrom
tbis
gress
District, died here this momI iug of apoplexy.
New Yobk, Jan. 18.
\
I The steamers Manhattan, from Vera Cruz,
Tehee

and

The Governor sent a communication to the
House of delegates to-day endorsing a memorial of the New York and Virginia Steamship
Company for compensation for two steamers
valued at $300,000, seized at a wharf in Richmond at the beginning of the rebellion.

Raleigh, N. C., Jan. 18.
The Legislature met to-day at the call of

Gov. Worth.

ate but none

Boston, Jan. 18.
Spoken, Dec. 18, lat. 2.8i south, long. 32.37
Good
north, ship
Hope. Capt. J. Miller, 32 days
from New York, for San Francisco.
Bark Samuel and Thomas, Lewis, arrived at
New Bedford to-day after an absence of 25
months in the Pacific, having taken, on the

voyage, 700 barrels of sperm and 220 barrels of
whale oil. She left her cruising ground, otf
Gallipagos Islands, ftdl and with 75 barrels of
oil on deck, and proceeded to Talcahuano to
land oil for shipment home, intending to continue the voyage; but, on account of the blockade by Spain, was not allowed to land the cargo, and was forced to return home.

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Jan. 18.
The Commercial’s Washington despatch says

the authorities are investigating the cause of
fires in several buildings occupied by colored
persons last night. It is thought to be the
work of a few rebel sympathizers.
The admission of the Tennessee delegation
to Congress is now regarded as merely a matter of time.
The Post’s despatch says the Ways and
Means Committee considered the loan bill today without coming to a conclusion. It is gen-

erally believed that it will be adopted.

There is little doubt the Reconstruction
Committee will report an amendment to the
Constitution.
The vote on the Negro Suffrage bill will

probably

not be reached until to-morrow.
Marine

Disasters.

New York. Jan. 18.
The schooner Zampa, of East Machias, from
Martinique, with sugar, is ashore at Old Cranberry Inlet, ten miles north of Bamegat.
St. Lours, Mo., Jan. IS.
The Kansas State Senate yesterday passed
a resolution favoring the trial, conviction and
hanging of Jeff Davis, and other leaders of the
rebellion legally guilty of treason.
of

a

U. 8. Senator.

Coli mbits, O., Jan. 18.
John Sherman was elected United States
Senator to-day by the Legislature, by a vote of
94 to 41.
Eire.

I1rom

Mexico•

New Yobk, Jan. 18.
Per steamers Eagle and Morning Star, from
Havana, late Mexican news is reoeived. The
Empress was enthusiastically received in her
journey trom Vera Cruz to Orizaba.
There was a slight shock of an earthquake
at Vera Cruz, Jan. 3d.
Heavy Imperial reinforcements were on the
way to Monterey and Saltillo, and Gen. Jeaniugros had been ordered to assume active operations in connection with Mejia, so as to secure
speedy pacification on the Rio Grande.
The Sociedad ot the 3d inst. says:
It is
be
feared that trouble will occur at Matato
not
with
the
of
the United
moras,
government
States, but with Federal troops, who have opwith
the
Juarists
and given
enly sympathized
them material aid.
The reinforcements reaching Mexico from
Europe, during the last week in December,
numbered twelve hundred.
An earthquake was severely felt at Orizaba;
much damage was done, and several lives
were

lost

shock at Puebla, and a
of Mexico.
from
Toluca
state that the Liberals
Advices
weie raiding through the country, capturing
Imperial supplies and horses. A force was to
be dispatched from the City of Mexico to pursue them.
An Havana correspondent says the latest
advices are unfavorable to the Imperial cause.
The inhabitants of Monterey feel no security
in Maximillian’s Mexican troops, and were
leaving the city en masse. Over 30,000 are
said to have left in three days.
The merchants are sending their goods and valuables
to San Luis.
News from the Department of Sinaloa is also gloomy for the Imperialists.
Mazatlan
alone remains in the hands of the Imperialists, and provisions for that city must pass
through the revenue tax offices of the Republican General Corona. On the 31st Vlt. a
guerrilla force of 300, among whom were said
to be several Americans, captured a place
named San Juan, in Durango.
After having
completely destroyed it, they left to attack the
town of San Miguel Del Mezquintol.
The
guerrillas were headed by two natives. A
Frencli-Mcxican force had left Durango to attack the band.
The Imperialists claim a victory at the town
There was a severe
one in the

slight

City

of Comittipa, in the State of Puebla.

They

also claim a victory over the Republican Genal Hegueles, who attacked Augangos with ov-

8,000 troops. On the 10th ult. another
place named Macavatio was attacked by Regneles, but he is said to have been repulsed.
The Indians of Saliacaba had defeated the
Imperialists under Lopez, in Yucatan. They
er

then attacked Senotiilo, but were repulsed.—
The Lieutenant of Engineers was killed, and
the Empress sent a sum of money to his widmv.
Lopez was to be tried by court martial.
Various other engagements, with varied
success on either side, had taken place.
The conspirators to assassinate the Minister
of War had been arrested at the very moment
of carrying the scheme into operation.

New Orleans, Jan. 18.
A private letter from the Inspector of Cus-

toms at Clarksville, Texas, says that 118 colored infantry, under Col. Davis, took all the
skid’s in his charge, crossed the river and captured Bagdad.
They then began plundering
the place and killing the people. The scene is
indescribable. The negroes shot men down

for refusing, to give up money.
A letter from Brazos of the 7th inst. to the
Times, says that Bagdad was captured on the
morning of the 5th. The attacking party consisted of 60 men. They captured nearly 30C
prisoners, half of whom turned Liberals and
formed a garrison for the town, the attacking
party disappearing. The Liberals lost 4 killed
8 wounded; the Imperialists lost 11 killed and
27 wounded.
Gens. Crawford aDd Escobedo, on receipt of
the above intelligence, started for Bagdad.
Gen. Weitzel ordered Col. Hall, assistant revenue officer, not to allow any one to cross until the arrival of Escobedo, and assumed command. Escobedo requested of Weitzel 200

Cincinnati. Jan. 18.
The Parkersburg, West Virginia, Oil lieiinwitn
800
barrels
of refined oil, was deery,
stroyed by fire to-day. Loss $60,000.
New York Markets.
New York, Jan. 18.
Cotton—steady; sales 1,500 baleB Middling Uplands

511.<£ 52c.
Flour-irregular, unsettled and 5c lower; sales 7,400 bbls.; State at 8 95 (§) 8 40; Western 6 b5« 8 3 >;
Hound Hoop Ohio at 8 4i) ® 10 35; Southern heavy;
at

sales 610 bbls. at 8 80 (tt> 16 00; Canada a skadellower:
sales of 259 bbls. at 8 05 ® 12 25.
Wheat-dull and interior lc lower; Amber Milwaukee at 1 78} ^ 1 80; small lots reported at 1 83.—
Amber Michigan 2 24
Corn—inferior dull and lc lcwer; choice steady;
sales ot 39,800 bushels Mixed Western at 85 @ 89}c.

BeeP—steady.
Pork—opened heavy but closed firmer; new mess
sales 3,800 bbls. at 30 25 (& 31 87, closing at 30 75.
Lard—firmer; sales 35J bbls. at 15} (& 18}c.
Whiskey nominal.
Rice—quiet; sales 25 tierces of Carolina at 12} @
13}c.
Sugars steady; sales 300 hhds. Muscovado at 12 @
lbe; 804 boxes Havana at 11} ® 14c.
Coffee—quiet.
Molasse*—unchanged.
Naval Stores—dull ar.d heavy.
Petroleum—more steady.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet and firm; cotton 7-13

@ }d;

Cora

4}d.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago, Jan.

Flour—dull.
Wheat—quiet at 1 24 @ 1 21} for No. 1.
Com—dull at 43 @ 44.

18.

Oats—dull.

High Wines—firm at 2 17 @ 218.
Provisions—dull: Mess pork at 27 00 @ 27 25.—
Shoulders 10}.
English moats—nominal.
Sweet Pickled Hams—active at 16 @ 16}: Cumberlnad Middles 13 25; Short rib 14 75.
Packed Bulk Shoulders—in good request at 10 50 @
11 00.
Loose Green Meats—active; Hams 15} @ 36; sides
134; shoulders 9}.
Lard—firm at 17} @ 17}.
Hogs—active at 9 00 % 10 00.
Hogs—steady and unchanged at 11 00 @

^Dressed

Receipts 2,800 bbls. of flour, 11,000 bushels of
wheat, 7,500 bushels of corn, 9,500 hogs.
Shipments-1,400 bbls. flour. 1,500 bushels wheat,
—

3,000 bushels

ately upon reaching

home.

rather careless in his

driving.

corn.

Cincinnati Markets.

Wheat—unchanged.
Whiskey—hi good demand

Cincinnati, Jan.
at 2

dull at 2 25.

28}

in

18.

bond; free

Hogs —dull and 25 @ 50c lower. Receipts 51,000.
Mess Pork—closed nominally 25c lower.
Green Meals—in moderate demand.
Lard—sales at ISc.

a

[From Merchants* Exchange Books.]
Havana Markets.
Havana, Jan. 13.
T
Lumber, Shooks, &c., are unchanged and

dutf**'

Freights—no improvement; not much demand.
Exchange—in lair demand. On Loudon, 00 days,
16$ @17. United states 25 @ 26 dis.

Stock Markets.
New York, Jan. 18.
Second Board.—Stocks heavy.
Amoi ican Gold..
United Stales 5-2U coupons, 1862,.103?
United States 5-20 coupons, 1864,.102
Treasury Notes, 7 3-10, (2d series).99
Treasury Notes, 7 3-10, (3d juries),. 983
New York Centra).tt.82ft

Erie.»n$

Hudson.104}
Michigan Southern .68$
104
Michigan Central.....
Cleveland and Pittsburg. 783
Chicago and Bock Island.1013
E »rt

Wayne.

next.

94$

Chicago and North Western.'. ’.
**. 32
Cleveland and Toledo.10C
Canton Company.
43
Gold closed at 138$.

New Post Office. -A Post Office has been
“stablished at Wormwell’s Mills, in Peru, Oxford County, called East Peru.
Todd’s Hungarian Balm for the hair can be
found at Crosman A Co.’s Drug Store, 75 Middle Street.

*

S.
64 S.J.C.
40
05
28 llun. C.
4 80 Trial Just.
4 28 S. J. C.

Thomas O. Gould,
Mark K. Wight,

Mary Hainos alias
Mary Floyd,

•>
als.
4 43
Cornelius McDonald
et al
4 40 Mun.
«
4 40
Same,
Thomas Ross et al 4 10
Geo. H. Crips,
4 40

John

McRardall,

James & Mary A.

Spoer,

Great

James H. Larkin et
al
4 80
et

4 40
4 40

us

Geo. C. Black,

S. J. C.

C.Humphrey

Murphy,
Hoyle,

janl5mw&f.
an-

nual meeting of this corporation was held yesterday and the following Board of Directors
elected: William Moulton, Jonathan Tewksbury, Ashur Ware, Alvah Conant, Weston F.
Milliken, E. H. Daveis, Moses M. Butler.
William Moulton, President; Samuel Small’

David Hylands,alias
Thos. Keiloy,
14 26 Mun. C.
John MuiTay,
7 40

George Loring,
Patrick Toonev,

claimant,
Bradlev,
Joseph W. Pollard,

Jan

18CC.

and Suits ol
Aireished to let, with
SINGLE
Free
Street.

with terrible anguigh, when out stepped a
beautiful woman. The head shrank to a natural size, and they became the first man and
wile. The Greeks also believed the beautiful
Minerva sprang from the head of Jupiter.—
The ancient Hindoos believed in a monstrous
serpent coiled upon the ocean. On him Vishnu slept lor long ages Iu inactivity, and died.
Out of his departed spirit Bramah arose, and
created man by the simple act of wishing.—
The ancient Syrians believed somewhere in
was

a

which God came one
cles of all kinds of

gave it to the man to become his wife. The
Aztecs believed that a princess, being offended
at her husband, obtained leave of the Deity to
depart from Paradise, on condition that she
would go to the eartli and populate it. She
started on her long and perilous journey.—
When once in sight of the earth, she drew
from her girdle a knife glittering with diamonds
and hurled it against the planet, breaking it into twelve pieces, which immediately resolved
themselves into six knights and six princesses, from which sprang six races of men.—
The ancient Egyptians believed two gods
descended from the sun and alighted on the
flowery banks of a beautiful lake on a pleasant morning, and planted a germ of lotus
plant, each kissing it on the opposite sides.—
The plant grew and ripened its fruits. The
legumes burst, and a beautiful man and woman, like the ripe com from the husks, stepped forth in spontaneous marriage. The
Asiatics, of Egyptian descent, believed that in
the center of a watery universe existed the
Divine Power, which slowly and silently, for
ages, collected a transparent shell abont him,
in which he slept. On awakening, by bis own
energies he burst *he shell and arose to the
surface, an immense turtle covering millions
of acres. He again burst his shell, the fragments of which became earth,mountains, and
rocks. The giant came from the mountains
and slept beside a placid lake. From his head
sprang a noble race of thinkers; from his long
arms, stretched by his sides a race of workers;
from his legs a race of travellers, and from his
fingers and toe3 the lowest race of all.

Partnership.

certifies that Francis E. Faxon, of Boston.
in the commonwealth of Massachusetts, Roland
Cutler, of Sudbury, in said Commonwealth, Alva
Shurtleff, Junior, of Paris, in the State of Maine,
and Svlvan Shurtleff. of Portland, in said State,
have formed a Limited Partnership, pursuant to the
Statute ol the said S ate of Maine, under the firm
nanieol A. & S. SHURTLEFF, for the
purpose ol
carrying on the business of manufacturing and dealing in Boots and Shoes. Said partn rship is to hlive
an established place of business in said
Portland, and

THIS

also in

a

d Paris.

The said Francis E. -Faxon is a
such has contributed in rash

as

to the common stock of said partnership, as capital,
the sum ol Twenty-five Thousand Dollars; and the
said Roland Cutler is also a special partner, and as
such has contributed as capital to the same, in cash,
the sum of Twelve Thousand and Five Hundred
Dollars. Tho said Alvah Shurtleff, Jr., and the said

Sylvan Shurtleff are general partners.
‘Said partnership is to commence on the third day
of January, A. D. 1861, and is to terminate on the
31st day of Docember. A. D. 1868.
FRANCIS E FAXON,
fL. S.l
CUTLER.

[l. S.l
ALVA SHURTLEFF, Jb., [l. S.j
SYLVAN SHURTLEFF. [l. S.]
Witness by Geo. T. Angell, to all four.
State of Massachttsetts, )
County of Suffolk,
J ss.
City of Boston, )
Be it remembered that on this third day ol January, in the year one thousand eight hundred sixtysix, before me, the undersigned, Geo. T. Angell, a

Commissioner,

To Buy Provisions and Groceries,
the first day of Fehruarv next, at GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES.
We Oder this inducement in order to reduce the
stock tor other parties to take posesesiOn of the store
at that time.
Friends and patrons please give us a call.
Jan 16—<12w
J. M. BAKER.
TUI

BLACK WALNUT AND CHESTNUT

beautiful gardeu, into

night and gathered partidust, of which to make
man.
He fashioned him after his own image.
When sufficiently dry to handle without defacing, he placed himself mouth to mouth,
hands to liand3, and feet to feet, and imparted life to the image.
Sleep had possession of
the man.
The god drew a glittering blade
from his girdle, and with infinite quickness,
took a bone (of the two hundred and fortyeight bones) from near the heart, and, placing
the requisite female dependencies around it,

Limited

At the Cor. of Federal & Exchange Sts.,

resident in the

city

of

Boston, duly

BEDSTEADS !
SEPARATE PROM SETS,
Just received and for sale hy

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO.,
ia!5dtf

Notice !

PROPOSALS will bo received until 12
o'clock noon, Saturday. January 27tli, 1S66, for

SEALED

furnishing materials, and aoing all the work necessary to complete a School House at South Freeport,

Maine.
The committee reserve the right to reject all proposals if in their opinion too high.
Plans and Specifications mav be seen at the office
-*
of G. & C. Blfss, in South Freeport.
All proposals should be endorsed Buildors* Proand
addressed
to
posals,

'G. BLISS.
Chairman Building Committee.
South Freeport, Maine, January 10th, 1S66.
jalldr.M&w &w2w3*

of Forfeited
of

THE

M.,

piece Broadcloth; 1 barrel Molasses; 1 tin box containing about 30 lbs. Gum Camphor; 1 valise contain
ing 11 bottles Brandy; 3 doz. pairs Stockings; 14T10-12
doz. pairs Mittens.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.
Dec. 20, 1863.—dlawtd

Limited

Partnership.

it known that the undersigned, James M.
Churchill, Philip H. Brown, John M. Brown,
Beniamin T. Manson and JohnSB. Brown, all ofPortland, in the County ol Cumberland and State ot
Maine, have this day entered into and formed a limited partnership for the transaction of a GENERAL
COMMISSION BUSINESS at said Portland, under
the firm name of “CHURCHILL, BROWNS
&
MANSON;” under which name the partnership
business will be conducted.
James M. Churchill Philip H. Brown, John M.
Brown andfBenjamin T. Manson are the general partners,—and John B. Brown is the special partner:
and said John B. Brown lias contributed the sum of
Seventy-five Thousand Dollars in actual cash pay-

BE

ment

as

capital

to the

common

stock.

Said partnership is to commence on the first day of
January in the year ot our Lord eighteen hundred
and sixty-six, and to cease on the thirty-first day of
December in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred

and sixty-eight.
Witness our hands this first day ol January, A. D.
eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL,
PHILIP HENRY BROWN,
JOHN MARSHALL BROWN,
IStamp.l
B. T. MANSON,
J. B. BROWN.

State of Maine.
1
Cumberland, ss.
January 1, I860.)
Personally appeared James hi. Churchill, Philip
H. Brown, John M. Brown, Benjamin T. Manson and
John B. Brown above named, and acknowledged the
above certificate by them signed to be their lice act.
Bqfrre me,
JOHN RAND,
(Stamp.]

Justice of the Peace.*

Cumberland,

bs. Registry of Deeds—Received
January 1st. 1866, at 9 h. and 55 m. A. M., and recorded in Book 336, Page 391.
Attest.
THOSlAS HANCOCK, Register.

commissioned and qualified by the executive author•
ity and under tiie laws ol the Sta'e of Maine, to lake ! Jan 3—d2t&wCw
the acknowledgement o« deeds, &c., to be used or
recorded therein, personally appeared Francis E.
REMO V A L !
F ixon, Roland Cutler, Alva Shurtleff, Jr., and Sylvan Shurtleff, named in the foregoing instrument,
and severally acknowledged the foregoinr instruCOPAM TNERSHIP.
ment to be their free act and deed, before me.
undersigned have this dav formed a copart>) In witness whereof I have hereunto set I
L s.
and
affixed
official
seal
the
my
day
nership for the transaction of the Wholesale GroJ my hand,
') and year aforeforesaid,
cery, Flour and Provision Business, under the style
GEO. T. ANGELL,
Commissioner for Maine is Boston.
HENRY P. COOLIDGE & CO.
Cumberland, 88.—Registry of Deeds. Received
at
4
h. and 55 m. P. M., and recorded in
Prompt and earetul attention will be given to all
"a11;
i»1866,
Book 336, Page 414.
matters of business entrusted to them, and a share
Attest;
of the public patronage is solicited.
THOMAS HANCOCK. I(eg.
Jan 5—d2t—w6w2
HENRY F. COOLIDGE,
MEKRIT B. COOLIDGE.
85 Commercial Sired.
No.
Oread—A Ladies* Institute !
Potrland, Jan. 10,1886.
jal2dlwiw2w*

THE

WORCESTER,

MASS.

TERM will

SECOND
cnTnmence Feb. 2Sth
THE
This institution brines within the reach of Yonng
Ladies

a truly Collegiate Education.
Unusual facliilles for pursuing modem languages are afforded, and
also superior advantages to tboBe wishing to attend to
tiie Ornamentals and Music, both Instrumental and
Vocal. Particular attention is given to health, morals, and refinement. For circulars address
REV.- i. SHEPARDSON, 1 p,.
SOPHIA B. PACKARD, i Fr“lclP!ll!b

Dec 22—d2taw2mos

Androscoggin R. R. Bonds and

Coupons.
undersigned will pay all Coupons outstanding
on the first and second Mortgages ot the Androscoggin It. It. Co, on presentment at his office in
Portland; also interest on on the first mortgage
binds to Jan. 1, li56, and interest on the second

THE

mortgage bonds to Jan’v 1,1866.
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
Treas’r of L. & F. R. R. Co.
Portland, Jan. 10,1666.
jal3d&w3w
s

Ladies’ Class at
Jan 16—dlw

Gentlemen, Keep Tear Teaspert

BOXO

Portland

Ware.,

$4.00

2.00

Associates,

Eat-FIVE,

Committee of Arrangements*
A. D. Pickett,
President, Wm. Strong,
Wm. J. Lewis,
Sec’y, Wm. Hennessy,

for THEIR ADVANTAGE.

Leonard Pennell,
A. L. Chase,
J. H. Russell,
C. E. Chase.

St. Block.

Wanted.

JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL, at

ALSO,
John’s Stove and Egg Coal.
Lehigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
Lehigh Stove Coal.

Pang for Sale.

Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
part of
1

BAND ALL, McALLISTER &

Second-Hand PUNG—Double Runners—
may be seen nt
TAYLOR & BOOTHBY’S STABLE,
Jan 18—dlw*
Temple St.

ONE

For St.

00.,

GO Commercial Street*
Jan 12—dtf
Head Maine Wharf.

Coal.

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned

at their Wharf,
JUST

Cor. FranMin Whkrf & Commercial

jtr/ly STAR OF THE
SEA, Tower master, will
sail as above.
-/filVlii
mmKi For
or
to
freight passage apply
THOMAS PADDOCK,
93 Commercial Street.
Jan 17—dtd

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
8TOVE SIZE.

200 TONS

LOBERY,

Free burning and VERT PURE, and all kinds oi

White and Ked Ash Coal.
These Coals are of the very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords of best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD* which w’o will seU at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part of the city at
short notice.
{^*Give us a call and try us.

APO

Portland Dry Dock Company.
at 3 P.

purpose, viz:

•^° 8C£
K***
tbe

tition
ter to

M., Jan. 19th, 1866 for the lollowing
wU1 authorize the Directors to pefor an amendment of the Chara Railway If they deem it

Legislature

enable them to build

expedient.

Per

Order,
C. M. DAVIS, Secretary.

Portland, Jan. 12,1866,-edtd

H O Gf S !
Extra Lot

Dressed

Jan

G.

WEBB

the

Hogs!

DR.

Cough

CO.,

and

BASCOM’S

Croup Syrup!

For Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis,
Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
°^',er difficulties of the Lungs or Axr Passages.
ai\y
For the above diseases this is the best
remedy that
was ever offered to the
public, as any person who has
ever used a bottle will
testify. For Croup it has no
equal. For Coughs and Colds, one bottle will satisfy any one that it must be kept m the house. For
Consumption- it will give relief when all other remedies fail. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
JffSP*** 11111 8old *>y D*- E« F. Bascom, No. 16
Middle Street.
BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
80 Commercial Street, Portland, Me.
Nov. 16.
dlmsn&w3m*

jyissolutionof Copartnership
Copartnership heretofore existing nnder the
THE
style and firm of S. T. CLEVELAND & CO.
wae

dissolved, by mutnal consent, on the twentyninth day of
ihe withdrawDecember, A. D.
al ol Mr. G. W. Richabds. 1808, by
Ail the nr settled business of the late firm will
be settled at the old stand, No. 4 Free Street
Block,
partners, where the same business
will be continued under the
Btyle of

Jan. C. —d3weod*

&

RAWSON.
S. T. Cleveland,
Q. W.
E. T.

Richabds,

G. Rawson. ■

No- 8 Clapp's Block,

Institution offers to young
THIS
uneqnaledfacilities for obtaining
*

Education.

ness

charge.

Produce bought, stored and insured at
rates.
marl3sNeodly

3000 Yds. Poplins and Thihets,
ARKED down and to ho sol^ t bargains.
~|YT
•“I
novl4

distf

No.

Every Saturday at 11 o'clock A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, co'ner Federal and Lint* St*.,
where Carrlagoa can be stored and Horses bowled U
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These aaiea will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
Also 66 Rope Halters and 2 Horse Slings, on account of U. S. Government.
HENRY BAILEY ft Co., Auctioneers.
Deo 14—dtf

Government Sale.
Dry Goods, Bedding, fte..
in Original Packages, will be sold at Auction,
EXTENSIVE
at the Medical
or’s
Sale of

Purvey
Walehouse, No. IT MARKET STREET, Nashville,
Oa TUESDAY, Fehraary 8ik, 1888.
BEDDING.

C. K. BABB.
9 Clapp’s Block.

W II you are In want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Office.

13,000 Hair Mattresses, Jointed;
[ 18,000 Hair Pillows;
47,000Bed Ticks;
22,004 Counterpanes, Linen and Marseilles;
20,000 Mosquito Ban;

A.

NOTES

JV.

and ladles
thorough Busi-

men
a

148 & 150 Middle

St,

FURNACES, RANGES,
And

Office and Parlor

WORKERS

OF

Stovei,

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS,
ail

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, In quantities to suit.

Sole Agents In Portland fbr the Celebrated

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.
ET Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work done to order.
augDdtl

CHAS.

W.

LUC ITS

WEDDING
....

THE

1865.

CAKE!

CHOICEST TO BE HAD IH THE
be found constantly on hand, or made
All orders

CITY,
to

order.

promptly attended to at
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST.,
Portland, Me

E. JOSE &

Co.
S-.'E. JOSE,

1,1866._

CHRISTMAS
The

IVew

the few who speculate

on

bad

for

many who need the riches ol Croesus,
what Is better, the oil of Petroleum*!

cave, for under the soil, to pay the
high prices which ruled the past year.
But that good times are coming, is yet
very clear, for ANDERSON still Is found
at 26 Market Square.
vast

Good News for the Ladies

HOOP SKIRTS,

&*., apply to

RUFUS E.

Portland, Not.

SARAH 8. ELDER, Trustee,
HENRY BAILEY & C'i., Auc Tl.
December 29.1865.
dec30 2aw3w

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
Marked Down
FORTY

PER

_

Skirt and Corset Store!

end Commercial

Jann«7 Mth, 1808, at S
OVI
el8’r.°«WfDNESI)ATo
clock
P. M., for the choice of
officers, and the tra&sotlier busine88 t&at iua-y legally come
before themy

1866^’

8®cret|JJy*

DEMING,

Electrician,

Medical

1T4 MIDDLE

STREET.

Nearly Oppedie the Halted States Hetel
be

wonlil

respectluliy Announce to the
citizen# of Portland and vicinity that he baa
WHERE
located in
permanently

thi* city. During the two
" have been In this
city, we have cired seme
the worst form# of disease In persons who bare
tried other forms ot treatment In vain, and
patients in so short a Urns that the question Is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
that all that do not
BARGAINS *•
we will
stay
doctor the second time without charge.cured,
-IXDr. D.'has been a practical Electrician for
twenty
»n“ >« »l»o a regular
graduated phtiiclan.
2“
Skirts and Corsets l
Electricity Is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
form of nervous or sick headache
j neuralgia m
j tns
| the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
Jn the scute stages or where the lungs ars not fully
A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scroftila. hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
ol the spine, contracted muscle#, distorted limbs,
FOR ONE DOLLAR!
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deaftiess, stam-

MARKET SQUARE.

16

ot

ctuTni

BARGAINS, BARGAINS,

High Prices have Got

a

Dig

in the Ribs!

80 Spring, extra wide Tape Skirt 1.48,
renter price 8.85.

Speculators

and

Monopolizers

are

feeling

SO dozen

Superior Colore\i Corsets
One Dollar a pair.

French Pattern Corsets 1.60
A

a

pair.

BARGAIN I

GREAT

tir

THE

TRADE

ota. per Set.

SUPPLIED,

ye

and be convinced ;*we self, nothing but
very best quality of gooda, and can .end will tell
them cbaager than any house In the tra le.
Lad lea. call

ANXDEEtSOlSr’t I
and

Corset

it tore,

80 MARKET SQUARE.
GEO. ANDERSON,, Agent.
Dec 20—dlftl

By Electricity

The Rheumatle, the gouty, the lame and the lair
leap with Joy, and move with theIsagility and elasticoooled j the frostity of vouth; tho heated grald
bitten limbs restored, tbe uncouth deibrmltiee removed ; faintnese converted to vigor, weakness to
made to seethe deaf to hear and
strength; the blind
the palsied form to move upright; tbe blemishes of
the accidents of mature llM
are
obliterated;
youth
presented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

LADIES
Who have cold hands and fret: weak stomachs, lam
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dlwiness and
swimming In tho head, with Indigestion and
constipation of tho bowel*: pain in the tide and back;
of tbe womb with in-

ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find In Electricity s sure means
of cure. For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH 1

the

Skirt

mering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia. Indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every esee that can be presented ;**thma, bronchitis, strictures ol* the chest, and all forms of female
complaints.

leucorrhcea, (or whites); tailing

Combination Corsets at
Reduced Prices!

DRESS ELEVATORS! 25

WOOD,

ona

Portland Jan. 15th

DR. W. N.

CENT.,

8,18».-lstf°‘10 Central WhaH.

tTfWY>

satisfactory.

Terms—Cash.

CORSETS I

3'

2Slr at ““^SSStt corner of Union

buildings.

Aphmof the lot maybe seen at the office of P,
Barnes, 84 j Middle Street, and the houses may be examined on any week day, between two and three
o'clock P. M.
The bn hllngs are In good condition.
Possession
may be ha I as soon ss the sale is perfected. Title
made

Lady should be wlthontlbrm.

of the Stockholders of
TItv.^NUAF MEETING
steanu<hlp Company, will bo

lielrt

PJBSUANT

-AND-

French

^ o TI c E

Property

to a License from the Cour of Prol-at
lor Cumberland County, the subscriber, as trustee, under the will of Samuel Elder, deceased, will
offer for sale, at Public Auction, on WEDNESDAY,
the 31st
day of January, 1M6, at 11 o'clock In the forenoon, on the premises, the valuable houso lot, with
double dwelling house thereon, situated on the south
side of Danforth Street, in Portland, near Maple
Street, owned and occupied by Samuel Elder In Ids
tile time.
Tale lot Is about fifty-live feet wide on the street,
and about eighty-seven teet wide on the rear line, ana
averages about one hundred twenty-four feet In depth,
containing in all very near y 8.T80 square feet.
Besides the dwelling house there Is a Joiner*! shop
on the premises, about IS
by 30 feet, two storii t high.
The vacant land Is favorably arranged for ht »Ae
of additional

{ if 3Vi ,.k ft•H r"£s

House

Dwelling

ON DANFORTH STREET.

the wants of the

or

SALE

—OF—

Valuable

High prices are foiling, which is

<rn

For terms,

D4J 20—dtd

Year.

AUCTION

MAXCY,

thrce-storv Brh>v Houha vn
THE*
Danforth and l» te Street ltkA'5?"

"

public auction, at ten o'clock A. M.,
on
the-day of January next, unless
previously disposed of at private sale.
The house has been kept lor the last few years by
Bulks M. Lord. Possession given 16th July 1646.
For particulars enquire of
Dr. J E. L. KIMBALL, 8aeo,
Or. ISAAC DYEB, No. M Union Wharf, Portland.
——.

House for Sale.

3

For Sale at Auction.
on

THE

-t.S.
C

application.
ROBERT FLETCHER,
Surgeon and Bvt. Colonel U. S. Vols.,
Medical Purveyor U. S. A.
Jal6dl6t
on

as

subscribers have this day formed a coparf .er_
ship for the transaction of the Wholesale r
ana Glrss Ware business, under the flrr.i nnma

Portland, Jan.

Towels, Crash;

be sold at

very queer.

Copartnership.
C.

Holler

convenient and commodious Hotel
Main
THE
the “Saco House
Street, Sace, totter known
will

Decembor 19. dtl

epr

Slippers;
Night (Japs.

1,000 Napkins;
2,000 yards Red Flannel;
2,400 yards Outta Percha Cloth;
4,000 GuLa Percha Blankets;
1,000 India Rubber Cushions and Pillows;
1,000 Canvas Hammocks;
1,000 Canvas Blanket Cases;
10,000 tbs. Oakum and Tow,
Cotton Bats, Cotton W adding, Tape, &c.
EF"* A small portion of the tor ego lug articles are
second-hand, and will be sokl separately. The greater part are new and In original
packages. Catalogues

1866.

....

can

Socks;

ANDERSON’S,

MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

Cooking,

Drawers;
Dressing Gowns;

may be had

SON\

PORTLAND

~

CLOTHING.
42,000 Shirts;

17,000

_

&

61,000 Pillow cases;

46,000 Pillow Ticks;
80,000 Sheets, Linen and Cotton.

“Good bye the old year,” welcome the

Scholarships for full course, comprising both theory and practice, good in forty-live Colleges, constituting the “International Chain," time unlimited.
For further information please call at the College,
or send for
College Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address,
BRYANT, STRATTON & GRAY,
Jan 17—diwtf
Portland, Me.

Eastern account

Grain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choico brands ol Flour on hand
Bertshy’s Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
Champion,
McClelan.
Market Reports sent daily or
weekly without

liberal

WE

T6e pr.

Manufacturers of Haag Skirts A Corsets.
Dee 13—dtf

Congress Street.

69 and 71 East Water St«9

MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
for

AT AUCTION!
shall sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,
Harnesses, Ac,,

mum k

BUSINESS COLLEGE

RICE BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Buy

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &e.f

Received. !

PORTLAND

by,the remaining

CLEVELAND

left Emb. Backs,

more

new.

E. Dana, Jb.
dtl

same.

WARE.

SUNDRIES.

THECARIES,

Portland, Jan. 17,1866.

PLATED

Castors, Cake Baskets, Batter Dishes,
Mugs, Tea, Desaert and Table Spoons; Dessert and
Medium Forks, Butter Knives,c.c. Also a good assortment ol Jewelry, Table and Pocket Cutlery,
Pocket Books, Band Wallets. Hair Brushes, Cloth
and Shoe Brushes, and a small lot ol Ton and Fancy
as

34,000 Towels, full size, huckaback;

,,

81 Commercial Street.

10—<12w

Such

4j,u00
25,000
19,000
10,00u
10,000

No. 35 Exchange Street,

&

Drawers, English Blue Un-er-shirts—London 5anu
lacture. Traveling Shirt-.large lot Men's Wool Socks,
West or England Casslmeres and
nroauclotha,T mi
Hoee, Gloves, Suspenders, Lazars, 1 aper 'collars,
Haver.-acks, Woolen Caps, large I t ol Cotton Ba.tlng
lien’s Slippers, Sole Leather Traveling IrunkeJtancy Soaps, Perftimery, Linen Towels and Table
Cloths, Doylies, Crash, Linen and Cotton Handkerchiefs, etc. Also a lot of

IVDon’t allow anything J salons neighbors can
say to prevent yon from calling. Copy the number
and call it for nothing more than to see the great difference between our prices and others.

MERRILL,

Portland, Jan. 16th, 1868.
Having sold out my Apothecary business, I take
this opportunity to express my thanks to
my friends
for the patronage and confidence which has been so
libei ally exrended to me, and at the same time to recommend to them mv successors, Messrs. Benson A
Merrill, and to ask m their behalf a continuance of

FOB SALE BY

M.

day.
Street, commencing
utagEvery Afternoon and Evening, >111 the whole
Stock Is disposed ol. A larg. lot of wulte and cololOd
Blankets, ltubber Blanket-, Bed TickaJLlnen Sheets,
Hail- Pillows, Pillow
Cases, Ua r Mattresses, 1 on
Bedsteads, Stoves, Tables, chairs, to Barrels pilot
Bread, Imported CastUe Soap, Corn Stare
A huge
lot ox coats, 1 ants, Overcoats, Unuer-shlrts and

A Splendid Assortment of band-made Shawls
Hoods aad Saatags.

S.E. Benson, Jb.,
Edward Merrill.
Foreign and Domeatic Drugs, Chemicals, Fluid ExToilet
tracts,
Articles, Perfumery and Fancy Goods.
Physicians’ Prescriptions carefully prepared, either
by day or night.

SPECIAL

of the Stockholders of
A this CompanyMEFTING
will be held at the Board of Trade

few

Just

DEERING BLOCK,
Cor. Congress and Preble Sts, Portland, Me.

s- ROUNDS & SON.

T
Jan
15th—dtf

A

Successors to Edmond Dana, Jr.,

BROKEN AND EGO SIZE.

AND

60 das. Hoads, Woven, slightly damaged,
60c each, worth 1.00
60 dam. Haads, Nubias, choice goods,
96c each, worth 1.60

John, N. B.

BENSON &

OF

HotueClothing, Blankets,
Furnishlng Goods!
he told at the Auction Stole 108 FedW11-1T T eral
tills
and con tin-

HOODS.

From BURNHAM’S WHARF, on
SATURDAY. January 20th, the Schr.

St.,

275 Tons Hazelton Lehigh,

EGG

HOODS,

BOARD,

per ton.

Coal,

HOODS,

with furnished rooms (Parlor and BedRoom) in a private family, tor a gentleman and
wifi*. References exchanged.
Address Lock-Box 1S56Portland P. 0.
Jan 18—dtf
I

ALSO,
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s
use; and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by

Rooms,

MC8IC BT

%

CHANDLER’S FULL ORCHESTRAL BAND.
CF" Dancing to commencnot 8 o’clock.
Jal3td

COAL, COAL, COALl

to any

Walsh,
Waite,
Downing,
Noyes.

Floor Managers.
Prest. Wm. Strong,
Sec’y,Wm. Henneesy,
Leonard Pennell,
A. D. Fickett,
A. L. Chase.
Wm. J. Lewis,

Jan 10—dtf

Free Burning Stove Coal.
picked and screened; delivered
the city at the lowest price for Cash.

A. T.
E. G.
J. W.
J. H.

James Adams,

One Price and No Variation!

$13,00

dos Shawls, large else, slightly damaged,
for
1.75, worth 4.00

"
20 dos
hand made, German wool,
choice goods,
1.50 each.

Hall, Portland.

Lancaster

our

SALE

and

-AT-

ELDEN & WHITMAN.

tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

AUCTION.

Qoo.ii at private Sales at average auction prices.
Mr Ladies are Invited to attend the salsa
C. W. HOLMES, AucTinnxc.
Jan 12—dgw

20 dos SontagB, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each.
“
“
20 dos
90c eaoh

FBIDAY EVENING, JAN. 19th, 1866,

STOCK and TRICES,

450
500
200
300
200
" ell

Hoods.Clouda’

Articles.

PUBLICO.”

Tickets $1.00 to he had ol the

TONS

ON

at .tore 86 Fore Street, »e .hall *,u
alartre assortment of Fancy and Dresa Goods, oouslstlmr ot
Ribbons In great variety, Lloaka. Turban, hats
Furs, Hdkfo, Sl.k and Li tton Velve s,
Alpaccas, Poplins, Thibet., Ac., Ac.
Also, any
amount of small uecestary Household Articles
as
Tapes, Needles, Buttons, suk, Twist, Ao., Ac.
Feathers and Plumes for Hats, Ac. These goode are
all ot recent purchase and are fresh and good.
Tha
sale will lie con Inued from day to day until all Is sold
HENRY BAILEY A CO.. Auct’rs.
JaI6td*

Firemen’s Military and Civic Bail, KID
GLOVES, KID GLOVES.
-ON-

One Price, and No Variation !

1
AtJU

Taking!

Will give their NINTH GRAND ANNUAL

In full variety at

it will be

be Sold Prior to Stock

7—Gentlemen’s at 8 o’clock.

“PRO

GOODS,

to wit:

1 box containing Silk, Cailco and
Stockings; 1 bun;
die containing 1 piece Broadcloth and 1 piece Silkl
2 boxes containing Pimento; 1 bundle containing

44

J3tMUt

Goods l

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
)
Portland and Falmouth, }
Portland, December 20,1865. )
following described Merchandise having been
forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws ol the
United States, public notice of said seizures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at Public Auction, at the
Office ol the U. S. Appraisers, 198 Fore Street, on
WEDNESDAY, January 24th, 186G, at 11 o’clock A.
District

a couple.
Gentlemen,
Ladies,
nights will be Assemblies.

for

last six

Hosiery, Handkfs.,

Coal,

Sale

Tickets lor the Term, $5,00

Tickets
Single
4‘
14

F’LA.TVNTEILS,

sure

1.25 former price 1.T5

[SHAWLS.

Will [commence his SECOND TERM, for

No. 1 Free St. Block.

Builders’

Hoops 11, Corset and Skirt combined,

30

CLOTHS!

or

the Time,

is

30

3

SHAWLS,

JalBdtd

At MECHANICS’ HALL.
On Thursday Evening, Jan. 18th.

5 Free

Now

Hoops,

at 8

commence

Comprising Quilts, Towels, Napkins, Brown and
Bleached Linen Tablings, Crashes, Plain Linens, and
assortment of all goods needed for HOUSE
FURNISHING.

feeling

wire,'

In. Tape, 0 tapes, heavy
tor
1.45 former price 2.00
30 Hoops,3 In., Corset and Skirt combined,
fur
1.50 former prlco 2.25
30

DANCING.

an

Jan 15—dlw*

giant head.

to

House-keeping Department,

Respectable transient boarders accommodated.

An infinite
distress caused this monstrous head to burst
a

Here i» Wherewe Putthe Knife in.

Band.

Quadrille

Dancing

IFlfDoors open at 7.
o’clock.

dtd

Rooms furnished or unwithout board, at 77

HOOP SKIRTS !

They Must

Chandler's Tall

fay

Dress Goods and
Millinery
at Auction.
FRIDAY, January 18th, .t 10 o'clock A M

SILVER

Committe, and at the door.

Music

12 Exchange St., or#

Fancy

LABGE

Single Ticket* 50 cent* i two for 75 eta; three for
$1.00. To be had at Lowell & Sector's, Bailer &
Noyea', Croszn&n & Co’s, M. S* Whittier’a, or the

Goods,

We invite the public to examine

45c pr.
10c pr.

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

Common Dancing, Cotillons, Contra Dancing, Dancers, Ac.

THE

Portland, January 15th,

j

Store No.

—

Floor Committee.
H. P. Wood,
H. H. Hatch,
H. C. Daria.
J. T. WdUrage,

SALE,

The attention of purchasers is called to

Small

Slaughter

HOSIERY.

MR. JT. VV. RAYMOND.

County Treasurer.

_

23d.

Close them before Taking Stock*

And

the

fur

Consisting of all desirable styles of plain and fhncy
fabrics, in all grades, we have marked without regard to cost, to

Our

Commence

Committee qf Arrangements:
E. 0. Swett,
H. H. Hatch,
H. C. Daria.
G. G. Owen,

OUR STOCK OF

»

Stockh jlders of the Farnsworth Manufacturing Company are hereby notified that there will
l*e a Special
Meeting at the ofiicc of J. \V. Hunger
& Co., on MONDAY, January 22, 1SC6, at ?
o’clock P. M., to choose a Treasurer and one Director.
Per Order.
S. B. HASKELL, Clerk.

If you have
any doubt* read the following Price
List and they wlU be
diapeUed.

•

At figures that will ensure their

97

{Special Meeting.

HALL,

Tuesday Evening, Jan.

OUR CLOAKS!

5 30 S. J. C.
16 98 Mun. C.
4 80S J.C.

11—dlaw3w

mHE PORTLAND REGATTA ASSOCIATION,
X. composed of the members of the North Star, Alpha, Ariel, and Una Boat Clubs, will give a grand
Promenade Concert, at

WE HAVE MARKED

clock at

Concert!

Promenade

CITY

o

December 18.

the contrary are ground]cm !

100 do*, all wool Hose, ladles, 20
gauge,1
100 doz. Childrens’ Balmoral, 1
sizes,

GRAND

and would request the ladies to examine Our Prices
before purchasing elsewhere.

to

;ff*

a’iso

--ON-

Winter Dress

Any aaaertlon*

We

line of

COMPETITION!

IMMEDIATE

EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!

PORTLAND

offer at prices that

at 10 A. M without the least
Hood#, Tidies, Clout.*,
Alpaccas, De Laines, Cottons, Stripes, Lenuns, Cloaks, with a variety of goods such as are usually found lu a retailer’s slock.

FRIDAY, l»tb,
ONreserve,
Shawls, Scarfs,

At 11

HOOP SKRITS ARE TUMBLING!

REGATTA ASSOCIATION I
our

The Remiiiu of a C:>untry Dealer’s
£t ick at Auction.

CLOAKS ARE TUMBLING!

JalTdtd

Portland, Dec. 2S.

EDWARD M. PATTEN,
AweiUaeer,
No. 18 Exchange Si.

M., Groceries of all kinds, Clothing, Boots,
Shoes10.^Fur., ilauke,.. ^

SKIRT GOODS ARE TUMBLING I

Shaw’s Quartette Club.

Sales.

On Saturday, 80th,

FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

Committee of Arrangements.

WOOL

WHITE

81,ICO

by

DRY GOODS ARE TUMBLING!

HALL.

Benj. Kinosbcby, Jr.,
Jacob McLellan,
Israel Wash bo bn, Jr., Oliver Qebbish,
M A. Blanchard.

“

To Let.

perfect man with

we

DEFY

PETER R. HALL,

ing.

The ancient Persians believed in three gods,
the greatest of which was Ormuzd, who made

Which

*66,

jan. 19,

Tickets for the Course,.$1.00.
2#c.
Ticket for one Lecture.
For sale at t >c Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,Crosman Ct Co.’s, Lowell & Senter’s, and at the door.
Doors opon at 6 o’clock. Lecture to commence at TJ.

BLANKETS,

Liquors.
Thomas L. Smith,

of the

_

HEAVY

6 22
8 18

James

Music

former low prices.

Would call special attention to

We

Intoxicating

Cashier.

What Some People Have Believed.

onr

JeremiahMulhaney,22

most attractive

Block,

Reduction!

From

Tri. Jus.
“
Mrs. A. Mitchell,
4 28 S. J. C.
*■
4 28
Joseph Gardner,
4
28
C.
Mun.
Samo,
“
4 28
Samo,
4 28
Same,
4 28 S. J. C.
Same,
Dexter S. K. Winter,4 83
“
Geo Robinson et al
4 4S
23 Mun. C.
69 32C Humphrey
George Bonney,
Tri. Just.
James Devine,
22 SO Mun. C.
William Lawless,
18 06
8 23 S. J. C.
Same,
Lemuel Montaine et
17 45 Mun. C.
al,
Wm Machinotal
3147
DanielR. Wallace, 14 81S. J.C.
Geo. Hunt,
13 46
26 66 Mun. C.
Barney Holland,
James W. Thornes, 14 96
Geo. A. Green,
36 06
John Johnson et als 44 93C.Humphrey
Tri. Just.
“
John Cook,
69 81 do. do.
Joseph H. Pollard et
«
al.
145 44 do. do.
Charles E. Moulton, 23 48 Munc. C.
<•
Patrick McCafl'erty, 18 07
Patrick Kelley,
21 81
«
«
Hamilton Sliarp,
21 61
«
Mark Sullivan,
34 43
“
John
30 28
Etiward
19 94
“
William Docker,
34 80 S. J. C.
•<
7 43
Same,
Henry B. Johnson, 15 64
>(
Same.
7 08
“
John Murphy,
18 34 Mun. C.
Edwar. Roach,
20 67
7 43S. J.C.
Same,
Goo. W. Jones,
129 39 Mun. O.
“
14 05
Same,
7 05 S. J. C.
Same,
«
«
Port. & Kon. R. R. 21 17
*«
11 30
Same,
«
14 30
Same,
Charles G. Innes,
25 89
«
7 75
Same,
“
George A. Brown, 28 52
Jacob Lewis et ais
49 22 Mun C.
Joseph Gardiner et
als
13 82 S. J. C.
Same.
13 82
“
“
13 82
Same,
“
John Martin ot al
10 25 Mun. C.
‘*
Michael Pendcrgast, 9 68
Luther Pennell,
31 79 R. Cook,
Tri. Jus.

The programme

CITY

Dry Goods,

«

2S

4

-AND-

-IN-

Preparatory to TAKING S*TOCK, and would offer to
the public a full and choice assortment of seasonable
goods at a

4 40 Mun. C.
4 40

MichaelCutmingham

Mechanics’ Assemblies.—The second assembly of the course will come off this even-

«

Brunswick.

Jacob McRardall,

was

Season.—There were lively times yesterday afternoon at the Park. All
the fast trotters were out. Several of our celebrated trotters will contend this afternoon.
Those intending not to drive fast are requested to take the inner track, where there can be
no danger of collision.
Turn out and take the
ladies with you. Free to all.

NEW YORK.

Evening,

On Friday

Have marked down their Stock of

C.

Tidings I

CHRISTMAS IS COMING,

George William Curtis,

ELDEN&WHITMAN,
5 Free Street

Sound the Glad

Auction

Ninth Lecture will be delivered by

Marked Down!

J.C.

_Miscellaneous.

The Portland Freedmen’s Aid Association

“

“

4 40

Jot ham F. Clark et

Neglected Coughs and Colds.—Few
are aware of the importance of
checking a
cough, or “common cold,” in its first stage;
that which in the beginning would yield to a
mild remedy, if neglected, soon preys upon
the lungs.
“Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” or
Cough Lozenges, afford instant relief.

a

a

General Bill,
$44
State vs. F. O. J Smith,
4
John Sullivan etux 4
John OBrion, et al 4

serves.

Sports

IN AID OF

*b
Prosecutions

variety, combining
pantomine, tableaux, and dancing, and we
predict for them the success which their la“
”
our common cause
bors for
so richly depresents

Dry Groods

OF

We understand that the young ladies of the
R. F. Society are to give the second of their
entertainments in aid of the freedmen, on

Wednesday evening

Jau. 8,I860.
j
Criminal Prosecutions,
Nov.
Supreme Judicial Court,

Term,

Fire.—The alarm at seven o’clock last evening was caused by the roof of the building
corner of Commercial Street and Brown’s
Wharf, occupied by Warren Brown, Esq.,
catching fire from the sparks of a passing locomotive. The fire burned through the roof>
but was extinguished before any further damage was done, and without the aid of the engines, which were promptly on the spot.

ROLAND

Gold 1 39 J.

0

boy

)

INMFlNMNt LECTURES

ol Costs of

allowed by tlie
STATEMENT
A. D. 18G6.

Grand Ball.—Portland Associates, ExFive, will give their ninth annual ball this evening, at Lancaster Hall. It will be, like all
that have preceded it, a splendid affair. The
Associates have the task and the tact to get
up these affairs in a superior manner, and for
the enjoyment of all who may attend.
See
advertisement.

special partner, and

Flour— unchangc d.

The

of Cumberland.
Treasurer's Office,

Accident.—A lady was knocked down yesterday, up town, by a horse and sleigh, in
which were two ladies and a lad, the latter
driving. The parties in the sleigh considerately stopped aDd offered to convey the injured lady to her residence.
But she considered
herself so slightly bruised that she declined
their assistance, although she fainted immedi-

their country

I'rom St. Louis.

Election

over an

Cumberland National Bank.—The

Ship JV'eu'S.

Washington, Jan. 18.

ner, a large and brilliant company, including
many persons of official distinction. »
Speaker Colfax’s first reception of the season
took place to-night, and was, as heretofore,
the scene of much social enjoyment.
Many of those who spent the early part of
the evening at Secretary McCulloch’s residence
were present at Mr. Colfax’s towards the close
of his reception.

There was a quorum in the Senin the House. The Governor’s

message will probably be sent in to-morrow.

Washington.

A card has been published from a delegation
of colored men to the Members of Congress,
objecting to any discrimination in franchise on
account of color, in the District of Columbia,
as it would invidiously affect them throughout.
The galleries of the House were densely
crowded during the session to-day, and owing
to the pressure many persons were unable to
gain admission. The colored population were
present in large numbers, every one, both
white and black taking great interest in the
question discussed, namely, the extension of
the elective franchise in the District of Columbia. The vote on the passage of the bill was
much larger even than its most sanguine friends
anticipated, and when the result was announced the applause in the galleries and on the
floor was almost deafening. The bill, which
passed the House, has yet to be acted upon in
the Senate. It confers suffrage without other
qualifications than has heretofore been applied
to the whites.
The Senate in Executive Session confirmed
Robert B. Von Volkenberg, of New York, as
Minister resident ot the United States to Japan, vice Chauncey M. Depew, declined.
Secretary McCulloch and Mrs. McCulloch
entertained to-night, in a truly hospitable man-

Montezuma, from Kingston, have arrived.
Richmond, Va., Jan. 18.

irresistible hold

a more

County

Entertainments.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

All who expect to have the pleasure to-night
of listening to the address of this eloquent and
brilliant orator will show their wisdom by se-

curing not only their tickets, but their seats at
No speaker with whom we are
an early hour.

Wade.

The bill giving the widow of President Lincoln franking privilege for life was passed.

Independent Course.
LECTUBE OF GEOBQE WILLIAM CUBTIS, ESQ.

board a steamer, which is tied up to the
hank of the river, at Bagdad.
on

----

State

to preserve order, which was agreed to,
and the men were ordered down.
A French corvette shelled the town on the

men

TEETH I

TEETH I

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Elbctbicity WITHOUT fain. Persopp having de< ayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
for family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at hie house.
Office hours from ft o’clock A. V. to 11 M.: from
to e P. M., 'sad 7 to 9 la the evening.
Consultation free.
novltt

CO', BUSINESS SUITS, of
flJJgSe.F drey, made to order, at
novtdtf

the

beet Canada

A. D. HEEVEF,
92

Exchange St.

For

Poetry.
Behind the Veil.

Valuable Hotel Property

The secret of man’s life disclosed
Would c use him strange contusion,
Should God the cloud of tear remove,
Or veil of sweet illusion.
No maiden seen aright the faults
Or merits of her lover.
No sick man guesses if ‘twere best
To die, or to recover.
The miser dreams not that his wealth
Is dead, as soon as buried;
Nor knows the bard wh 4ngs aw ay
Life’s treasures, real and varied.
The tree-root lies too deep for sight,
The well-source for our plummet,
And heavenward fount and palm defy
Our scanning of their summit.
Whether a present grief ye weep,
Or yet untasted
bOsseB,
Look far the balm that comes writh tears,
Tne bane that lurks in kisses.

Foil SALE !
maeele

in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned? is ottered tor sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ol
land, with an aggregate frontage of five hundred and
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High* and contains about two hundred ami fifteen apartments for
the use of guests, besides tour capacious stores, and all
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST

CLASS HOTEL.
it was designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are
pronounced by competent judges to be fully
equal to those or
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other
parti

A Bemarkable Story.
MOB-

suffebings.

A correspondent of the Cincinnati Commercial, writing from Petersburg, Ohio, gives a
long account of the adventures of a young
girl named Louisa Black, who recently escaped from the Mormon community in Sait Lake
city and endured great suffering. The substance of the story is as follows:

Thursday evening,

4th inst., as a boy
from school across the
fields,
on
Petersburg,
nearing a couple of ha>
heard
he
stacks
plaintive moans, apparently
proceeding therefrom, accompanied by faint
articulations of a human voice. He distinctly
heard the ejaculation, ‘My God! my God I’—
The boy hurried to his home which was in
sight) and told Mr. Davidson what he had
heard. Mr. Davidson at once started back
with him, and meeting two neighbors on the
way, took them along to the stack of hay.
“On reaching the spot and going round one
of the stacks from whence the sounds proceeded, they discovered some rags protruding from
the base, and, on investigation, what was their
surprise to find a young girl, an entire stranger
literally burrowed in the hay, seemingly helpless and in a dying condition. She raised a
pair of blue eyes to the gentlemen’s startled
laces and implored them not to move her, to
let her lie there and die, for she was frozen
and starved and aid had arrived too late!—
However, the gentlemen raised her as gently
as they could, and, though the gentlest motion aggravated her sulferings, succeeded in
carrying her back to Mr. Davidson’s farm
house. She was evidently not more than sixteen years of age, and scantily and miserably
clad. A tattered dress Ciung around her, and
a garment that had once been an under skirt
she had torn in two, one strip being tied
about her head, and the other wrapped about
her feet.
“Sue avers that she resided in Missouri until tiife fall of 1864, when her lather became infatuated with the Mormon faith (a number of
Mormons being settled near them,) and in opposition to the wishes of his wife and family,
made preparations to remove to Salt Lake
city. As he could not be turned from his
purpose, the famhy reluctantly accompanied
him, and were numbered among the inhabitants of that city, while Mr. Black was at once
enrolled among the “saints.” They had been
there for six months, during which time matters had been growing from bad to worse,
when the crisis arrived, in the shape of Mrs.
Black No. 2. The family were now wrought
up to desperation, and Mrs. Black No. 1, with
her three daughters, resolved to make her escape from Utah, at the same time being cognizant that the way was rife with danger, and
that if captured death would be their doom.
Louisa goes on to say that they succeeded in
eiudin^ vigilance, and made their escape fiom
bait Lake City on the 10th of last June, with
ouiy twelve dollars in their purse, and turned
their laces toward the states.
1’he girl says they kept mostly to the woods
and ravines, and all covert places, to avoid
discovery, and gave their former home in
Missouri a wide berth for fear of the many
Mormons there. At length one of the sisters
died from exposure and privation, and covering her up in the woods they wandered on.—
Soon another sister perished, and Louisa and
her mother alone pursued their flight. At
length Mrs. Black lay down, never to rise
again. Louisa thinks it must have been in
the vicinity of Cleveland that hermother died.
Instead of a,king any assistance she wandered
on alone.
She tells of being at Greenville,
Pennsylvania, and of finally arriving at Midshe says she lay concealed for
where
dlesex,
three days on the farm of Mr. Edmonson.—
This was about the 9th of December.
“She proceeds to relate that she was here
found by a couple of horse thieves, and we
next find this young girl on the eve of December 11, employed as an emissary by these refuges to ride oil'a horse that they had just stolen irojn Mr. Edmonson’s field.
She states
that they instructed her to go to Oil City, and
her
directions how to get there; also that
gave
one of tnem gave her two bills, a ten and a
with
which to p ocure subsistence for
five,
herself and horse, on the route. When asked
what she did with the money, she at first did
not seem to recollect and at length said she
“spent it,” but did not say what for. However, it is supposed she lost the money. These
thieves toid her that they would take another
route to Oil City, where they would meet
her,
and take charge of the horse, also that their
had
their
gang
headquarters there, and that
they had run off many a horse to Oil City.—
furthermore
boasted that they had stolThey
en a span in Cleveland worth $400.
They
placed her on the horse, and started her olf,
and that is the last she saw of them. Instead
of taking the prescribed route Louisa changed
the programme by taking a route of her own
• “On
was returning
near

nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was
$177,000, exclusive
ot the land; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expeuded to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and it is believed that notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can be completed tor occupancy
for #75,000, according to the original
plans.
For price, terms of sale and other partic ulars, enquire of
JOS. ILSLEY.

Railroads.

Wanted.

THE

PORTLAND

SMALL Tenement, or four or five rooms suitable for housekeeping.
Location desired on or near Green or Mechanic Sts.
PROPRIETOR, 100 Green St.
Address,
Jan 13—dlw*

A

In Cape Elizabeth.
desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
The house is
one mile from Portland Bridge.
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
Stable
order.
Also
weU
and outcomplete
arranged
b addings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.

AVERY

Term easy.

House Lots for Sale.
Inquire
land, where

For Sale.
Two-story
THE
Street, at
For

valuable oil which has a
peculiar value, from the fact that it does not
is
It
used
in
gum.
the preparation of medecines, for burning purposes, and is largely introuuced as a condiment in salads. Such and
so varied and important, are the
uses to which
this simple product is devoted.
a

House and
bargain.

Brick

a oeeat

Lot, No.

than that of California at any time within ten
years of its discovery. The richness of the
quartz lodes seems to increase as we go North
from Shn Francisco, and while in Nevada and
Colorado the lodes run from three to six teet
in width, in Idaho they reach from ten up to
as high a.3
twenty-five feet. The Owyhee
country in Idaho has probably the richest
silver mines in the
world, while other sections
on and near the Yuha are found to contain
both gold and silver in immense quantities.—
A yield of one thousand dollars to the ton of
quartz rock, obtained from ordinary stamping
mills, is not an uncommon thing in Yuba dis-

Deer

or

wishing

THE

Tenement Wanted.
lor

a

ONE

repaired.

WINN, Agent, No.

IRA
Dec 2—d2m

LOT in

A
and is

For Sale.
Evergreen Cemetery,
Said lot is

nue.

handsomely

very

address Box 596 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

on

one

or

two

Please address Tenement,
Oct 10—dtf

Wanted.

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., lor English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

Also,

_To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & GHASE,
No. 4 Central Whari.
Aug. 29—dtl

Stone-Cutter8

Wanted.

twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
JAMES ANDREW S,
Apply to
Doc 27—dtf
Biddeford.

WANTED

Immediately,

For Sale.
united STATES PATENT RIGHT
The
MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further

for

particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman A Co.
Not. 11—dtf

POSITION as traveling or local Salesman
in the Wholesale Grocery and Flour business, by
a young man who has had three
years experience on
Commercial Street, and has a good acquaintance
with the country trade.
Address
SALESMAN, Press Office.
Jim 11—dtf

A

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned
THE
nership under the

day formed a copartand style oi the

have this
name

“Portland Tanning
Pulling

and

the

Company,”

the business of Wool
Tanning Sheep and Calf Shins,and taken

Factory

Portland

on

Formerly occupied

on

Street,

& A. B. HAYES.
CHARLES W. HAVES,
MATTHEW T. VALENTINE,
BENJAMIN H. HOUSTON,
STEPHEN HOUSTON,
CHARLES THUNBURG.
bv G.

M.

Wanted.
PARTNER with

in

$600
cash,
ABusiness
facturing business in the city oi
all
and

in

a

light

manu-

Philadelphia.
cash,
very profitable.
L. T., Portland, P. O.

Union St.
Portland, Me.

11

Address, C.
Jan 17—dlw*

the main Ave-

S. D. & H. W. Smith’s

of two lots in one,
composed
laid out. For
particulars,

COST.

For Sale!
carryall, sleigh, harness
BLANKETS
ROBES,
SADDLE, and BBl-

AMERICAN ORGANS!

Ahorse,

MANUFACTORY,

DLE.

Horse is nearly 6 years old, very last (in color)
a very
promising animal.
The Carryall is light, good style and stands with-

The
and is

Tremont, opposite

a prime one, and has often been a
mile in three minutes.
w
Harness nearly ne w, and other fixings in good
condition.
They will be sold altogether or separately and may
be seen at J. F. Libby’s
Stable, Center St.
C HAS. PAYSON.
Jan'y 5,1866—tf

For Sale.
A ^AA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
A*A\Av/ Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, tor sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oc 24—dtf

For Sale.
FT- IIACMETACK PLANK
and TIMBER, for sale by
S. CLARK, Agent,

Smith’s Wliarr, Portland, Me.

Whiti Lead.
Atlantic

lite

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

it,

Manufacturers of PU \E WHITE

LEAD, Dry and

in

LITHARGE,

Glass-mr ers’

Oil,

\ED

LEAD,
Red

etc.

In

ive,and refines and elevates the

minds

by Druggists

Dealers

&

by

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,
General

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

of^ll. Beauti-

ful In Its appearance and effects.
Seventeen—17—First

Premiums

were

the American Organs in the
Mouth of October, 1865, over all compet-

swarded to

itors, at different State

and

County Fairs*

Premium awarded to the American Organs at
the Great New York State Agricultural Fair at
Rochester, September, 1864, over the whole catalogue
exhibited by the most celebrated makers.
First

THE AMERICAN • ORGANS are the ONLY
REAL REED ORGANS now before the public. The
only Organ having a REVERBERATING SOUND
BOX or WIND CHEST—w*hich has the same important part to perform as the Sounding Board has in a
Piano Forte (to give body and resonance of tone) and
Organ becomes merely a Melodcon in an Organ Case. The American Organs not only have the Wind-Chest or Sound-Box but have the
large Organ Bellows, giving power and great steadiness of tone.
These with their extreme line voicing
of the Reeds and perfecting of the tone, make them
the MOST PERFECT ORGAN KNOWN. Then, in
fineness of workmanship, finish of action, and case,
they excel all others. These great improvements
and superiority of tone and wormanship of the American Organs place them in the front rank as the best
and command a'higher price than any other reed instrument in the market.
A careful examination of
them, in comparison with others, will quickly show
their superiority.
Special attention is called to the style of the American Organ, No. 17, containing the Super-Octave
Coupler and Sub-Bass. FOR CHURCHES in want
without which the

fs

powerful instrument, whose means
price renders it very desirable.

a

Every Organ is Warranted
Satisfactory*

and Refined.

are

limited,

to

Prove

THE AMERICAN ORGANS all have the Reverb-

erating Sound Box, or Wind Chest, and are finished
in the highest style of art, in Rosewood, Jet, Walnut,
and Oak finish, richly varnish ed'Hnd Polished*, or in
smooth Oil Finish, forming elegant pieces of ftirniture
(or the Parlor or Boudoir; and the Oak and Walnut
especially adapted for Churches, Lecture and Lodge
Rooms.
AMERICAN ORGANS are all finished with
our new PATENT improvements, containing the
improved Knee Swell,Double Bellows,two Blow Pedals, and TEE MOLO found in no other instrument.
THE

New Styles of Cases,
Richly Finished and Highly Ornamented*
ty Illustrated Catalogues, containing cuts taken
from Photographs, showing their relative size to each
other, sent iree.
Sold only by

WM.

PAINE,

163 Middle Street,

Jan 12—eod3m

Is open Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years* experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that
my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good all

PORTLAND.

NEW PERFUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

this great world ; but I do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (cither LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n
any part of the United States
America; and also that our Counting Rooms
tor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, ffc,
ffc., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in tlic State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, «&c., to taught without copying, so that
no one can
pass through the course without obtaining h thorough counting-room education.
Mr* Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portlan I and jficinitv. his warm
gratitude (or
their kindness and
liberalpatronage the past fi teen
and with the promise of faithfulness, soyears;
licits otherfavors!
over

Compound

possibly

Whitb Pin* Compound

TESTIMONIALS

’arge number of important testimonial
Lave already been received from Physicians, Clergymen, Apothecaries, and indeed, from all classes in society, speaking in the most fla tering terms of the
White Pine Compound.
Dr Nichols of Northfield, Vt, says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious not on y in coughs and other pulmonic affections
but also in affections of the kidneys, debility of the

stomach and other kindred organs.”
Rev J K Chrse of Rurnney, N. H writer:
“I have for years regarded your White Pine Comas an invamable remedy. I can truly say that
regard it as even more efficacious and valuable than
ever.
I have just taken the Compound for a cold, and

An End to All

use oi the thoufor the hair, composed of Lac Sulphur, and Sugar of
Lead, Castor
Oils, and Alcohol, ruinous to health as well as to the

hair.

satisfied (after an experience of
twenty-five
years in the Hair-Dreswiiig business) I have discovered a medicine that will
am

no

Oil

nor

Scalp.

Alcohol in my

Hungarian

Middle St., Cor. of Exchange St., upstairs.
tyAgent* wanted in every tovm in the State.
Ail orders
promptly attended to.
Address,

74

M. TODD,

4-eod4w_Portland, Maine.

3000 Yds.

Poplins

and

M ARKED down and to lx, sol0
No.

Several of our friends

Thlbets,

t bargains,
C. K. BABB.
9 Clapp's Block,

D. HODGE.

of West Randolph, Vt., who is a practicing physician, as well as a preacher, in a letter to Dr P dated
May 21, 8C3, says: “1 find it an excellent medicine
in kidney disease.”
FROM A BOSTON PASTOR
Boston, Jan a ryr6186 2.
Rev. J. W Poland M D
Dear Sir:—You White Pine Compound has been
used in my family,and 1 know of ethers who have used
it, always with a good effect, and 1 feel fully justified,
aud it is with pleasure that I say that 1
regard it (un
like most preparations of the day,) as wholly desert-

ing of the entire confidence of the public. Not only
do 1 consider it a sate, but an efficient remedy lor all
diseases of the throat.
STFVENS,

Suaiuted

systems

tions.
Then the sympathy which I feel for you, as a former

Baptist pastor-obliged

relinquish the ministry
merely on account of ill health, but still cherishing
all he ardor of your early years for this blessed
work, and laboring to your utmost, iu other ways to
proclaim the g onous Uospel—inc ined me, as a inatterof duty, to comply with your request.
In 1803 1 became acquainted with Deacon Holmes
Boardman, of Maine, bro her of the late Ueorge Dana Boardman, formerly missionary iu Burma?], and
to

fiorn him for the first time learned the wonderful
He had a
medicinal qualities of white pine bark
few years before been brought to the borders of the
the
best
of
what
grave by
physicians pronounced
consumption, and was given up to die,
out was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
made by his ow hands from this bark,
bince that
time, until I became acquainted with your ar icle, I
have been surprised tha1 no phi osophic&l mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

pine.

As soon as your article was brought to my notice, it
therefore secured my attention: and I have not failed
to acquaint myself w*tha sufficient number of facts
to produce a settled judgment as toi s va ue
borne
of my own family have tried it with signal benefit.—
I believe it one of the best cough medicines ever prepa ed. Besides its value as a Cough Medicine, I have
good reason t believe it to be all it claims, as a remefor kidney diseases and diabetes
Yours truly,
L C. STEVENS
[Several other clergymen and physicians have also written o Dr V., nigh y approving of his White

dy

FROM ELERY E. CAHOON.

Brewster, Mass.,
Poland:—I fee it my duty

«arch 19,1863.
Dr.
to, inform you of
the very gi eat benefit which I have received from the
use of your White Pine Compound.
In August, 1861,
I tock a very severe co d. which continued to afflict
in
attended
with
a very seme, increasing
severity,
vere cough, nwht sweats and some b eeding, proha
from
the
throat.
the
fall
and
winter my
biy
Through
cough was very distressing, reducing my lies:* and
and
me
unfit
for
labor
I tried
strength,
rcndeiiug
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, however valuable, gave me any re lef.
In March, 1862,
as you may remember, 1 wrote to you stating my dii
equities and asking advice. You sent me some of tbe
White Pine Compound. I commenced taking it, and
immediate y began to amend. At the time of writing to you my weight was only 135 pounds. In five
weeks 1 was out in active abor, and in a few months
gained up to 165 pounds. 1 know that it was the
White Pine Compound which did all this for me.
I
soon began to have persons
to me for the medicine, and as you now, 1 ordered it for sale. In eight
months, though without much exertion, I disposed of
64o botties of the Compound here on the Cape.
I would add that several persons of my acquaint
anc-e, whose condition was as hope'ess as my own,
have been cured by the IVhite Pine Compound.
The White » ine compound, advertised at
in
as to its name inviting, but is
our eo'umns, is not
a highly approved medicine, Dr. .1.
Poland, the
inven or, has the confidence of ‘he many who know
him, a confidence which he etgoyed while laboring
usefmiy many years os a Baptist minister. His experience as a sufferer led lmn to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.
[Boston
Watchman vnd Reflector.
The editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus speaks of the

PEOF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOE CHILDBEN
AND INVALIDS.
highly nutricious and pleasant lood, so popular in Germany and
England, was devised the
past year by the celebrated chemist, Baron Liebig or
Berlin. Infants who are
deprived of the mother’s
milk, can be made healthy and
strong by the constant use of this food.
And invalids, those who are
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will
find it most excellent and strength-imparting.
Messrs. JAS. R. NICHOLS & CO.,
Manufacturing
Chemists. 150 Congress Street, have made arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and fresh
In large quantities.
For sale by all the Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILLIPS A; Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24—dtf

THIS

of any kind of PRINTING
Il you are
caU at the Daily Press Office.
in want

a.

^or ®aco River at 800a.
u, and 2 00
The940 A M and 200 r u. trains
will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached
liar Stages eouiiect at Uorliain for West
Gorham,

and°530 *>u^tlanJ

aa,ndish, bleep falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Browufleld, Fryeburgl
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, (Jornisli,Porter freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West
Buxton, Benny-Eagle,
U““r,0k'

&sneTtlnaidSssiL;e“inSt°n’

an^™^SyWln<Uuu"'

Compound:

“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
in our co umns, and we are happy to learn
that the demand for it is increasing beyond a' I previIt is the very best medicine for
ous expectations.
cong s and colds we know of, and no family that has
W e speak from
once used i will ever be without it.
our own know edge, it is sure to kil a cold, and p easantassure. The greatest inventions come by accideut, and it is singular that the Whi e ine Commade for Colds and Coughs, should prove to

length

knew

a more

conscientious, honest, upright

Proprietor,

Wi“d"a“

Oi

RAILWAY,

p"u- Lewiston *nd

Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $50<> additional value.

REV.

J.

W.

M.

D.

Sold by Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Medicine everywhere.
W

Agents for
Nov27—cod<fccow fin.

HAY General

PHILLIPS,

F.
the State of

and II.

H

PORTLAND A KENNEBEC R. R.
Portland to

Skowhegan

and

via Waterville
Kendall's Mills.

ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commencing Deoember, XX, 1805.
3gn5gsq Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
w®p?^SE£e*ceptod) for Bath, Lewiston via AnWaterville, KcndaU’s
droycoggiu R. R.), Augusta,
au<1 intermediate Stations, at

i* S-^ow*u’^ai1’

100

Portland for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.36 and Bath at 11.56.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
hne, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change ears at the
first depot thoy arrive at In
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
v
at5.15

Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, A the 1 and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ atWassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall's Mill’s.
VV. HATCH, Train Manager.
T,
Dec. ,,
11.1865—dtf
Fare

Machine tor sale.

MAINE CENTRAL
WINTER

trial

-'day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
jap- Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
....

New England Screw Steamship Co

C. G. CLARK & CO.,

SEMI-WEEKLY

Proprietors,

New Haven, Conn.
F PHILLIPS if CO, and J. W.
PERKINS if CO,, Agents, Portland, Me.
H. H.

HAY,

W

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops!

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

LINE.

The splendid end bet Steamship!
CHESAPEAKE,lO.pt W. W. Shir^Urmnl and FRANCONIA, Capt. H.

^^^^^■BannwoOD,

will antU farther notiee,
follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M-, and leave Pier
38 E st Biver, New York, every WEDNESDAY
aim SATURDAY, at 4 o’oloak P. M.
These vessels are fitted up w th fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most speedy,
safe and oomfortable route for travellers between
Hew York and Maine
Passage, in State Boom,
•4.00. Cabin passage 66.00. Meal, extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal. Queboo, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eaatportand
ran as

St.John.

A

SCIENTIFICALLY

PREPARED

FLUID PREPARATION

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.
Better than any

Pills

and is safe to

use

Powders !

or

Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer, u early as > P. M. on the
day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., No. 8« West Street,
New York.
Mav SB. 1866.

dtf

United States Mail Line

at all times

For all Female

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

CASES

especially forbidden in the directions which accompany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL
TEAMSHIP COMPANY

R.

R.

The North

No Medicine ever known will euro

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,
Influenza, Whooping Cough,

lxx~""'!yj;gTrunk

as

dc22tf

G-rand Trunk Railway.
For Tickets to all points West & South West,
90

Exchange

Office,

r?“ Fares from *4 to »T lower via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
K. P. BEACH, Gen.
Agt. I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York. I
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

JAS.

E.

r It INOLE,

90

Exchange Street,

August 10—dCm

loosens it so that the
It is within

patient can expectorate freely.

the each of all, the

I*rlee

IF. F. PHILLIPS Ir CO
and H.H HAY, Portland
August 31, lotio

The

BOSTON AND CUBA

These steamers

J. IF. PERKINS A CO
Me., Wholesale Aoente.

eodfcwlyr

are

West, South,

to visit the Island of Cuoa.
Price of parBage, 86 > in currer cy.
For freight or passage, apply to
WM. H. KINSMAN & CO.,

BRIDGE, LORD

W.

D.

ualena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, Lacrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
and is prepared to furnish
jo.
Through Tickets
from Portland te all the principal Citios and Townf
in the layal States and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information
oheerfully furnished.
Tb&vulljcrs will find it greatly to their advantage
to prooue Through Ticket, at the

Portaifei

Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex.
change Street, (np stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Line
Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured

0y early application at this offloe.
March *>, 18«6.

marBOdfcwtf

MRS. MANCHESTER,
THE INDEPENDENT

CLAIRVOYANTI
-AND-

Electric

Ehysician

To restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its natural condition and color.

a Snake in her stomach, told where she
it, and that it has been growing, and lrom the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
from the stomach; ft was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
that all may sec for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could be repaid for her
skill.
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1865.
dcl2tf

the Hair to prow, pirinp it
the natural color and
beauty of
youth. It will not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

JOHNSONS REPRODUCTOR!
“Portland,

Proprietor,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Price 81. For Sale by all
Urnggiati.
Jan 12—eod&wlyr

Timekeepers

for the KUlion!

PRICE 25 CENTS EACH.
most novel and useftil invention of tho
age,
constructed on the most approved
pinciples, and
warranted to denote solar time with
greater accurathan
the
most expensive watch ever vet
cy
invented,
and can never get out of order. No
family should be
without it.
Price, with white enameled dial, gold or silver gilt,
2.»
and sent by mail to any part of this
country
or British Provinces.
Address, with one red stamp,
I*. G
H O M EH,
janld&wlm
Boston, Mass.

1

Dec. 27, ’65. f
Mb. Johnson,
Dear Sir:
Two
—

months ago my wife
commenced
using

cause

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

the Stand

IN FAVOR OF

Eradicates all Humors and Dandrufffrom the Head, milprerent
and cure JVerrous Headache,
mil

Reproducer;—

Jourhair at
er

was
:

ta

rapidly

ling

that time
oQ very

and
thin

had be-

as e exThe
bottle has
entirely stopped the
foiling off and has invr
creased the growth so
that now she has a thick hoad of hair which the most
thorough combing and brushing will not in the least
remove.
Both myself and wife have tound it excellent to remove dandruff, and as a dressing the best
preparation I ever used.
You are at liberty to publish this, or to refer any
one to mo personally.
Very respectfully, yours, &c.,
GEORGE BLAKE,
MRS. HATTIE E. BLAKE.”
Mr. Blake may be found with Mr. Dunham, manufacturer of Britannia Ware.corner of Union and Fore
St., Portland, or at his residence in Westbrook.
Manufactured and sold wholesale and retail by
come so

]iose the
use

of

scalp.

one

HORACE II. JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle
St., Portland, (Up Stair*).
Dec 28—dtf

A.T

Ttlisl

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Second-Hand. Clothing,
Of all

WM.

BBOWN,

descriptions, by

No, 91 Federal Street.

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
ing bought and sold,
sept20dtl

TO BE

DISPOSED

300
150
500
500
1000
2500
500#
3000
2000
5000
10000
250
250

Musical Boxes,

PLEASANT

jy Send

pain, act

promptly, never require increase doi, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and children, are Just the thing.
Two taken at night movthe bowels (gree tho next morning.
Warranted
in all eases of Piles and
Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting of food, Palpitations; also". Headache, Dizziness,
Pam in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of tho Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Compliant, Loss of Appetite. Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Faintness, 8tc. Travelers Jind the Lozenges just
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
that they may he earned in the vest pocket. Price 80
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
a on
Temple, Boston. Will.be mailed to an
enclosing 80 cent*.

a

Electic

Street', Portland. Me
Stamp for Circular.

Medical Infirmary,
THE LADIES.

TO

DR. HUGHES particularly nrites all Ladies, whe
a medical adviser, to call at bi« rooms, No. 5
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for thcii
especial accommodation.
£>r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
need

LADIES will iinu it invaluable in all «*asea of ob
structions after all other remedies have b* on tried in
vain.
It is
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions

purely
safety

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.
N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult

own sex.
anco.

A

lady

experience

of

one

of theii

In constant attend

Ian1.1865d&wly

CaiiqhfoMore

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGII
BALSAM is war anted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and oil affections oi the throat and

Lungs.

sale by Drngqists. .ri0 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN & CO.. 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.
For

STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY lias cm d
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a
permanent cure. Try it directly.
It is warranted to
cure.
For sale by all Druggists. BOcts. per bottle.
OF#. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.
novlOdGm
DR.

LIFE,

$20

$150 each

to
to
to
Ice Pi cliers,
20 to
44
Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to
44
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
44
15 to
Castors,'
44
Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 lo
Doz ;n Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
44
44
TableSpoons*Forks20 to
Gents* GoldHunt’g-CaseWatchesfiO to
Ladies* Gold it Enameled Hunt35 to
ing-Case Watches,

500 14
50 44
100 44
50 44
50 44
50 44
20 44
6» 44
20 doz.
40 44
100 each

Bells and

Gents*

Hunting Case Silver
35 to
Watches,
200 Diamond Rings,
50 to
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
2000 Chatelaine Chains&UuardChains,5 to
500

70

44

70
100
30
8
10
20
10
8

44

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the ha ir.
They

luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children

will appreciate the
delightful fragrance and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

44
44

Srnd 25 Cent* far Certificate.
!n aB transactions by mail, we shall
charge for forwarding the (. ertificates, paving the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, whicn must bo enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
'vUl besent for 91; 12 for $2; 30for #5; loo for J15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in overv Regiment,
and in every Town and Countv in the Country, and
those acting as such will he allowed 10 cent-i on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their tctnlltance amount* to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage S amps.

CO.,

Liberty*St., New York City.

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam
F«r

Chest.

January 1,1866.

ATWOOD Sc CO.
•
jald3w

C olds

!
Consampt ioa

and

!

Be caretu] to

ana

get

the

genuine.
Boston, Proprietors

CUTLER & CO.,
Large Bottles, $1.00.

Small, 50 cents.
Cod Idver OH
for Medicinal use by REED.
CUTLER e*P™8Hly
& CO., who have facilities for
obtaining oil
ot the most reliable quality.
Large Bottles, $l,oo.
Nov 10—d&wGm
Pure

•

“There Is

no

such Word as Fall.”

T A. R, PI .A. 1ST T’s
COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

Cubebs and

Copaiba,

Sure, Certain, and Speedy l ure for all 'Ureas.
of the Bladder. Kidneys and Urinary Ih yans,
eithor in the mala or female, frequently performing
» perfect euro in the short rpaoo of three or tour
days, and alwava In less time than any other preparation. In the use ot

IS

a

60

Tarrant’s Component Extract if Cubebs ami

Copnibs
therela no need of o~nfinenient or ohaeae of diet
In ita approved form of a paste, |t I- entire!' termless an* cansoR near,pleas nt Mtnuaclon lo the
oatient. and no .xpeanre
It ia now aobMwledted
by
the most learned iu the profession that
in the above
ola»a ofd'aea»e», Cnbeba and
Copaiba an the only

Igjgflg
'fly oerUInt? or

bS

snooesi.

*
rebedo.on

w,

J

Tarrant’s Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba JVEVF.R FAILS.
Manufac'ured only by

TAR RA

NT

&

CO..

»7S Greenwich St., New York.
Sold by Druftfieta all over the World.

maytdfidty

WOODBURY,

HARRIS,

Coughs.

in 1832, and still the best knot™
Established
remedy for all affections qfthe Lungs, Throat

PIANO FORTES.

of

HARRIS, WOODBURY & ATWOOD.

200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., General
Agents lor
Maine
Sept 27, 1865—d&wGm

the firm of Randall & Woodbury Is admitted a nu mber ot our firm from this data
of
firm
hereafter to bo
Stylo

LATE

by all Drngginu.

Depot 198 &

44
44

upon the roots

natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

Bald

and

H.

directly

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and

44

44
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
44
5000
and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
8 44
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 California DiamondBreast-pins2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and V est Watch-key s2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
10 44
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
8 44
Studs, Ac.,
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, Ac.,
4 to
6 44
10000 Minature Lockets,
2.50 to
10 44
44
44
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20 44
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, Ac,
2 to
8 44
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4 to
10 41
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
2.50 to
10 44
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
1C *4
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15 44
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladles’ Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 44
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 44
Holders,
5000 Gold Pons and Gold Ext' nsion
15 to
25 44
Holders,
5000 Ladies' Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls,
5 to
10 44
Certificates of the various articles aie first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance.
On receipt ot
the certificate, you will see what you are to have
and then It is at your option to send the Dollar
not- Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of Jawelrv
y
Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

Oj>al

GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

Mrs. S. A. Allen’8 World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

act

to

with

200
Costinets,
Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20
44
30
Chafing Dishes,
44

W.
no
oi

can do so »y writing, In a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, ii desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle

SPLENBID LIST OF ARTICLES!

SS

cause

difficulty,

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration oi the urinary
organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the l)r.,

OF AT

BUYAY BBOS. <f

palate,

Hardly a day passes but wo are consulted by one
young man with the above disease, some oi
whom ore os weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
Ail such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time are
made to rqjoico in perfect health.

or more

Without Regard to Value. Not to be Raid
for until you know what you are
to receive,

Nov 4—d3mos

to tho

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sureAo follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally tbo result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.

The Pains and

ALLAN,

All I* be Seld for ONE DOLLAR Each !

drank

WAKEAlf®®

H. A A.

My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tcB
child.

on

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess oi any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

6 G. T. R. Passenger Depot.
declldtf
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

Another Witness

fiursues

Half Million Dollars Worth

that she had

fine.

opportunity

system

Liverpool.

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can b consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
A Clear Ca«»e of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on
my

MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told

a

generally

Booked to

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship MORAVIAN, Capt. Alton, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 20th
January, 1866, immediately after the arrival ol the
train of the previous day from Montreal.
To bo followed by the North American on Jan. 27th.
Passage to Londomlery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
$25
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to

l

what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could roly on, we wrote to Mrs.

is turf

physician,

Carrying the Canadian and U. S. Mails.

and

LITTLE

Street,

Street.
jan3dtf

thb

Agent for all the great Leading Routes to ChicaIS go,
Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,

Kali

3 India
& CO.,
6 India

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,
i£

North-West and the Oan&daa,

?IuSrfratory

first class, and will sail semi-

Boston, Jan. 3d, 1SC6.

THROAT!

and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for gcueral use should liavo
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
fits him for all the duties he must
fulfill; yot the country is flooded with i>oor nostrums
and cure-alls,
to be the best in the world.
purporting
are not only
useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be particular in
selecting his
as it is a lamentable
yet iucontrovertable tact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice:
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphllographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time oi those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitnor time to make
ioner, having neither
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
one
of treatment, in most cases Dialing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they oiler unusual iacilitlcs fur those wishing

Or to

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAMER “TONAWANDA.”
John Beery, Commander,
sail from the end ot Long Wharf, on MONDAY, January 15tb, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be followed by the Steamer “CORTEZ,” sailing Thursday, February 1st, 1866.

Important to Travelers
to

COMPANY.

WILL

Being Only 35 Cents!!

C.Q.CLARK & CO.,Proprietors, New Haven, Ct

Agent,

PORTLAND.

experienced Surgeon Is attached to each Steam-

All letters must pass through the Post Office.
Sty Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF
Jan 8—dtf
Portland, Me.

FOB HAVANA.

Itdoesnotdrvupaoougii.but

CAUTION TO THE PUELIC.

Every intelligent

LEAVE

STEAMSHIP

and is for sale by all Druggists.

Street.

An

as

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket

quiok

America,

TIMMERLANE,.Commander.

k CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.

15.1865.

RELIEVE

He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

On Monday, the 29th ot January.
ship.

Grand

Depot) Sundays excepted,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and tor
Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains from Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
tfr“ Freight trains leave daily at S A. M.

the

River,

Cough Balsam!

OR

on

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

WILL

Coe’s

AT

St. Thomas, Para, Pernambuco and Bahia, Every Trip,

L. F.

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

dispatch regularly,

For U. 8. and Canada.

privately,

There arc many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from tlie bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening tiie system in a manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining the
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often lx* found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die oi this
ignorant of the cause, which is the

29th ot each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North

J- w. PERKINS <r CO.. IF F. PHILLIPS fc CO.,
and H. H. HAY. Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

WHERE he can be consulted
and with
▼ V
the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at alJ
hours « ally, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. >1.
Dr. H. addresses those who arc suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether arising from
Impure connection or the terrible vice of sell-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch oi
the medical profession, lie leeis warranted in Uuaukanteeixu A Cuke ix all CASES, whether of
long

RIO DE JANEIRO,

Druggists everywhere,

C. G. CLARK <b CO., Gen’l Agents,

ROOMS,

Ifo* 5 Temple Street,

-FOR-

CALLING

ARRANGEMENT.

Trains leave Portland daily

-jai.ttaarfJ

eood

JalGdlw*

run as

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
Monday Tuesday Wednes-

as

the

Portland, January IS, 1806.

one

trains.

Closing- TJp ^ale.
C. W. JORDA V. No.27 Market Square
MRS.
(up stairs) wishing to retire from business imoffers her

count made.
A Knitting

Webee ofyou Ifyou aro siok, to make
just
of it. Price One Dollar per bottle.

WINTER

LOOK

present season.
PersonB wishing to enter into her lino of business
will find It to then- advantage to call. A liberal dis-

Will, until farther notice,

follows-—

11

Maine.

entire stock, consisting of about
mediately,
$1000 in German Worsted, and the remainder in
Fancy Goods, all in saleable order, to a pnrtv, or will
sell her Worsteds cheaper than they have been Bold

Montreal,

passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
feb.18,1363 —dtf

SUFFERING,

THE

DR. S WETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

J. IP. PERKINS,

used it once.

nov2dtf

Street, Boston, POCKET TIMEKEEPER.

POLAND,

in e-'Crv Instance regulates and restores to a
healthy ooedition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without danger of distressli’oiuit. It is the most wonderftu
remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it in the house that
and

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Portland, Nov. 1,1865

Forest City, Lewiston and

every

ITY

THAT ARB

PRIVATE MEDICAL

cess.

STEAMERS

TIIE

eeping

THE PEOPLE’S IMPBOVED

Under the supervision of

Stomach,

Bold by Druggists every where.

and Quebec at 110 p m
Tbia train connects with
Exp-ess train for Toronto,
S
Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage caa be received or oheoked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive a3 follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
810 a m
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
145 p, m.

fiUJ?Phi?W*

Arrangement!

Summer

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIIr-

^Mtralnsawm^nr^& JL"' “* 1865>
<>nd, Montre tl

& CO.,

wharf, Boston.

one

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

tSSSfitfiti
lor
“•‘ITrsdnfor

9 x

PORTLAND AND BOSTON L1NE1

Heartburn,

proceeding flrom the Stomach
sovereign anuperinanent cure for

ever

Line.

..

and in fact all diseases
and Bowels. It is a

has

Canada.

8ouUl

Sickness at

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

Philadelphia

evehy five days.
From Long Whar Boston,..... .at 12M.
From Pine St. Wharf,
Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight tor tile West forwarded by (lie JPennaylvailia Railroad, and to Baltimore and
Wusnington by
Canal or
free of commission*.
For freight, apply to

Headache.

Fever and Ague,
Colic Fains,

TOV

GRAND TRUNK

Sick

Dysentery,

Portland. Oct 26. i*®""*™*.,

Will be manufactured In futureat the
New England Botanic Depot.

106 Hanover

Cholera Morbus,

and

Nov 22—dlyr

cure the worst case of
and one dose will instantly
relieve the most aggravated attacks of

m

length

ISP1 Beware of Counterfeits.
fur Phalon’s—Tukc no other.
Sold by druggists generally.
Jan. 1, 1866—eod&eow6m

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40

apply

GEORGE W SWETT, M. D.,

Ask

notice
Leave Saco
and 3 40 p. M.
—

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Boston

Railroad,
SPRAGUE, SOULE

Dyspepsia in existence,

On and after Monday, Oot. 30,
1865,
will leave as follows, until farther

CBBsail

a'l diseases of the

One Bottle is guaranteed to

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port

STOMACH AND BOWELS!

PORTLAND*ROCHESTER R.R.

Medical.

now

—FOR—

and

Steamers.

Steamship

Remedy

DYSPEPSIA!

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtt

Pine Compound ]

only

The World’s Great

Leave Boston Tor Portland at 7 30 A. it. and2 30p

pulmonary

TheWhite Pine Compound.

A most Kxquilitr, Drlirnle and Frn.
muni Pi-rfiimr. Di.tillrd from (hr
Flower from
Unrr and Briiiiliful
which it InItr* its nnnir.
Manufactured only by PIIAI.ON A SON.

M

Dec

Pastor of Baptist Church, Goffs town Centre, N- H
Dr J W. Poland—My Dear bin—You asked me
what 1 think of your White Pine Compound. I never
before put pen to paper to tell auy man what I
thought of a Latent medicine. My lather, a physician of the o a school, eariy led me to serious suspicions of aL nostrums of whatever kind not bearing
the stamp of that fraternity But these suspicions 1
have parted with by degrees, as 1 have carerully acmyseif with the leading principles of Hyropathy, Homoeopathy, Thompsonia ism, Eclecwhich have c aimed public
ticism, and other
favor within the last twenty-live years; so that I
feel at liberty on this ground to speak my convic-

never

Balm!

And yet it will keep tho hair moist longer than any
article composed of oil; by four applications it will
stop the hair lrom falling oil; in the worst cases ot
fever in
forty-eight hours. To he had at

M

with excel lent results

man, and we are glad to state that we be ieve whatever he says about his W hito Pine Compound.

Things!

There will soon be an end to (ho
sand and one articles now in use

There is

charmingly.”

known.
it,
many testiino
nialscome te us from wel known men. Besides, the
character of Dr. Po and is such that wo know he will
not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies
for hi' ailments, with a delicate comsumptive look,
standing with one foot upon the g'&ve, he made the
discovery which has saved him-elf and ca' ed out
from hundreds of others the strongest testimonials
possible. We have know Dr. PoiaiufW j^ars, and I

R. N. BROW N.
Portland, September 18,1865.
sepl9deod&wly

.....
distf

ing to bed.
The limits to which I purposely confine myself in
this circular will not allow of that ftili expression
which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine
It is universally admired by all who use
it.—it has attained to such a popularity among those
whose opinion is valuable indeed, that r amity may
in part prompt me to record more here than
hurried peop e will have patience to road; so I will
stop, by merely recoin sending o all who need a
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the

pound,
fie he greatest remedy for kidney difficulties
so
But soTt is. We cannot doubt

f

I ■“rf.
novl4

to remove a bad cough, aud frequently I have known
have a cold entirely removed in two days,
persons toess
than half a bottle. Prom one to two
by using
teaspoonfuls is a large dose. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on go-

LETTER FROM REV. L. C.

The most perlect and beautiful Musical Instrument
the world for the American Home Circle.
THE AMERICAN ORGAN makes Home Attract-

of

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled

Waltham Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

tying.
The sleigh is

out

7
Jan

the virtue of tbe fVhite TPine Compound. It has
been an unusual time for Colds and Coughs, and very
large quantities of the Wki e Pine Compound have
been sold and used with the happiest effects
it
speaks we 1 for the Medicine, and the people where it
is pr* pared are high in its praise.
One bottle of this Compound is generally sufficient

REV. h

rpOYS

genially, and

written

have also received much benefit from the Compound.
We intend to keep it always on hand

at Cost, at No. 37} Middle St., Payson Block.
A The balance of stock of Toys must be sold regardloss of prices, to miko room* for a millinery stock
the ensuing spring.
p. s. W.
Dec 22—dtf

I

by Dr. Poland in i860.—
Since hen,
Manchester, the White Pine Comhas
a-eu
the
lead
a 1
of
pound
cough remedies, a*
well as preparations for the cure of kidney difficuf
in
ties, every city, town, village and ham let, throughout the New England States
The past year has given great opportunity to test
was
as in

Hon. P.H Sweetserof South Reading, writes*.
“Having long kn wn something ol the valuable
medical properties of the White Pine, I was prepared
on seeingau advertisement of your White Pine Comto give the medicine a trial
It has been used
pound,
by members of my family, for several years, for colds
and coughs, and in some cases of serious kidney diffi-

are

AT

For sale

com-

cheap.
As a remedy for kidney complaints, the White Pine
Compound stands unrivalled. It was not originated
for that purpose; but a person in using it for a cough,
was not only cured of the cough, but was also cured
of a kiduey difficulty ot ten years’ standing. Since
that accidental discovery many thousands have used
it lor the same complaint, and have been completely

culties,

Jan 4—dim

spring of 1855 that this

Dyspepsia Cure

M.

A membei of my family was
afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable cough. I had for some months
previous thought that a preparation having for its
basis the inside hark of white pine might be so compounded as to be very useful in he case of the throat
and lungs. To test the value of it in the case a’luded
to, I compounded a small quantity of the medicine
that I had been planning, and gave it in teaspoonf .1
doses. The result was exceedingly gratifying. Within two days the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected.
Soon alter this, I sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., who had been suffering for some weeks from a
bad cough, occasioned
by a sudden cold, and had
raised mucus t-treaked with blood.
She soon found
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces
of it and got well. J. 15. Clark, Esq., editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
preparation in the case of a severe cold, a ;d was
cured immediately. He was so highly pleased with
the results, and so confident of success attendiug its
sa es if placed before ihe public, that he
finally pesuaded me to give it a name and send it abroad to
beneti the suffering. InNovember, 1855, 1 first advertised under the name of White Pine Compound.
In two years Irom that time there had been wholesaled in Manchester alone one hundred dollar's worth,
where it look the lead ol all the cough remedies in
the market, and it still.maintains that positidft. There
is good reason for all this; it is very
soothing aud
healing in its nature, is warming to the stomach, aud
pleasant withal to the taste, aud is exceedingly

it works

Bam
the premises.
Jan 12—d4w*

C.

COMPOUND!

found

There

KAfl V
non
l

in the

originated.

Coe’s

after Nov. 6, 1S65,
Prssenger
EigaijSnO” and
leave a. follows
■vyj^-IWiTralns
Leave Portland for Boston at 8 46 a. m. and 2 20 r

A very

about 25 acres of land dirided into tillage and iiasture land.
u iwHI with some wood and a House and
thereon. Apply to CHARLES H. HILL, on

Lead,

was early
was

pound

W. POLAND’S

PINE

dc27d4w*

Portland, Dec 15,1665.

**.9^

*

“It

J.

The above

Farm lor Sale,
*n Westbrook, near Allen's CorA/afULr''X ner» a^out 3} miles trom this cifv.—
i

DR.

Medical.

Remedy! SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

cured.”

Wanted.

For Sale.
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse

power) all complete.
Second-hand Shafting and Pullies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
One small 3 horse power Engine and Boiler.
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

chance

a rare

D
tenement suitable
WANTi
small families, with good water privileges.
Box 1503.

for the purpose of carrying

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.
27—dtf*
Sept

lot

money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKLKSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

to make

KNIGHT,
octUSdtlAlluiitic Wharf.
Store to Let.

in

town

a

BENJ.

Cure all Diseases of the
Idaho Tebritoky.-Out readers are probably not aware of the immense wealth in the
precious metals contained in this territory, it
is hardly three years since it became a territory, and already its yield of gold Is greater

2

particulars, enquire oi

son, the

Peanuts.—Every bov in America likes
peanuts, aud very few of them know where
they come from. They can be grown in almost everybody’s yard, but they flourish in
North Carolina; upon the sandy lands in the
neighborhood of' Cape Fear, they raise from
fifty to seventy-five bushels to the acre. At
the price of one dollar per bushel, it proves a
profitable crop. The cultivation of it is easy;
first the plow, then the sweep and weeding
hoe. Thfrviue makes an excellent forage for
cattle, equal to the best Dorthem hay. From

PERRY, at the Sheml’s Olfice, Poitplan ot Cape Elizabeth lots may be
maylStl

a

•sen.

Mr.

bility. Abigail was a woman ot strong affections, a practical wife, and possessed ol great
nobility of character, while the names of her
husband and son win live as long as the love
of liberty inspires the soul ot man.”

particulars enquire at
298 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.

finely located House Lots in Cape ElizSEVERAL
abeth, three minutes’ walk trom the Cape Bridge.
ot E. N.

“John Adams sought the hand of the daughter of Rev. Mr. Smith, of Weymouth, and Miss
Abigail was pleasod to accept the proposal of

chose for her text, “For John came, neither
eating nor drinking, and they say, he hath a
devil.”
Tradition does not tell us, a9 we
remember,
how the text pleased the father, but the sermon was preached.
Mary, indeed, chose a
good part; her life was a happy one, aud her
husband was a fhan of means and
respecta-

For

July25dtf

A correspondent of the Boston Transcript
gives the following interesting reminiscence:

Adams, much to the chagrin of the parobjection being that Adams was a
man of humble origin and moderate
ability,
and could never aspire to anything more than
the position of an humble village lawyer.
His visits to her house were frequent and
prolonged, but no hospitalities were tendered
by the Rev Mr. Smith, either to Adams or his
nag; tor while Abigail only had watchful care
over him, his “bay” passed the Wary hours
of the night in feeding on the hitching post.
Now Abigail had a sister, whose name was
Mary, who was betrothed to a wealthier, and
as was believed more promising young man,
whose presence was welcomed most cordially
by the reverend’s family.
The good parson had promised each of his
daughters that on the occasion of their marriage he would preach a sermon from a text of
the bride’s own selection.
Mary first married,
and “beautifully appropriate” did the father
think the text—“And Mary hath chosen that
good part!” In due time Abigail married, and

Wanted.
in

Great New England
WHITE

the State oi Maine to
every
ASsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article'. Ladies
Gentlemen

Real Estate for* Sale,

John Adams’ Courtship.

trict.

Medical.

November 11, 1865.—dtf

choosiDg.
“She liuaily took refuge in the hay staek
where she was found, badly frozen.”

the nut is pressed

hotel,

On Middle, Willow and Silver Sis.,

Men saw the Gurus on Jesus'brow,
But angels saw the roses.

mon’s—heb

Wants, Lost and Found.

that splendid unfinished

Wo may reap dear delight from wrongs,
Kegreta from things most pleasant;
Poes mav confess us when we’re gone,|
And irlends decry us pre. ent.
And that high suffering which we dread,
A higher joy discloses j

ESCAPE OF A YOUNG G1BL FBOM THE

Sale and to Let.

tir

Attsfes.band
'suss#, a

ILkeep constantly

Piano

on

Fortes,

r.ith.“!| ,t’,4mo<le,'n Improvements,

sell as I,OW as ean be pniohaeod
same quality. We have ma te

wblek tbrv

elsewhere,

nl

tb,'

arrangements at. > i.,
New Vjrk
Boston Piano

I°fare
Fortes, among which
Tumi!

be convinced of their superior 1kind ever offered to
® public tar Rronehitis,
Coughs, Colds, Hoarse•
Sort Throat. Catarrh and influenza.
Numerous testimonials irom tne Clergy, and others, acOampa'iyiDgeaohbox. For sale by the prino’psl
Druggists throughout the oity.
maySTeodtf
ana

over everything else of the

Steinway

<C

aatislaoUoi|Ument8

Sons, of Xew

*°ld by

aro

York.

warrant«l to give

«g‘7“"‘vfflai,ai.&aslia”

